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Adoption of this Comprehesive Plan
The Hampton Township Council adopted this comprehensive plan via Resolution 1049 on Aug. 25, 2021. The
resolution appears in the Appendix.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

How do we make a really good
community even better?
That is the goal of this Implementable Comprehensive Plan. We hope to
achieve that through:
y Listening to the community
y Identifying Key Issues to address
y Defining a Vision for the future
y Providing step-by-step implementation strategies

Listening to the community
Hampton set a high bar at the beginning of this project, hoping to engage
as many community members as possible in this planning process. Despite
the challenges of Covid at the end of this process, lots of opportunities were
provided for residents to speak their mind.
y A large steering committee representing a variety of interests was formed
to review the information developed and offer input. The committee met
six times between July 2019 and August 2020, and had the opportunity
to review every chapter of the draft plan.
y At a “Coffee Conversation with the Manager” in June 2019, participants
were asked for their views on planning for the future of the Township.
y Information booths were set up at the July 3, 2019, Community Day
event and at a Farmer’s Market. Intercept interviews were conducted at
the Community Day event.
y More than 900 people responded to a digital quality of life questionnaire.
See the Introduction and Appendices of the report for more information
on the issues residents said were important to them.
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y A public meeting was held at the Community Center. About 65 people attended on September 25, 2019.
y Stakeholders in the Community were interviewed to provide additional clarity on the Key Issues facing the
Township.
y A Township Council update was provided in January 2020.
y A Township Leadership workshop was held at the Hampton Middle School Library to brainstorm solutions to
Key Issues in the community.
y A second public meeting was held on February 1, 2020, at the Community Room in conjunction with the
Township’s Winter Festival event.

Identifying Key Issues
Working with the Steering Committee, we looked at hundreds of ideas, combined similar thoughts resulting in
four Key Issues emerging that needed to be addressed in this plan to make the Township even better. They were:
y Connectivity and Trails
y Route 8 Appearance
y Conservation of Natural Resources
y Township-Community Relationships

Developing a Vision for Each Key Issue
CONNECTIVITY AND TRAILS
Vision: Hampton Township enhances the quality of life of existing residents and attracts new residents by
providing a connected network of routes that link people to important natural, civic and commercial assets.

ROUTE 8 APPEARANCE
Vision: The Route 8 corridor through Hampton Township is a thriving commercial corridor offering a mix
of businesses and services that add both value and convenience for area residents and that, through their
appearance, contribute to Hampton Township pride.

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Vision: Hampton Township conserves its natural resources for future generations while ensuring that
residents today have access to natural areas with healthy ecosystems. This promotes community quality of
life and supports community and individual health.

TOWNSHIP-COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
Vision: Hampton Township interacts with residents, businesses, developers and other constituent groups in
a timely, firm, fair and friendly way.
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Providing Step-by-Step Implementation Strategies
There are many strategies developed in this plan to help “move the needle” in a positive direction for each of
the Key Issues. The following are just a few examples to “whet your appetite.” Check out the full report for much
more in-depth series of recommendations.

CONNECTIVITY AND TRAILS
1. Implement a network of walking and biking routes in the Township by funding and building one of the
suggested pilot trail segments.
2. Develop practical tools related to an active transportation network development including seeking funding
sources and partners to implement projects.
3. Create design standards and implement a signage and amenities plan in support of trail use across the
Township.

ROUTE 8 APPEARANCE
1. Identify opportunities in the Township ordinances to improve clarity and functionality of the regulations. A
number of suggested changes are proposed in the plan.
2. Make small-lot consolidations easier, to create a better environment for redevelopment.
3. Create design standards to improve the appearance of future development.
4. Improve opportunities to meet and discuss ways for businesses and residents to talk about ways to improve
the corridor. Website suggestions are included in the report.

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
1. Further employ green infrastructure to slow runoff, mitigate flooding and improve water quality. A
demonstration project illustrating green infrastructure strategies is included in the report.
2. Periodically update ordinances to ensure that the Township remains proactive with regulations that protect
the community’s trees, water, air and greenspace. The report includes specific recommendations regarding
tree cover, water efficiency and air quality.
3. Add sustainability measures and track performance including a recommendation that Hampton Township
pursue certification in the Pennsylvania sustainable community program.

TOWNSHIP-COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
1. Continue to improve in the ways the Township engages the community.
2. Improve general communications including suggestions for improvement in customer service.
3. Improve communications related to development. The report suggests a new section of the website with
Frequently Asked Questions regarding development in the Township.
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Next Steps
There are a number of implementation strategies recommended in this plan. A Start-up To Do list is included
in the plan and presented below to focus on how the Township can immediately begin implementation. The
first step, once the Planning Commission has reviewed and recommended approval of this plan, is to have
Township Council hold a public hearing on the plan and then, hopefully, adopt the plan as a policy guide in the
coming years. In the plan, it is suggested that at the Township’s annual strategic planning session, that there
be an agenda item each year to discuss progress on implementing the plan and how new strategies can be
implemented in the coming year.

Hampton Township’s Start-up To-Do List
After the first two items on the list, the tasks are organized by topic, not by priority. Each is the first step
toward implementing a high-priority strategy, and the community may begin with any of them.
y Adopt this comprehensive plan.
y At the Township leadership’s strategic planning meeting each spring, review progress on comprehensive plan
implementation and evaluate what to achieve in the coming year. Align staff hours, Township budgets and
other resources with those decisions.
y Begin to implement the Pedestrian Pilot Project
outlined in the Connectivity and Trails chapter,
including acquiring a land survey and seeking
grant funding for construction.

y Undertake a volunteer-assisted tree planting
project on Township land for beautification and
as a stormwater mitigation or natural resources
protection initiative.

y Begin reaching out to potential partners for
pedestrian, cycling and trail connections to build
relationships and identify human, financial and
technical resources for future projects.

y Take the first steps in developing the Township’s
next major stormwater mitigation project, such as
the pilot project presented in the Conservation of
Natural Resources chapter.

y Determine the preferred design standards for
pedestrian and trail amenities, signage and
fixtures, possibly convening a one-time workshop
for making design decisions and product
selections.

y Review ordinances related to protecting natural
resources to identify ways to strengthen them (and
the community’s resilience).

y Begin the process of updating Township
ordinances related to land use and appearance of
Route 8 using any of the three methods suggested
in the Route 8 Land Use and Appearance chapter.
y Select and begin implementing one or more
strategies to address the problem that many lots
on Route 8 are too small to attract redevelopment.
y Implement one or more engagement
opportunities that assist residents and the
business community to acquire or use Township
information or work more effectively with the
Township.
y Create a website section with FAQs about Route 8
in Hampton.
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y Document current performance related to
all aspects of infrastructure and operations
sustainability as a first step in participating in the
Sustainable Pennsylvania Communities program.
y Fully assess how Hampton Township involves and
engages with residents, including information
and opinion sharing and participation. Select
and implement one or more ways of enhancing
Township-community relationships.
y Improve general communications by selecting one
or more benchmarks to achieve.
y Select and implement one physical and one
programmatic or policy improvement that
will propel a sense of community at the Park/
Community Center complex.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Communities adopt a comprehensive plan to guide them toward the future
they want to see in the next five to 10 years and beyond. An implementable
plan is a variation on that, providing specific next steps to help the community
move forward along its route to change. The Implementable Comprehensive
Plan for Hampton Township is deeply rooted in community input and focuses
on four “Key Issues” that residents, business owners and other stakeholders
said during the public process are important to them.

What propelled this planning process
Hampton Township, with an
identity of “Pride, Progress and
Tradition,” sought to connect
with residents to learn how they
would like to see this community
change, develop and grow in the
coming years. Community leaders
decided to update the community’s
comprehensive plan with a specific
intention to identify the priorities
and issues facing the Township and
to develop a realistic actionable
plan identifying the resources
and partnerships essential to
successfully addressing those
priority issues.
As part of a pre-planning exercise,
the Township identified some
potential issues that its leadership
and staff believed could become
the subject of the plan’s attention,
including public infrastructure,
community
character
and

appearance, parks and recreation,
connectivity and trails, responsible
regionalism, and suggested updates
for the Township’s Zoning and
Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinances.
Community leaders hoped to
engage with citizens to learn their
preferences for change, and to
base this comprehensive plan
around the married priorities of
citizens and Township leaders and
staff. The Township hoped to align
future spending decisions with
the priorities and implementation
steps desired by Hampton’s
most important stakeholders - its
residents and business community.

Hampton
Township began
the process with
a desire to assess
community
issues, problems
to be solved,
needs to be
addressed and
opportunities it
should pursue.

Hampton Township recognized it
is well positioned to move forward
to accomplish changes that meet
the needs of current residents and
1
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businesses, enhance the community’s position as a highly desirable
location for newcomers, and anticipate future needs and priorities.
Elected officials and staff from Hampton Township expressed an
interest in using the Implementable Comprehensive Planning process
because it wanted a truly community-based plan and practical, feasible
next steps.
A glimpse of some Census data depicts Hampton Township as a
medium-density suburban community, with a substantially higher
median household income than in Allegheny County as a whole. The
percentage of residents living in homes they own is more than 20 points
higher than in the County as a whole.
Statistics in isolation do not always convey a lot of meaning. But
Hampton’s higher income and home ownership rates compared to the
county overall suggest a fairly stable community with some means to
accomplish at least some of its goals.

Engaging the public
The first public engagement opportunities
for the Implementable Comprehensive Plan
included in-person events prior to Covid-19
pandemic restrictions. An early community
outreach event was a booth and intercept
survey at the July 2019 Community Day
event at Hampton Community Park.
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Hampton Township By the Numbers (US Census)

Statistic

Hampton
Township

Allegheny
County

Population (2019)

18,181

1 216,045

Population change since
2010

-0.9%

-0.6%

Land Area

16.2 sq mi

730 sq mi

Population density (2019)

1,122/sq mi

1,665/sq mi

Median age

40

40.5

$85,364

$64,871

3.8%

10.8%

Median household income
in 2018 dollars (2014-2018)
Percent of pop. below
poverty line (est.)
Educational attainment
(2014-2018)

y HS or higher
y Bachelor’s or higher
Percent living in owneroccupied homes

97.2%
51.4%
85.4%

y 94.3%
y 40.7%
63%
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Public Engagement
The public process for the first phase of the planning work – Understanding
the Community – took place between July 2019 and February 2020, a window
that was “pre-pandemic” and therefore uninterrupted by restrictions on inperson gatherings. (These outreach efforts are explained on the following
pages.) During the required period of isolation and the months that residents
were adapting to difficult and troubling circumstances, the community
and the consultant hit the pause button on group gatherings related to the
planning process.
The consultant proceeded, however, with the second phase of the planning
process – Digging Down for Solutions – including conducting field work and
desktop research and analysis, and meeting with the steering committee
once in person during a reprieve in isolation orders. When new pandemic
concerns arose in fall 2020, work continued via remote platforms and emails.

STEERING COMMITTEE
The project’s joint steering committee met six times between July 2019 and
August 2020. The committee’s responsibilities included assistance with:

y Generating a questionnaire and interpreting results
y Suggesting people to be interviewed as key community stakeholders
y Interacting with residents at public meetings to collect their input
y Distilling input and helping to generate and define the Key Issues
y Working in small groups to discuss issues and solutions on the Key
Issue topics

y Reviewing and prioritizing potential strategies to identify the most
feasible and promising options

y Reviewing draft content of this report
y Answering questions from elected officials, appointed officials and
staff members, and advocating for plan adoption

4
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2019 COMMUNITY DAY BOOTH AND INTERCEPT SURVEY
Several steering committee members sought out residents attending the
July 3, 2019, event at the Community Park to ask what changes they would
like to see happen in the next 10 years in Hampton. 65 people completed
an intercept survey. Some of the main results are shown here:

What do you like about Hampton?
Small / safe / family-friendly community
feel
School district
Community Day / events / amenities
Green spaces / parks
Location

What are Hampton’s critical issues?
Managing development / small-town feel
Lack of “downtown,” shopping,
restaurants
Road improvements, traffic
Cost of living
Stormwater/sewage
Infrastructure
Need for sidewalks
Ordinance revision
Other
No response

% of total respondents
who mentioned this topic
70%
40%
30%
24%
13%

Number of the 65
respondents who
mentioned this topic
13
11
10
8
4
4
2
2
10
14
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COFFEE CONVERSATION WITH THE MANAGER
At the June 2019 Coffee Conversation with the Township Manager, the
selected topic of discussion was the Implementable Comprehensive Plan
process. Residents’ main points were:
y About the plan process: We need actionable, implementable results
– the success should be measured by execution/what gets done.
Residents want access to decision-making that takes place during the
planning process.
y About the community: Like the volleyball courts; want lights added on
the tennis courts; info regarding mass transit.

QUESTIONNAIRE
More than 900 people responded to a community quality of life questionnaire,
most via digital platform. A summary of responses is provided in the
appendix. Some of the main takeaways were the issues residents said were
important to them:

What critical issues is Hampton
Township facing?
Traffic congestion
Protection of open space and scenic
resources
Flooding and stormwater management
Appearance of Route 8
Effectiveness of Township communications
Walkability and bikeability
Access to public transit

6

% ranking the issue
as Very Important or
Important
87%
86.8%
84.4%
80.5%
73%
64.8%
39.5%
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Respondents’ comparatively low levels of satisfaction with some community
services or assets suggested areas that could be improved:

Service or Amenity
Land use and zoning controls
Connectivity for walking and biking from
place to place
Enforcement of Township ordinances and
codes
Ease of communication with Township staff
and officials
Green space preservation and environmental
sustainability

% of respondents who
are “very satisfied”
10.3%
10.8%
13.5%
17.9%
18.5%

PUBLIC MEETING NO. 1
The project’s initial public meeting took place Sept. 25, 2019, at the
Community Center Great Room. Approximately 65 participants generated
ideas for what could be improved and what were positive aspects of the
community and strengths to build on.
Areas needing improvement were within these topics:
y Route 8 redevelopment (63 comments)
y Connectivity and active transportation (40 comments)
y Conservation and sustainability (37 comments)
y Government services (33 comments)
y Sense of Community - including communication (24 comments)
y Recreation (22 comments)
y Traffic (9 comments)
y Housing (6 comments)
y Education and child care ( 4 comments)
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Based on contacts provided to us by the steering committee Pashek+MTR
interviewed 26 people from the area. People included: developers, business
owners, former council members, emergency services and public safety
providers, non-profit directors, members of the faith community, scouting
leaders, trail and cycling advocates and municipal staff.
These informants to the plan saw Hampton’s most crucial strengths as the
school district, community park, community center and library. They stated
a firm belief that buying a home in Hampton is a good investment. And they
highly appreciate the Township’s effectiveness at wintertime road-clearing.
Opinions were split or nuanced about new development. Some interviewees
appreciate any and all additions to the tax rolls, some felt more concern about
the pressure that development exerts on natural systems, and most felt there
should be a “third way” to add development and protect site ecology. There
were similar mixed feelings about Route 8 through the Township; it is an
important commercial and transportation corridor, but is considered poorly
functioning and ugly.
The main topics discussed by these key stakeholders were:
y A strong desire to conserve natural areas for appearance, community
character and resiliency.
y Desire for much more walkability, with the top suggestion being a
connection between the Park-School complex and popular places on
Route 8 near the Wildwood Road intersection.
y A strong dislike for aspects of Route 8, including its hodge-podge
appearance, a lack of independent businesses and restaurants, a glut
of auto stores and traffic congestion - particularly at the Wildwood
intersection and particularly at school start and release times.
y The absence of a social and commercial “center” to the Township, a
circumstance that may be traced to Hampton’s car-centered historical
growth patterns.
y Challenges regarding communicating or doing business with the
Township for projects ranging from large developments to individual
home improvements.
y Several suggestions that the Township improve communication and
community engagement.
y Several suggestions for improving Township operations.
.
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CONSOLIDATING THE PUBLIC INPUT
Pashek+MTR grouped all the input collected during the public process into a
grid showing what issues arose through which avenue of engagement. With
color coding by topic, this offered the project steering committee a way of
digesting what issues matter most to the community.

TOWNSHIP COUNCIL UPDATE
Pashek+MTR presented a Phase 1 report to Hampton Township Council in
January 2020 to review the results of public input and the selection of the
Key Issues to be addressed in the comprehensive plan. The update also
explained that the comprehensive plan will not lose sight of other topics that
had some position in public input or with the staff, but had not gained as
much stature as the top tier issues.
y Connectivity and Trails
y Route 8 Appearance
y Conservation of Natural Resources
y Township-Community Relationships
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TOWNSHIP LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
The steering committee and consultant held a workshop for senior Township
staff, elected officials and the various boards that support the Township on
Jan. 21, 2020, at the Middle School Library. This workshop meeting rotated
attendees around “stations” for each of the Key Issues as well as the “other
topics.” The community leaders had the opportunity to give their input
about feasibility and priority of potential improvements.

PUBLIC MEETING 2
The second public meeting, Feb. 1, 2020, was held in conjunction with
Hampton Township’s Winter Event, in the Community Center Great Room.
This was an open-house format event; people attending could stop at
activity tables staffed by members of the project steering committee. At
each “station,” community members could weigh in on ideas for potential
improvements in each of the four Key Issue Topics.
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The Key Issues
Two important tenets of creating an Implementable Comprehensive Plan
are to: (1) focus the plan on real issues as identified by the community, and
(2) match the number and types of issues to the capacity of the community
to implement the recommendations. Too often, comprehensive plans have
identified hundreds of recommendations that simply overwhelmed even the
best-intentioned and well-funded municipalities. Through careful listening
and much discussion, the consultant and steering committee arrived at the
following Key Issues.

Hampton Township’s Key Issues
1. Connectivity and Trails
2. Route 8 Appearance
3. Conservation of Natural Resources
4. Township-Community Relationships
Additional topics to include:
|

|

|

Developing the Community Park-School District complex
as more of a “Heart of the Community”
Transportation issues, including Route 8 improvements
and public transit
Any other topic required in the Municipalities Planning
Code

History, societal trends and other context lie behind each Key Issue. These
matters didn’t emerge overnight as issues in Hampton, and didn’t become
priorities suddenly. Rather, both problems and strengths have developed
over time, often over decades. The Implementable Comprehensive Plan
report delves into the complexity of each Key Issue, assessing its components
and recommending solutions.
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Strategies for Making Change
The Implementable Comprehensive Plan report provides chapters for
each Key Issue, presents historical context and background, and lists the
recommended strategies Hampton Township should employ to address
problems and build on strengths. The highest priority strategies include
step-by-step guides for implementation.
A report summary is also available to provide a condensed version of the full
Implementable Comprehensive Plan report. It presents abridged versions of
the descriptions and background of each Key Issue and provides a list of the
strategies aimed at solving specific problems, but does not include step-bystep detail. The idea behind this is to provide two levels of detail for readers
or users of the plan who have different levels of involvement.

The Adoption Process and What’s Next
REVIEW AND ADOPTION
Allegheny County Economic Development reviewed this comprehensive
plan for consistency with Allegheny Places, the County’s comprehensive
plan, and Active Allegheny, the County’s Active Transportation Plan.
In addition, the draft comprehensive plan report was provided to
neighboring municipalities and Hampton Township School District for their
review and consideration.
The comprehensive plan in a final draft form was presented at public
hearing prior to adoption by the Township Council. The adoption resolution
is provided in the Appendix.
Hampton should again update its comprehensive plan in 10 years.
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NOW, WHO DOES WHAT?
This report can serve as a guide in the following ways:
y ELECTED OFFICIALS - This report documents the development of the
Implementable Comprehensive Plan. It identifies the directions in
which the Township should change per the expressed desires of the
community members, and lays out the practical next steps that will
produce the desired changes. Next steps, in most cases, rest in the hands
of elected and appointed officials who have the role and responsibility
of initiating policies or procedures; providing funding via grants or
municipal revenue streams; providing human and material resources;
and lending oversight. Residents expect leadership from their elected
officials, including anticipating future challenges before they become
problems. Elected officials should propel action on the comprehensive
plan each year at the Township’s leadership strategic planning session.
y CITIZENS - Individuals will advocate for the plan and track progress
by comparing the steps listed in this report to visible changes in the
community and actions taken by the Township. Citizens take the
initiative and become involved by attending public meetings where
decisions are made. Citizens take an active role by pressing for the
actions and policies listed in this plan, which are designed to create
change sought by members of the public. Citizens support and propel
change through volunteering on plan-related projects.
y TOWNSHIP STAFF MEMBERS - The senior staff will work on a day-to-day
basis to develop policies and procedures, muster resources, and assist
elected and appointed officials in pushing the outcomes of the plan.
Staff members are in the best position to spot obstacles to progress and
propose solutions. Professional staff will take the lead on applying for
grants, and will help facilitate advisory groups formed as a result of this
plan.
y APPOINTED OFFICIALS - Individuals serving on the Planning Commission
and Environmental Advisory Council (EAC) will become deeply familiar
with the contents of this report. These members, along with other board
and commission members, should consistently be prepared to set out
an action plan, make recommendations to the elected governing bodies,
and help to solve problems in order to clear the way for progress.
y STEERING COMMITTEE AND WORKING GROUPS - A number of the
members of the Steering Committee that guided preparation of the
comprehensive plan have agreed to continue their efforts in support of
this plan. By being fully engaged in the implementation of this plan they
will help staff in identifying next steps and track progress.
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Why action is important
y There are costs to making changes (time, money, effort), but also potential costs to doing nothing
(citizen resentment, declining property values, less tax revenue and overall decline).
y Citizens expressed a need for change in the four Key Issue areas, and are expecting follow-through.
y The Township can best ensure its future success by diligently undertaking the improvements outlined
in this implementable plan.

Hampton Township convenes an annual strategic planning session for staff
and elected officials, usually in the spring, to discuss a wide range of topics
including priorities for the upcoming year. If this comprehensive plan is
to truly be implementable, the annual planning meeting agenda should
include time for a discussion on progress on the action items in the plan.
To be truly implementable, the manager and council president must hold
everyone accountable for progress being made. Each year, strategies will
be identified to be implemented in the upcoming year with specific lines of
responsibility. At time, it will be staff that do the “heavy lifting,” like working
to update ordinances. At times, to increase capacity of staff, a volunteer
group to implement a strategy – say, formation of a trail stewards group
– would be initiated. This may increase staff time to support the advisory
group. In Fox Chapel, the trail stewards for miles of trails was successfully
initiated by the mayor and has no staff involvement unless Public Works is
called in to remove a fallen tree.
The discussion about whether to use staff only or to engage a volunteer
advisory group to assist the staff should consider the value of the extra work
performed by the volunteer group and the benefits of engaging residents
in a positive community-building experience. This may lead to identifying
great future candidates for the EAC, Planning Commission or other advisory
groups.

Start-up To Do List
Recognizing that Township staff members, elected officials and volunteer
board members are very busy, it can help to have a summary of what
the Township should do next. Therefore, this report provides a chart
depicting the first things Hampton Township should do on the road to
plan implementation. Work can begin on any of these in any order at
any time. Some can even begin before the Township formally adopts the
comprehensive plan.
This list will help guide action and focus energy. It appears on the next
page.
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Hampton Township’s Start-up To-Do List
1.

Adopt this comprehensive plan.

2.

At the Township leadership’s strategic planning meeting each spring, review progress on
comprehensive plan implementation and evaluate what to achieve in the coming year. Align
staff hours, Township budgets and other resources with those decisions.

3.

Begin to implement the Pedestrian Pilot Project outlined in the Connectivity and Trails
chapter, including acquiring a land survey and seeking grant funding for construction.

4.

Begin reaching out to potential partners for pedestrian, cycling and trail connections to
build relationships and identify human, financial and technical resources for future projects.

5.

Determine the preferred design standards for pedestrian and trail amenities, signage and
fixtures, possibly convening a one-time workshop for making design decisions and product
selections.

6.

Begin the process of updating Township ordinances related to land use and appearance of
Route 8 using any of the three methods suggested in the Route 8 Land Use and Appearance
chapter.

7.

Select and begin implementing one or more strategies for addressing a problem of lots on
Route 8 that are too small to attract redevelopment.

8.

Implement one or more engagement opportunities that assist residents and the business
community to acquire or use Township information or work more effectively with the
Township.

9.

Create a website section with FAQs about Route 8 in Hampton.

10. Undertake a volunteer-assisted tree planting project on Township land for beautification
and as a stormwater mitigation or natural resources protection initiative.
11. Take the first steps in developing the Township’s next major stormwater mitigation project,
such as the pilot project presented in the Conservation of Natural Resources chapter.
12. Review ordinances related to protecting natural resources to identify ways to strengthen
them (and the community’s resilience).
13. Document current performance related to all aspects of infrastructure and operations
sustainability as a first step in participating in the Sustainable Pennsylvania Communities
program.
14. Fully assess how Hampton Township involves and engages with residents, including
information and opinion sharing and participation. Select and implement one or more ways
of enhancing Township-community relationships.
15. Improve general communications by selecting one or more benchmarks to achieve.
16. Select and implement one physical and one programmatic or policy improvement that will
propel a sense of community at the Park/Community Center complex as listed in the “Heart
of the Community” section.
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“ ”
Trails, sidewalks
and bike routes
are intended to
meet the needs of
current residents
and solidify or
enhance Hampton’s
attractiveness to
newcomers.
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CHAPTER TWO

CONNECTIVITY AND
TRAILS

KEY ISSUES: Connectivity and Trails
Issue Overview
Hampton Township’s wooded hillsides and valleys and extensive park land
make it an inviting place for walking and biking. However, the community’s
transportation network is based on routes for cars and driving. To meet
residents’ need for places to bicycle, walk and hike, and to improve quality of
life, the Township plans to develop a network of trails, sidewalks and cycling
routes. These will increase access to North Park in the west, Hartwood Acres
in the southeast and Hampton Community Park in the center, along with
woodland trails in all areas of the Township. Sidewalks will improve access
to shops, schools, services and other destinations.
This big undertaking will need to be pursued over five, 10 or 20 years, with
expertise and funding from the Township, along with the effort of volunteers
and other partners, and grant assistance from public and private sources.

Connectivity & Trails Focus Group
As a crucial element of developing recommendations in this section of the
comprehensive plan, a focus group was convened in mid-2020 at which
stakeholders and transportation planners met with Township leaders and the
consultant to review concept plans and consider potential improvements for
connectivity and trails in and beyond the Township.

Vision

Hampton Township
enhances the quality of
life of existing residents
and attracts new
residents by providing
a connected network of
routes that link people to
important natural, civic
and commercial assets.

Transportation planners from Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission,
PennDOT, Allegheny County and Port Authority of Allegheny County listened
to representatives of the Township and non-profit groups as well as the
consultant explain goals and concepts for an improved walking/biking/
hiking network. These professionals vetted the ideas and provided their
opinions for project development and priorities.
The contents of this chapter include the focus group’s conclusions and ideas.
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This
awareness
of gaps in
“connectivity”
is occurring
amidst a rising
preference
for nonmotorized
transportation
and a search
for healthier
lifestyles

Background and Context
As a suburb that saw initial periods of population growth in the 1920s,
1940s and 1950s, Hampton Township developed as a car-based community
with little bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. Today, more residents are
noticing the absence of walking and biking routes, particularly ones that are
perceived as convenient and safe. This awareness of gaps in “connectivity”
is occurring amidst a rising preference for non-motorized transportation
modes and a search for healthier lifestyles.
A stated desire for a more walkable-bikeable community is not new in 2019,
however. Both the 2014 Comprehensive Plan update and the 2014 Hampton
Park Master Plan suggested new pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. By
adding improvements in bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, Hampton
Township would be maintaining parity with other North Hills suburban
communities (such as McCandless Township, Pine Township, Marshall
Township), which also have made or are preparing similar plans.
Citizens contributing ideas for this Implementable Comprehensive Plan
stated they wanted additional walking and biking routes in order to
accommodate residents’ desires to be physically active in a safe way; to
enable more interaction with the outdoor world; to encourage a sense of
community via shared spaces; and for convenience (“to get where we want
to go without driving”). People seeking these new amenities are specifically
striving to meet the needs of current residents and to help the community
remain attractive to new residents.

THE PROBLEMS
y Disconnected assets: The Route 8 commercial corridor, amenities at the
Hampton School District campus and the Hampton Community Park,
and self-contained neighborhoods are well connected for driving but not
for walking or cycling.
y Disconnected parks: Allegheny County’s North Park and Hartwood
Acres bookend Hampton Township’s northwest and southeast corners,
with the Hampton Community Park in between. The Rachel Carson
Trail serves as a rugged and incomplete connector among these parks.
However, the trail is underused, and few residents have convenient
points of access to the parks by trail.
y Safety concerns – Motor vehicle conflicts, darkness and isolation
are some factors to consider in assessing the viability of bike and
pedestrian routes. Aside from purely physical characteristics, there also
is recognition that drivers in Hampton simply are not expecting to see
cyclists and pedestrians sharing the road.
y Difficult topography: Hills, valleys, fragile steep slopes and sensitive
natural areas create challenges to developing a full trail network.
y Insufficient access to green space: Closely related to the points above
18
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is a recognition that without bike or pedestrian routes, residents do not
have a convenient and pleasant way to get out in nature.
y Existing development: Route 8 and the Pennsylvania Turnpike both
create significant physical barriers. In other places, land or right-of-way
access may not be available. Also, roadway rights-of-way often have
limitations that constrain the addition of bike lanes or sidewalks. And,
since both Hartwood Acres and North Park are owned and managed
by Allegheny County rather than the Township, there may be some
challenges for development. Along Route 8, the Planning Commission
has sought to elicit voluntary compliance from business owners to
install pedestrian rights-of-way or sidewalks connecting commercial
properties as they are redeveloped; however, this adds costs for
development, and business owners have expressed hesitance at
assuming the extra liability.
y Joint action has not materialized: Residents have sought connections
between and among assets owned by the School District and
Township at the campus and community park since the 1995 Hampton
Community Leisure Survey and Community Park Master Plan. Inaction
does not appear to reflect an unwillingness to work together but, rather,
an absence of specific plans, delineation of responsibilities, and official
decisions to seek grants and/or provide funding.
y Neighborhood islands – Neighborhoods are seldom connected to
one another or to nearby community assets such as shops, services or
schools.

Looking Ahead
Efforts to enhance connectivity should:
y Help Hampton Township to maintain or improve its position as
a highly desirable community, particularly in light of the fact that
similar connectivity plans are being undertaken in other North Hills
municipalities.
y Enable residents to improve their health through access to the outdoors
and facilities for walking and biking.
y Support community and economic development by providing more
access to business and civic amenities.
y Support “social connectivity” – community and civic cohesion – by
creating opportunities for human interaction in the outdoors.
y Encourage respectful use of green spaces and conservation of natural
resources.
y Provide equitable access to shared spaces.

Community input
y “With this being a small
community, I wish there
were more opportunities
to walk and bike to things
– and safe places for
people to lock their bikes.
We need trails, sidewalks
bike paths. Could one be
between Route 8 and the
schools?”
y “The park has the
community center
flanked by the school
campus. There are
pathways through woods
and the Rachel Carson
Trail crossing Rt. 8 at
Aldi’s. Are there other
ways to get people to
[the school-park] facility?
Can they connect Middle
school to HS? Add
connections!”
y “Consideration of
path (possibly lighted)
between Middle School
and High School and
from Middle School to
Route 8.”
y “I would like to see some
sort of sidewalk system
in place on major roads
(like Wildwood extension)
so that one could safely
walk from neighborhood
to neighborhood and to
the high school.”
y “You cannot walk or bike
around Hampton without
being on a road. Not
sure how anyone can say
that’s a good thing.”

y Recognize that safety must be a primary consideration.
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y Recognize that costs of potential projects may be high due to
topography and other challenges, and that financial constraints should
be considered in establishing priorities.
y Recognize that communication and education are necessary
components of developing a bicycle and pedestrian network.
y Be addressed through a combination of short- and longer-term
initiatives that have planning and implementation phases, and that
include some simple and small-scale steps.

Communications Opportunities
Inform: Post a connectivity map on the website. List needs for donations
and volunteers.
Explain: Help residents learn how roadway jurisdictions affect the degree
to which various proposed connectivity improvements are within Hampton
Township’s sole or partial control.
Engage: Create a Connectivity Team - an active transportation advisory
group - that would help to identify and prioritize potential projects for
Township consideration and assist with grant applications.
Educate: Demonstrate the benefits of partnership between School District
and Township about connecting assets on the campuses.

STRATEGIES: Improving Connectivity and Trails

f High-priority strategy
1. Implement a network of walking and biking routes in the Township.
The proposed network emphasizes walking and cycling routes linking North Park, Hampton Community Park
and Hartwood Acres, along with additional connections to those routes within and beyond the Township.
The park connections represent the highest-priority trails, according to public input. Trails should connect
neighborhoods wherever this is feasible.
The network map proposes additional trails in the Community Park as mobility and recreation options
(including a one-mile loop trail that is in the design phase at this time), and between the Community Park and
Hampton School District football field. A top priority is a connection from that trail along Topnick Road to the
corner of Wildwood Road and Route 8. These routes will increase the desirability of the Park-School complex
as the “heart of the community.” More about this project appears in the Other Topics – Heart of the Community
section.
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After undertaking pilot projects listed on subsequent pages, the community may choose successive routes to
develop, along with signage and amenities, and may bolster future efforts by implementing ordinances, such
as requiring sidewalks with new development along sections of Route 8 (See Chapter 3), and adopting policies,
such as considering a “Complete Streets” approach where feasible.

NEXT STEPS
At a Township annual strategic planning session, elected officials and staff will determine how best to proceed
with the strategy of implementing bicycling and walking/hiking networks. The decision may be made to have
the Community Services director be responsible for implementing these strategies with other Township staff
support. If this is the direction the Township wants to proceed, skip the first step listed below. If increasing
Township capacity and engaging residents in an advisory capacity is determined to be the best way to proceed,
refer to the following step.



Township creates a Connectivity Team to oversee further development of active transportation routes.
Creating a Connectivity Team is the first step toward implementation of a Connectivity Concept Plan because
the team shall serve as a conduit and multiplier of citizen and staff action in support of next steps enumerated in
this chapter and those taken later. The team’s function will be to continually pursue next steps as set out in this
comprehensive plan or as further detailed with additional review and planning.
The team will take on responsibilities such as recruiting volunteers for trail projects, helping to establish
priorities for future undertakings, and assisting the Township staff in preparing grant applications. It should
meet quarterly, or possibly more frequently, as the Township deems useful.
The team will be led by the Community Services director. Other members of this team should include:

y Comp plan steering committee members with particular interest in this Key Issue
y Library Director or designee (for ability to create programs and recruit volunteers)
y Representative of a Community Relations Advisory Board (as recommended in Chapter 5)
y Representative of Hampton Township School District
y Additional participants with specific interest or expertise as needed for each type of route under

discussion: trails, transit, walking, cycling. Strategy No. 6 in this chapter recommends developing a Trails
working group.
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Pursue projects suggested by the Connectivity Concept Map on the facing page, beginning
with the pilot projects described in detail on subsequent pages.
The first priorities for implementation are pilot projects that were suggested by the community, the steering
committee and as a product of discussion during a Connectivity and Trails focus group that included
transportation planners from Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission, PennDOT, Allegheny County and Port
Authority of Allegheny County as well as Township and non-profit stakeholders.

y PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT: Create a safe walking route between Fridley Field and the Route 8/

Wildwood intersection. This route was a high priority for residents who participated in the public process
for this comprehensive plan. Residents said it is important and useful to connect the park and school
complexes to locations like the fast food restaurant and shops near the intersection and indirectly to the
coffee shop, restaurants and other businesses a few blocks north on Route 8. These destinations give older
students a place to walk after school, and enable parents to walk for a cup of coffee or snack while waiting
for their children to finish an activity.
This route is a first and crucial segment as Hampton Township begins creating the “walkability” that
residents feel is missing in the community. The pilot project route will connect to the south with the new
(in 2021) high school-to-Fridley Field walking trail. The northern end of the pilot project route will be at the
existing crosswalk at the Route 8/Wildwood intersection.
This comprehensive plan recommends – in this chapter and in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use
chapter – that sidewalks eventually be installed along Route 8 between Mt. Royal and the Richland
Township border. Pilot Project A is a starting point for creating the linkages that residents say are highly
desired. Since “you have to start somewhere,” it makes the most sense to start with this route because it
provides immediate connections that people want and need.
Details for this project are provided on subsequent pages:
|

Detailed route description

|

Timeline

|

Concept drawing

|

Implementation steps

|

Cost estimates

y CYCLING PILOT PROJECT: Create a shared-lane cycling route on Middle Road.
Data shows that cyclists currently use Middle Road rather extensively – more than any other roadway in
Hampton Township. The road is already a crucial north-south route and connector for Hampton residents
or others riding in the Township. This project will make the route safer for cyclists and motorists alike by
alerting all road users to be aware of each other. The project will begin to identify Hampton as a cyclingfriendly community, and should be considered a useful and not-too-complicated first project. As cycling
infrastructure projects go, it is not terribly expensive, and it can be undertaken in phases. Communities to
the north and south could extend the route, which would make it more valuable for all riders.
Details for this project are provided on subsequent pages:
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Detailed route description

|

Timeline

|

Concept drawing

|

Implementation steps

|
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STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT ROUTE DESCRIPTION
ROUTE DESCRIPTION FOR SEGMENT 1: SCHOOL ROAD
a

a

b

c

Starting point is the northern terminus of an aggregate surface sidepath under development along
Topnick Drive that will connect Fridley Field with Hampton Community Park and Hampton Township
High School. The route continues north, occupying an existing paved walking surface on the east side
of Topnick Drive where it transitions to School Road at the parking lot opposite Hampton Township
Middle School.

b

New construction starts as a raised-curb, 5-foot-wide sidewalk across the lawn area along the parking
lot. Crossings must be added at entrance and exit of parking lot.

c

Route continues as a raised-curb 5-foot-wide sidewalk along the east side of School Road, occupying
road right-of-way (ROW) if possible, along a residential lot fronted on Cavey Crest Circle. The route
needs a crosswalk across Cavey Crest Circle.

d

Route continues north as a raised-curb 5-foot-wide sidewalk for 540 feet, occupying road right-of-way
if possible, along the side of one residential lot (fronting on Cavey Crest) and along the frontage of
two residential lots. Creating the sidewalk will involve some grading and tree removal on the side lot
property, including the possibility of a low ascending retaining wall. The route crosses two residential
driveways and could require landscape alterations.

ROUTE DESCRIPTION FOR SEGMENT 2: WILDWOOD EXTENSION
e
f
d

e

f
g

h

i

g

h

(reverse directional view)
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i

The route turns west along Wildwood Road Extension, and crosses School Road with a high-visibility,
non-signalized crosswalk.
Continuing west for 75 feet, the 5-foot-wide raised-curb sidewalk passes along the frontage of a
commercial parcel associated with an auto-repair shop. The business currently has at-grade unlimited
roadway access, and this should be modified to a single driveway, for pedestrian safety. The driveway
will require a high visibility crossing. The design alternative here is to mark a 5-foot-wide walkway on
the existing pavement using reflective thermoplastic striping.
Continuing west for 130 feet, the 5-foot-wide raised-curb sidewalk passes parcels owned by the
Township and Volunteer Fire Department (VFD). It is understood that this location may have
alterations in the future. Before or after any alterations, the emergency services agency building
would presumably include audible and visible warnings to alert pedestrians in the area of imminent
emergency runs. This will ensure pedestrians may safely cross the driveway of the existing or future
facility. A high visibility crossing will be needed at the emergency services facility driveway.
Continuing west for about 120 feet, the 5-foot-wide raised-curb sidewalk occupies a grass strip
between the road and a parking lot for a business plaza. Some regrading and a supporting retaining
wall may be necessary. The sidewalk crosses the plaza driveway and continues another 85 feet.
The route crosses the McDonald’s driveway, where high-visibility features will be needed to ensure
pedestrian safety. The raised-curb sidewalk then continues for 155 feet in the (currently confusing)
paved area along Wildwood Extension to the Route 8 intersection, where tactile strips indicate the
location of existing crosswalks. A drainage basin will need to be relocated to accommodate the
sidewalk.

STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT CONCEPT DRAWING
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CHAPTER TWO

CONNECTIVITY AND TRAILS

STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT COST TOTALS
Op i ni o n o f P ro b a b l e C o ns t ruc t i o n C o s t s

Item Description
T r a i l Seg m en t T o t a l s
Segment I: Along School Drive from terminus of Fridley Field Walking Path to

Prepared by Pashek + MTR
12-28-2020

Segment Cost

$

279,015

Segment II: Along Wildwood Extension, from School Drive to Route 8 - 850 LF

$

311,463

TOTAL

$

590,478

Wildwood Ext. - 980 LF

Notes:
1. Opinion of Probable Construction Costs is made based on the experience and qualifications of Pashek + MTR, Ltd.
and represents reasonable judgment based on familiarity with the industry. Pashek + MTR, Ltd. has no control over the
cost, or availability of labor, materials or equipment, or over market conditions or the provider’s method of pricing.
Pashek + MTR, Ltd. cannot and does not guarantee that the opinion of probable cost provided the Owner will not vary
from the actual cost experienced by the Owner.
2. Costs are assumptive in the absence of a survey, and additional costs could be incurred, such as moving utilities.
3. Should a survey determine that the project extends outside of Right-of-Way, easement acquisitions would be
needed, and those potential costs are not included. Not included in this Opinion are any potential remediations to
landscaping features on private property.
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STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT SEGMENT 1 COSTS
F ridl ey F iel d Wa l k w a y t o Ro ut e 8 : 5 '- w ide s idew a l k ro ut e S egment 1
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs

Prepared by Pashek + MTR
12/28/2020

I t em Des c ri p t i o n

Qua nt i t y U ni t

U ni t C o s t

T o ta l Item C o s t

S eg m ent I : A l o ng S c h o o l Dri v e f ro m t erm i nus o f F ri d l ey F i el d Wa l ki ng P a t h t o Wi l d w o o d E x t . - 9 8 0 L F

Site Improvements
HTSD parking lot high visibility crosswalks

2

EA

$

2,500 $

5,000

Curb ramps associated with HTSD parking lot crosswalks

4

EA

$

1,800 $

7,200

175

SY

$

135 $

23,625

315
1

LF
EA

$
$

50 $
2,500 $

15,750
2,500

2

EA

$

1,800 $

3,600

300

SY

$

135 $

40,500

540

LF

$

50 $

27,000

480

SFF

$

55 $

26,400

Subtotal Site Improvements $

151,575

5-foot sidewalk - east side of School Drive - Parking lot
entrance drive to Cavey Crest Circle - 315 LF
6" sidewalk curb
Cavey Crest Circle High Visibility Crosswalk
Curb ramps associated with Cavey Crest Circle Crosswalk
5-foot sidewalk - east side of School Drive - Cavey Crest
Circle to Wildwood Ext. - 540 LF
6" sidewalk curb
Potential ascending retaining wall at wooded side lot of
residential property (survey to confirm grade)

General Stormwater Management and Erosion Controls
Stormwater Management
Erosion and Sedimentation Controls

10%
6%

%
LS

$
$

151,575 $
151,575 $
Subtotal Stormwater Management $
S U BT OT A L $
Contingency 20% $

Boundary, Topography & Utility Survey
Section 106 Review and Determination
Public Easement Acquisition
Design @ 15%
Permitting @ 8%
Construction Inspection 10%
T OT A L

$
$
$
$
$
$

15,158
9,095
24,252
175,827
35,165
$10,000
26,374
14,066
17,583
279,015
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PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT SEGMENT 2 COSTS
F r id l ey F iel d Wa l kw a y t o R o u t e 8: 5' - w id e sid ew a l k r o u t e Seg m en t 2
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs

Prepared by Pashek + MTR
12/28/2020

Item Description

Quantity Unit

Unit Cost

Total Item Cost

Segment II: Along Wildwood Extension, from School Drive to Route 8 - 850 LF
Site Improvements
School Drive High Visibility Crosswalk

1

EA

$

4,000

$

4,000

Curb ramps associated with School Drive Crosswalk

2

EA

$

1,800

$

3,600

5-foot sidewalk - South side of Wildwood Extension - School Drive to
commercial business driveway* - 75 LF

42

SY

$

135

$

5,625

6" sidewalk curb

75

LF

$

50

$

3,750

Commercial Business Driveway High Visiblity Crosswalk

1

EA

$

2,500

$

2,500

Curb ramps associated with Commercial Business Driveway
Crosswalk

2

EA

$

1,800

$

3,600

72

SY

$

135

$

9,750

5-foot sidewalk - South side of Wildwood Extension - Commercial
business driveway to VFD driveway - 130 LF
6" sidewalk curb

130

LF

$

50

$

6,500

Volunteer Fire Department Driveway High Visiblity Crosswalk

1

EA

$

4,000

$

4,000

Curb ramps associated with VFD Driveway Crosswalk

2

EA

$

1,800

$

3,600

67

SY

$

135

$

9,000

6" sidewalk curb

120

LF

$

50

$

6,000

Potential supporting retaining wall above plaza parking lot (survey to
confirm grade)

360

SFF

$

55

$

19,800

Business Plaza Driveway High Visiblity Crosswalk

1

EA

$

2,500

$

2,500

Curb ramps associated with Business Plaza Driveway Crosswalk

2

EA

$

1,800

$

3,600

5-foot sidewalk - South side of Wildwood Extension - Business Plaza
driveway to McDonald's driveway - 90 LF

50

SY

$

135

$

6,750

6" sidewalk curb

5-foot sidewalk - South side of Wildwood Extension - VFD driveway
to Business Plaza Driveway - 120 LF

90

LF

$

50

$

4,500

McDonald's Driveway High Visiblity Crosswalk

1

EA

$

4,000

$

4,000

Curb ramps associated with Business Plaza Driveway Crosswalk

2

EA

$

1,800

$

3,600

83

SY

$

200

$

16,667

150

LF

$

50

$

7,500

1

EA

$

20,000

5-foot sidewalk - McDonald's driveway to Wildwood Ext. Crosswalk 150 LF
6" sidewalk curb
Relocate inlet structure to accommodate sidewalk construction
General Stormwater Management and Erosion Controls
Stormwater Management
Erosion and Sedimentation Controls

$

20,000

Subtotal Site Improvements $

150,842

10%
%
$ 150,842 $
6%
LS
$ 150,842 $
Subtotal Stormwater Management $

15,084
9,051
24,135

SUBTOTAL
Contingency 20%
Boundary, Topography & Utility Survey
Section 106 Review and Determination
Public Easement Acquisition
Design @ 15%

28

$
$
$
$
$
$

174,976
34,995
30,000
5,000
26,246

Permitting @ 8% $

13,998

Construction Inspection 15% $
TOTAL $

311,463

26,246

* NOTE: If sidewalk construction is not possible at this commercial business property, an auto repair shop, the design
alternative is to mark a walkway on the existing pavement using reflective thermoplastic striping. Adjust the opinion of
probable construction costs by removing the sidewalk and driveway crossing cost and adding $1,000 (two 4” stripes x 150’).

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP IMPLEMENTABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
This process is provided for the sidewalk route to connect Fridley Field with Route 8 crosswalks. However,
the steps are appropriate for other off-road trail or walking route projects, with minor adjustments.
A. Identify potential route impacts by parcel and ownership. Note the challenges and opportunities
associated with each.
B. Township staff and Connectivity Team members walk and view route to confirm desirability,
including potential obstacles that could require costly elements such as retaining walls, steep
side-slope construction or bridges. Conduct a boundary, topography and utilities survey to make
conversations with property owners more reality-based and fruitful.
C. Create strategy for securing funding, including Township funding, other public funding, grants
and/or donations. In the case of this walkway, the School District could potentially share costs.
Businesses along the route could potentially be assessed for the project, or could build their own
segments because of the importance of this route to their financial success.
D. Township staff and/or the Connectivity Team should meet at least twice with affected property
owners in a public venue to hear concerns and provide information. For the initial meeting, it
is important to listen and identify concerns regarding what this route will mean and how it may
impact individual properties. With this information, the Township and Connectivity Team can
tailor the concept for the route to respond to the issues, concerns and needs of the property
owners. Also, by understanding concerns people may have, the Township and Connectivity
Team can best be prepared for a later, second meeting at which they can demonstrate what the
route will be and do versus not be and not do. Ask for permission to go onto individual property
(if needed) to best gain understanding of concerns. Document this request in writing by having
individuals complete a Q&A form at the first meeting.
E. Township staff and Connectivity Team members re-evaluate the proposed route for viability
following the first meeting.
F.

Initiate conversation with potential funders and stakeholders, such as Commonwealth Financing
Authority, PennDOT, DCED, Allegheny County, elected state officials, including acquiring grant
application schedules. The PA Department of Economic Development (DCED) Multimodal
Transportation Fund is a viable potential source of grant funding (applications typically accepted
March 1-July 31). Other sources are listed at the end of this chapter.

G. Township staff begin informal dialogues with landowners about potential acquisition of
easements, if needed.
H. Refining the attached concept plan for the route, move into design development phase to adjust
the alignment if needed, respond to landowner issues and concerns where possible, and further
develop an estimate of probable construction costs. Prepare a plan to show how these costs will
be covered.
I.

Continue pursuing funding, including cost sharing with property owners who will benefit the
most.
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PEDESTRIAN PILOT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
J. The Township and Connectivity Team conduct a second landowner/neighbor meeting in a public
venue to explain any revisions to the proposed route and infrastructure, to respond to issues,
concerns and needs of the property owners as presented in the first meeting, and to answer
additional questions.
K. Township staff and/or Connectivity Team begin formal dialogue with individual landowners about
acquisitions, leading to signed agreements if needed.
L. For the Fridley Field to Route 8 walking route, the Township staff meets with PennDOT and
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission to begin dialogue about creating consistency with future
improvements at the Route 8-Wildwood Road intersection.
M. Complete final design, prepare construction documents, and obtain required permits for
construction.
N. Construct route.

Timeline estimates
The Fridley Field-to-Route 8 walking route project’s timeline is likely to be lengthened or shortened by
the factors of: acquiring a survey to determine right-of-ways; conversations with landowners; and efforts
to secure funding commitments from partners such as the school district and local businesses, or from
grantors.
This project is likely to take 3-5 years.

Year 1
AB C
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STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

CYCLING PILOT PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ROUTE DESCRIPTION
This project creates bicycle infrastructure on Middle Road, a roadway already used by cyclists. The
addition of shared-lane pavement markings and signage will improve the comfort level and safety of
cyclists by alerting motorists that cyclists are likely to be present.
The project creates shared lanes on the 4-mile extent of Middle Road between East Hardies Road and
Harts Run Road, with the priority being the segments between McNeal and Hartwood Acres.
Design standards for shared lanes specify the application of “sharrow” pavement markings every 250 feet.
With shared lanes in both directions on Middle Road, the suggestion is to stagger the markings in opposite
directions to increase the frequency overall as a reminder to motorists.
Design standards recommend (but consider optional) installation of share-the-road signage. This
comprehensive plan recommends including signage in Hampton Township as the community is just
beginning to build awareness of cycling. Signs should be installed at the 250-foot frequency distance in
both directions. The Township can consider different forms of signage as reminders to motorists to allow
4’ minimum distance when passing a cyclist on the roadway, as shown below.
Route segments, from north to south:
East Hardies Road to McNeal Road (0.89 miles). Beginning the route at the Township border enables
West Deer to continue the route if desired. This segment can “collect” cyclists from the Cedar Ridge
and Seminole neighborhoods. Some sight-line limits for motorists exiting McNeal suggest a sign
before the stop-sign on McNeal to be alert for cyclists on Middle Road.

a

McNeal Road to McCully Road (1.5 miles). This segment can collect cyclists from residences
around McNeal, Westwind, Wildwood Extension, Morningside and Tall Oak. S-curves at Westwind
and between Tall Oak and McCully create sight-line limitations in both directions for cyclists and
motorists, so signage is particularly important here. In addition, trimming vegetation in the right-of-way
will improve safety and comfort levels for both motorists and cyclists.

b

McCully to Hartwood Acres ( 0.94 miles). This segment can collect cyclists from residences in
the Long Meadow, Henrich Farm and Wagner Road areas. The straightaway increases speed on
Wildwood, so signage is important, and the Township could also consider the addition of an “actual
speed” monitor sign. Assuming that some cyclists will be turning in to Hartwood Acres, a sign at the park’s
exits could remind motorists to watch for cyclists on Middle Road.

c

d

e

Hartwood Acres to Harts Run Road (0.59 miles). This segment can collect cyclists from residences
in the Woodland Road area. Bike boxes should be considered at the Harts Run Road intersection to
position cyclists to cross at this four-way stop from a full stop.
Harts Run Road to Township Border (0.75 miles). Ending the route at the Township border enables
Indiana Township to continue the route if desired. This segment can collect cyclists from residences
in the Elfinwood-related neighborhoods, such as Catherine/Clearview.
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CYCLING PILOT PROJECT COSTS
M i ddl e R o a d Bi c y c l e S ha r ed L a nes

01-12-2021

Opinion of Probable Construction Costs
I t em Des c ri p t i o n

Prepared by Pashek + MTR
Qua nt i t y

U ni t

U ni t C o s t

T o ta l Item C o s t

Site Improvements - North to South segments
East Hardies to McNeal pavement markings

37

EA

$

300 $

11,201

East Hardies to McNeal signage

37

EA

$

200 $

7,467

McNeal to McCully pavement markings
McNeal to McCully signage

64
64

EA
EA

$
$

300 $
200 $

19,284
12,856

McNeal to McCully vegetation trimming
McCully to Hartwood Acres pavement markings

1
39

LS
EA

$

$7,500 $
300 $

7,500
11,753

McCully to Hartwood Acres signage

39

EA

$

200 $

7,835

Hartwood Acres to Harts Run pavement markings
Hartwood Acres to Harts Run signage

25
25

EA
EA

$
$

300 $
200 $

7,560
5,040

Bike box pavement markings at Harts Run intsect.
Harts Run to Township border pavement markings
Harts Run to Township border signage

2
32
32

EA
EA
EA

$
$
$

1,200 $
300 $
200 $

2,400
9,590
6,394

Subtotal Site Improvements $

108,880

Road owner feasibility study
Roadway study by Allegheny County

1

LS

$

20,000 $

Feasibility study $
S U BT OT A L $
Contingency 20% $

Notes:

T OT A L

$

20,000
20,000
128,880
25,776
154,656

1. Opinion of Probable Construction Costs is made based on the experience and qualifications of Pashek + MTR, Ltd. and
represents reasonable judgment based on familiarity with the industry. Pashek + MTR, Ltd. has no control over the cost, or
availability of labor, materials or equipment, or over market conditions or the provider’s method of pricing. Pashek + MTR,
Ltd. cannot and does not guarantee that the opinion of probable cost provided the Owner will not vary from the actual
cost experienced by the Owner.
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CYCLING PILOT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
This process is provided for the shared lanes route along Middle Road. However, the steps are appropriate
for other bicycle infrastructure projects, with minor adjustments.
A. Township staff members open dialogue with road owner, in this case Allegheny County. (For
projects involving PennDOT-owned roads, also engage PennDOT and Southwestern Pennsylvania
Commission transportation planners.) Discuss how responsibilities will be distributed, from
construction through maintenance, including tasks, costs and funding. In the case of shared lanes
on Middle Road, this project has been discussed with Allegheny County, so that agency is aware of
the Township’s potential interest in proceeding. The people listed here are good “points of entry”
for active transportation projects.

Initial Contacts for Project Implementation
SPC

Leann Chaney
Active Transportation Planner
Southwestern Pennsylvania
Commission
lchaney@spcregion.org

PennDOT District 11
Bill Lesterick
Bike Ped Coordinator
PennDOT District 11
wlesterick@pa.gov

Allegheny County

Ann Ogoreuc
Assistant Director,
Mobility & Transportation
Allegheny County Economic
Development
Ann.Ogoreuc@alleghenycounty.us

B. Township staff and Connectivity Team members join road owner to review route to confirm
desirability, including potential obstacles.
C. Create a strategy for securing funding, including Township funding, other public funding and
grants. In the case of the Middle Road project, the responsibility is primarily with the Township.
However, the Active Allegheny Grant Program could potentially be a source of funding, and that
could be part of an initial discussion with the road owner.
D. Township staff and Connectivity Team members re-evaluate the proposed route for viability
following the first meeting. If the cycling infrastructure affects neighboring landowner property,
Township staff and Connectivity Team members should hold a first meeting. This is unlikely to be
needed for the Middle Road project.
E. Initiate conversation with potential funders and stakeholders, such as Commonwealth Financing
Authority, PennDOT, DCED, Allegheny County, elected state officials, including acquiring grant
application schedules.
F.
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For projects likely to occupy private land, Township staff begin informal dialogues with
landowners about potential acquisition of easements (this is not needed for the Middle Road
project, which will only involve the pavement). This can be a multi-year process in complicated
projects that require easements.

STRATEGY 1: IMPLEMENT A NETWORK OF WALKING AND BIKING ROUTES

CYCLING PILOT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
G. For some bicycle infrastructure projects, additional design work could be required by the road
owner. It is during the design development phase that the alignment of the route or facilities
design could be adjusted to respond to existing conditions or to landowner issues and concerns.
This is unlikely to be needed for the Middle Road project.
H. Develop an estimate of probable construction costs. Prepare a plan to show how these costs will
be covered, and continue pursuing funding. The timing of grant applications and awards can
lengthen this portion of the timeline.
I.

The Township and Connectivity Team may wish to conduct a second landowner/neighbor
meeting if bicycle infrastructure affects their properties, to explain any revisions to the proposed
route and infrastructure, to respond to issues, concerns and needs of the property owners as
presented in the first meeting, and to answer additional questions. This is unlikely to be needed
for the Middle Road project.

J. Township staff and/or Connectivity Team begin formal dialogue with individual landowners about
easement acquisitions, leading to signed agreements if needed. This is unlikely to be needed for
the Middle Road project.
K. Complete feasibility study, install pavement markings and signage.

Timeline estimates
The Middle Road shared lane project is not very complex, as far as bicycle infrastructure projects go. It should
proceed fairly smoothly, assuming that a traffic or feasibility study conducted by Allegheny County does
not turn up a major obstacle (none is anticipated). The timeline will mainly be affected by the Township’s
decision of whether or not to pursue grant funding to offset the cost of the study or of implementing the
facilities. Note that the work of actually adding pavement markings and signage can be done in phases, to
spread those costs out over multiple budget years, with priority segments being McNeal Road to McCully
Road and McCully Road to Hartwood Acres. The project should take 1.5 to 3 years.

Year 1
A B

C D E

Year 2
FG

H

Year 3
HIJ

K

NOTE: Hollow letters indicate steps in a typical process that might not be needed in this case.
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f High-priority strategy
2. Develop practical tools related to active transportation network development.
This includes collecting information on potential funding sources, partners, trail easement processes, programs
and model ordinances.

NEXT STEPS



Assemble a toolkit of resources for Connectivity, beginning with these, which are summarized on subsequent pages:
y Potential funding sources
y Potential partners
y Trail easement processes, programs and model ordinances
STRATEGY 2: DEVELOP PRACTICAL TOOLS RELATED TO NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
The following is a “go-to” list of potential public funding for projects related to active transportation,
including biking, greenspace and trails and walking. Applicability depends on whether the projects are
related to mobility, clean air, clean water, healthy living or economic development.
To brainstorm about applicability regarding funding sources, contact the agency representatives listed on
Page 39, and also consider private foundations.

Greenways, Trails and Recreation Program (GTRP)
Purpose: Funding for planning, acquisition, development, rehabilitation and repair of greenways,
recreational trails, open space, parks and beautification projects. Projects can involve development,
rehabilitation and improvements to public parks, recreation areas, greenways and trails, as well as river
conservation.
Eligibility: Municipalities; Councils of Governments; Authorized Organizations; Institutions of Higher
Education; Watershed Organizations; For-Profit Businesses
Deadline: Applications typically accepted February-July.
Match/Funding: 15% match of the total project cost; grants do not exceed $250,000
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/greenways-trails-and-recreation-program-gtrp/
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STRATEGY 2: DEVELOP PRACTICAL TOOLS RELATED TO NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
SPC & PennDOT Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside Program
Purpose: The Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside (TASA) Program provides funding for programs
and projects defined as transportation alternatives, including on- and off-road pedestrian and bicycle
facilities; infrastructure projects for improving non-driver access to public transportation and enhanced
mobility; environmental mitigation; recreational trail program projects; and, safe routes to school projects.
Key criterion in the review of applications will be readiness for implementation and delivery, safety,
consistency with local or regional plans; collaboration with stakeholders; and, statewide or regional
significance.
Eligibility:
y Local governments
y Regional transportation authorities
y Transit agencies
y Natural resource or public land agencies, including federal agencies
y School districts, local education agencies, or schools
y Tribal governments
y A nonprofit entity responsible for the administration of local transportation safety programs
y Any other governmental entity with responsibility for oversight of transportation or recreational trails
Deadline: Next application period of PennDOT TA is yet to be determined. Next Application Period of SPC
TA Program anticipated Fall 2021.
Local Match Requirement: There is no match requirement; however, local sponsors pay all costs for preconstruction activities (design, environmental clearance, right of way, utilities, etc.) and PennDOT provides
100% cost reimbursement for the construction phase (including construction inspection).

DCED Multimodal Transportation Fund (MTF)
Purpose: Provides grants to encourage economic development and ensure that a safe and reliable system
of transportation is available to Pennsylvania residents. The program is intended to provide financial
assistance to improve transportation assets that enhance communities, pedestrian safety, and transit
revitalization. The program is under the direction of the Commonwealth Financing Authority.
Eligibility: Local Governments; Counties; Councils of Governments; Businesses & Non-Profits; Economic
Development Organizations; Public Transportation Agencies (including but not limited to an airport
authority, public airport, port authority, or similar public entity); and, Rail and Freight Ports
Deadline: Next application period is yet to be determined. Previously, applications were accepted
between March 1 and Sept. 30.
Local Match Requirement: 30% match of requested amount (state/federal grants do not count as
match); Grants must be between $100,000 and $3,000,000.
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STRATEGY 2: DEVELOP PRACTICAL TOOLS RELATED TO NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Website: http://community.newpa.com/programs/multimodal-transportation-fund/

DCNR Community Conservation Partnerships Program (C2P2)
Purpose: DCNR’s Bureau of Recreation and Conservation provides a single point of contact for
communities and non-profit conservation agencies seeking state assistance through the C2P2 Program
in support of local recreation and conservation initiatives and those that implement Pennsylvania’s
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan. This assistance can take the form of grants, technical assistance,
information exchange, and training. All of DCNR’s funding sources are combined into one annual
application cycle and there is a single application format and process with one set of requirements and
guidelines.
Eligibility: A wide range of grant and technical assistance programs are offered through C2P2 to help
communities, land conservancies, and non-profit organizations plan, acquire, and develop:
y Recreation, park and conservation facilities
y Watersheds and rivers corridors
y Greenways and trails
y Heritage areas and facilities
y Critical habitat, natural areas & open space
Deadline: Next application period is yet to be determined.
Local Match Requirement: Generally, a 50% match by either cash or non-cash value is required
Website: https://www.dcnr.pa.gov/Communities/Grants/Pages/default.aspx

PennDOT Multimodal Transportation Fund
Purpose: Provides grants to ensure that a safe and reliable system of transportation is available to the
residents of this commonwealth. The program is intended to provide financial assistance to municipalities,
councils of governments, businesses, economic development organizations, public transportation
agencies, rail freight, passenger rail, and ports in order to improve transportation assets that enhance
communities, pedestrian safety, and transit revitalization.
Eligibility: Municipalities; Council of Governments; Business/Non-profit; Economic Development
Organization; Public Transportation Agency; Ports or Rail / Freight Entity
Deadline: Next application period is yet to be determined. Applications were open from October 1, 2020
until November 6, 2020.
Local Match Requirement: 30% match of the amount awarded; grants normally do not exceed $3,000,000
Website: https://www.penndot.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/MultimodalProgram/Pages/default.aspx
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POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
PA WalkWorks
Purpose: WalkWorks helps with funding to assist municipal entities with the development of active
transportation plans and related policies. WalkWorks continues its aim to establish new or improved
pedestrian, bicycle and transit transportation systems – activity-friendly routes – that are combined with
land use and environmental design, thereby increasing connectivity to everyday destinations.
Eligibility: Municipalities and Planning Organizations
Deadline: Applications have been available on a rolling basis, with new application windows opening
periodically. The best way to track this is to sign up for email bulletins via the website below.
Local Match Requirement: No matching funds are required for eligibility.
Website: https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/programs/WalkWorks/Pages/WalkWorks.aspx

POTENTIAL PARTNERS
This list provides contact information for people involved in community projects or transportation planning.
Though it is not an exhaustive list, it is a starting point for most trail or connectivity projects the Township
will undertake.

Hampto n To wns hip C o nnectivity Partners
Last

First

A f f il iation

Tit l e

E mail

Ames-Meneilly

Barbara

Rep. Lori Mizgorski's Office

District Office Manager

bames-meneilly@pahousegop.com

Baechle

Andy

Allegheny County Parks

Director

abaechle@county.allegheny.pa.us

Boerer

Eric

BikePGH

Advocacy Director

eric@bikepgh.org

Chaney

Leann

SPC Active Transportation

Planner

lchaney@spcregion.org

Chirdon

Chris

Walk-Bike Shaler

Planning Commission member

chirdon@pitt.edu

Cravotta

Darla

Allegheny County Executive's Office

Dir. Community Relations

Darla.Cravotta@AlleghenyCounty.US

Cunningham

Rebecca

Hampton Township School District

Asst Superintendent

cunningham@ht-sd.org

English

Hal

Rotary Club

President

henglish@nb.net

Fabian

Loralyn

Allegheny Green Web

Project Coordinator

loralyn@alleghenygreenweb.org

Frankel

Kathy

DCNR SW region

Recreation & Conservation Mgr.

kfrankel@pa.gov

Girty

Melissa

Port Authority

Government Relations Mgr.

mgirty@portauthority.org

Lesterick

Bill

PennDOT District 11

Bike Ped and Safety Manager

wlesterick@pa.gov

Mattis

Adam

DCNR SW region

Regional Adviser

amattis@pa.gov

Ogoreuc

Ann

Allegheny County Economic Devel.

Asst. Director, Mobility & Transp.

Ann.Ogoreuc@alleghenycounty.us

Spang

Stephanie

PennDOT Connects

District 11 Liaison

cspang@pa.gov

Spano

Josh

SPC - Transportation Planning

Planner

jspano@spcregion.org

Stephen

John

Rachel Carson/Harmony Trail

Trail Development Coordinator

jwsdi@yahoo.com

Winters

Megan

Sen. Lindsay Williams's Office

Chief of Staff

megan.winters@pasenate.com
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TRAIL EASEMENTS, PROGRAMS, MODEL ORDINANCES
The process for acquiring needed easements for trails is flexible and may be based on the Township’s comfort
level with opening conversations with property owners. Naturally, the community may wish to consult with its
solicitor, as legal advice may be needed.
The nature of an initial conversation about an easement could depend on the location of the property, the
importance an easement to the success of a project, and any understanding of the property owner’s point of
view about a project. The community may consider it advantageous to approach an owner through official
channels or could arrange for a member of the Connectivity Team to take the first step on neighbor-to-neighbor
basis.
Pennsylvania-specific information on easement acquisition, easement agreements, sidewalk design and
implementation, and strategic use of the Township’s official map may be found at conservationtools.org. This
site also provides model easement agreement documents, both simple and detailed versions. (The simple
version is provided in the appendix.)
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f High-priority strategy
3. Create design standards and implement a signage and amenities plan.
NOTE: Creating design standards for community amenities is also considered a step in this comprehensive plan
for issues including Route 8 Appearance, and Heart of the Community.
Selecting community standards creates visual consistency, such as colors, materials and models for site
amenities, signs and facilities. Design standards can be established for pedestrian-related amenities such as
signage, benches, water fountains, light fixtures, banners/decorative items and containers for plants. A more
rustic standard should be applied to signage and amenities along woodland trails.
Locations include along connectivity routes, including sidewalks and the Route 8 streetscape, throughout the
Community Park and at the Municipal Building, Community Center and other public locations.

y Signage concept plans include sign types (such as informational signs, directional signs, mile markers,

and interpretive signs), potential locations and cost estimates. Cycling networks require different types of
signage than walking or trail networks.

y Amenities plans include types (benches, bike rack, bike maintenance station, water station, trash
receptacles, security lighting), potential locations and cost estimates.

NEXT STEPS



Determine the amenity styles, sign types and fixtures the community likes.

This can be driven by appearance, cost or both. Sign and fixture “families” typically have consistent materials,
color palettes, typography and overall look, with a variety of examples shown on subsequent pages. The
Township should select one look or appearance for rustic/woodland trail settings, and a more polished look
for streetscapes and visible locations in the Community Park. It could coordinate with the School District if a
uniform, signature “Hampton Township” look is desired.
Since color is an immediate signifier, the Township may wish to select a standard navy or royal blue for many
fixtures, and select standard items in that color from a reliable manufacturer.
A. To proceed, convene a one-time half-day workshop to include the Community Services director and
some volunteer members of the public with knowledge of branding and design. Consider inviting
representatives of the Connectivity Team and a Community Relations Advisory Board if one is created.
Also invite community volunteer organizations such as the Rotary Club, Hampton Community
Association, Rachel Carson Trail and Scouts, as they could be purchasers, builders or installers in the
future. A point person should present “character images” showing a range of options, so all participants
can contribute reactions about durability, cost, appearance and other factors.
B. The Township’s point person should then compile a list of selected items, and maintain that file of
product cut sheets as a resource for future projects.
C. This process can be done virtually or in person. The Connectivity Team or Community Relations
Advisory Board could assist with or manage this design standards workshop process under the guidance
of the Community Services director or other senior staff person.
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Amenities for trails, sidewalks and pedestrian connectivity typically include these
items, installed at visible and convenient locations.
The Township should select a standard design for each item, and use them consistently. It can be most
cost-effective to select a large company with a long history of supplying the item so that each model and
color is likely to remain available for many years.
Examples of amenities for sidewalk and trail settings are provided on this and subsequent pages. The
community should choose a more rustic style for trail settings.
STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

GALLERY OF AMENITIES

Bench (with concrete
pad), $1,700

Bench swing (with concrete
pad), $3,500
18” cut stone seat wall, $100 per linear foot

Dog waste station, $2,000
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Trash/recycling receptacles $1,800

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP IMPLEMENTABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

GALLERY OF AMENITIES

Concrete planters, $200-$1,600

Motion-activated solar
pathway light, $600

Dark sky-compliant LED
pedestrian lighting, $7,000 per
fixture plus delivery of electric
service

Bottle-refill, drinking, dog watering
station, $6,000
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STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

GALLERY OF AMENITIES
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Bike repair station (with concrete pad), $7,500

U-shape bike rack, $250
Custom rack, $500-$25,00

Hand-made trail benches (potential Scout project), $200

Woodland classroom (potential Scout project),
$200-$1,500

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP IMPLEMENTABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN



Select and install trail signs per the usage guidelines below. Installation can be done in
phases, as trails and routes are built or improved. The types, locations and costs of signs are listed below. A gallery of examples is provided on subsequent pages.
A family of signs for trails typically includes these types:

y Trailhead kiosk - installed near major entrances to trails and provides “welcome” information, often

including a map showing the locations and names of trails accessible from the trailhead, trail rules, trail
information, notifications, funder recognition. These could cost $4,000-$9,000 for the structure and $1,000$5,000 for signage.

y Trail intersection-information signs - provide nuts and bolts information about trail accessibility and

character so potential users may gauge the trail’s appropriateness for their individual use. This includes
grade, width, difficulty rating, surface type, distance and obstacles a user will encounter. Trail information
signs can be part of a kiosk or stand-alone. A custom sign costs about $250-$750.

y Directional or navigation signs - trail names and arrows should be provided at all intersections. These can
be simple to elaborate, with prices to match. Note the example that includes business sponsorship.

y Mileage markers - longer trails typically include a mileage marker every 0.2 mile. Basic versions cost about
$100-150 each, and custom versions can be $2,400 each.

y Interpretive signs - enrichment information about a visible feature, natural element, site history or other
point of interest. These can cost $500 to $7,500, depending on materials, size and design.

y Boundary signs - useful in some cases where a trail user might wander onto private property. A simple sign
will cost about $150.

y Miscellaneous signs - danger, recognition, labels, pick up after your dog. Simple signs cost about $150.
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STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

GALLERY OF TRAIL SIGN TYPES

Informational, mileage, directional and rules sign examples
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STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

GALLERY OF TRAIL SIGN TYPES

Interpretive sign examples and kiosk example
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Install cycling signs as routes are developed. Signs for cycling routes typically include the
types listed below. Design standards for these signs are available in the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD). Costs may be estimated at $75 to $250 per sign.
STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

BICYCLING SIGN TYPES
y Directional or navigation signs - posted at intersections or where confusion could occur, these are

legible from cycling distance and speed, and indicate turns to stay on a route or reach a destination.
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STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

BICYCLING SIGN TYPES
y Cycling regulatory signs - share-the-road, bike lane, four-foot passing distance and other related signs
remind both cyclists and motor vehicle drivers of the rules of the road and to be alert for each other.
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STRATEGY 3: CREATE DESIGN STANDARDS AND IMPLEMENT A SIGNAGE & AMENITIES PLAN

BICYCLING SIGN TYPES
y Cycling warning signs - When cycling routes have names (e.g. PA Bicycle Route Y), these signs are posted
along the roadways.
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f Other strategies
4. Consider creating a Township active transportation plan.
This plan would build on the Connectivity network concept plan and detail for the two priority routes presented
in this chapter, and would help the community take the next step of developing a plan for a more extensive
biking/walking network.
An active transportation plan helps the community identify priorities and practical next steps for “The Six Es of
Active Transportation”:

y EVALUATION & PLANNING: The study, planning and measuring of the walking and biking environment
y ENCOURAGEMENT: Programs that make walking and biking visible and normal activities
y EQUITY: Ways to make safe, healthy, affordable and convenient transportation options available to
everyone in the community

y EDUCATION: Non-infrastructure efforts aiming to teach people how to walk and bike safely and to drive
safely when cyclists and pedestrians are sharing the streets

y ENGINEERING (projects): The infrastructure-related elements and projects
y ENFORCEMENT: How the law enforcement system treats walking and biking and related ordinances
A. To create an active transportation plan, communities generally issue a request for proposals for
professional services. Such plans for a municipality the size of Hampton Township would be likely to run
$50,000, but could range from $20,000 to $60,000, depending on how the Township defines its scope of
work. WalkWorks, Active Allegheny and Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission can be resources for
model RFPs, funding, or information to understand costs and scope of work. Contacts are provided in
the accompanying box.

Active Transportation Planning
y PA Walkworks funds active transportation plan development, creation of complete streets policies,
Vision Zero action plans, and other projects designed to increase physical activities. Email Carol
Reichbaum: CarolReichbaum@padowntown.org
y Active Allegheny, Allegheny County - administered by the Redevelopment Authority of Allegheny
County, this grant program helps municipalities to develop plans and design active transportations
projects to enhance mobility and create community connections. Email Ann Ogoreuc: ann.ogoreuc@
alleghenycounty.us
y Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission Active Transportation: The regional planning organization
provides resources and guidance for pursuing active transportation projects. Email Leann Chaney,
lchaney@spcregion.org
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5. Engage volunteers to complete trail related construction projects.
Communities often tap volunteers to develop trails and trail amenities, which improves quality of life for all
residents. The Rachel Carson Trail Association already has a cadre of volunteers, including a Hampton resident
who has responsibility for trail maintenance within the Township.
In addition, the Township should maintain its existing relationship with Scouting organizations, as their work
projects can make significant improvements possible.
Further, the Township should develop a trail steward program and recruit volunteers who can pursue projects as
requested by the Township.
Here are the steps for recruiting volunteers and creating a volunteer and trail steward program.
A. Develop a hiking trail working group, a subcommittee of the Connectivity Team, to focus on native soil,
single track trails in the Township. Send out a notice in the Township newsletter requesting volunteers
and/or have a table for trail stewards to sign up to volunteer at Community Day. The hiking trail working
group should have clear roles defined.
B. As a working group, become familiar with the existing trails and proposed trials as identified in this
comprehensive plan.
C. For future trails, work with Township Land Use Department to obtain aerial mapping with parcel
information for areas where new trails are planned.
D. Work with the full Connectivity Team to seek access to private property, coordination of trail use on
public land, brainstorming better routes to avoid roads, steep hills, and areas prone to erosion. Write
grants for trail crossings
E. For existing trails, identify trail stewards and meet so everyone understands the goals of the group.
Establish a volunteer steward program with sections covered by at least two people per mile. The
expectation is that they would hike the trail at least 1-2x/month to observe any degradation of the trail
by falling trees or erosion. Trail mile markers, blazes and/or directional signs should be purchased and
installed along the trail route.
F.
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Construct new trails. Usually constructing new trails is a weekend activity, preferably with students
involved. The work should be conducted according to sustainable trail principles, especially the
cross slope of trail, to minimize erosion. A guide for creating trails is available by searching for
“Pennsylvania Trail Design and Development Principles” or using this URL: http://elibrary.dcnr.
pa.gov/GetDocument?docId=1741679&DocName=Pennsylvania%20Trail%20Design%20and%20
Development%20Principles.pdf

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP IMPLEMENTABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

G. The Township should assemble tools for trail maintenance and establish a location and sign-out
process for the trail stewards. Trail Pittsburgh maintains a trailer with tools that can be moved to
locations where trails are being built. There will need to be some volunteers certified to be safe chain
saw operators and only those volunteers would cut limbs larger than 4-6 inches along the trail.
H. Promote the work of the existing trail stewards, encourage new volunteers and schedule trail events to
promote trail use by residents. One of several events a year might coincide with Community Day. Put
existing trail routes on the website to encourage use. It is important that trail working group members
be honored for their work in the Township newsletter, on the website and/or through recognition
events. Create T-shirts for the trail stewards so residents can identify the volunteer trail stewards and ask
questions.

Volunteers building trails in Fox Chapel Borough

A list of potential projects is provided on the next page. Hampton Township can pursue these projects with
volunteers and maintain the list with new items into the future. Organization for these volunteer efforts can be
provided by Township staff or by a Community Relations Advisory Board.
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Hampton Township Trail projects for volunteers
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Project type

Location and Description

Partners

Expense & Difficulty

Directional signage for
township-maintained
woodland trails

Hampton Community Park, Irma Kost
Nature Area, Loops off Rachel Carson Trail,
potential to also mark trails on School
District property.

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association, School District
wood shop?

Low

Wooden resting benches
for township-maintained
woodland trails

Hampton Community Park, Irma Kost
Nature Area, Loops off Rachel Carson Trail,
potential to also add benches along trails on
School District property.

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association, community
donors

Low

Drainageway crossings

Small wooden structures to cross very minor
intermittent drainageways in Hampton
Community Park, Irma Kost Naturea Area,
loops off Rachel Carson Trail

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association

Low

Trail / stairs construction

630 feet of sustainable trail construction
from rear of Middle School to Route 8 along
utility easement, likely to include
construction of landscape stairs.

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association

Medium

Trailhead development

Irma Kost parking area on McCully. Organize
parking by adding wheelstops. Add bench,
dog station and/or trash receptacle. Repair
or replace illegible trail map sign.

Township facilities, Scouts,
other community volunteer
groups

Low

Trail construction

Improve Rachel Carson Trail between Sample
Road and Route 8 through the Crouse Run
valley, according to sustainable design and
construction principles and techniques.
Specific routes to be determined by Rachel
Carson Trail Association and/or other
qualified trail designers. This will likely
include construction of trail elements that
stabilize terrain, steep slopes and mitigate
harm to stream.

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association, community
volunteer groups

High difficulty due to limited
accessibility, challenges in
transporting materials, and need
for sensitivity toward fragile
landscape. Work can be done by
hand by volunteer crews, with
planning and supervision by
qualified trail designers.

Bridge construction

Up to 8 bridges or other crossings through
Crouse Run valley between Sample Road and
Route 8 as determined by Rachel Carson
Trail Association and/or other qualified trail
designers and property owners.

Scouts, Rachel Carson Trail
Association, community
volunteer groups

High difficulty due to limited
accessibility, challenges in
transporting materials,and need
for sensitivity toward fragile
landscape. Assembly and
installation may need to be done
on-site, with planning and
supervision by qualified trail
designers.

Digital mapping

Create "tracks" of existing walking, hiking
and cycling routes in Hampton Township and
upload them to popular mapping or activities
tracking applications.

Scouts, avid walkers and
hikers in the community,
trail stewards

Low
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6. Include the proposed connectivity routes on an Official Map.
Hampton Township should prepare an Official Map and include on it the proposed routes depicted in the
Connectivity Concept Map.

7. Provide in the Township’s Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (SALDO) a
requirement that developers install concurrent sidewalks when new development occurs.
To propel the development of mobility and connectivity options, Hampton Township should include a provision
in its ordinances that developers must install sidewalks to Township specifications when sites are developed or
improved. The community could include an “offset” provision for any rare instance where adding sidewalks is
not possible on-site; the funds would be held in escrow by the Township for a future public project at another
location. The Township should ensure the SALDO also includes appropriate sidewalk specifications.

8. Add communications improvements.
Employ the municipal website and other platforms to help residents to learn about trails, routes and proposed
connections. Create a Trails and Connectivity section in the Department of Community Services portion of the
hampton-pa.org website. Suggested features:
y A map of existing trails, with photographs
y The Trails and Connectivity network concept map, showing existing and proposed routes
y A wish list for donated labor
y A wish list for donated amenities
y Create entries for Hampton routes within popular mapping and hiking/running/cycling apps, such as AllTrails
and Strava, and provide links on the Hampton website. (This could be a Scout or other volunteer project.)
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The appearance
of Route 8 could
improve if zoning
requirements
supported a built
environment
reimagined as a
human-scaled,
pedestrian-friendly
activity hub.
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3

CHAPTER THREE

ROUTE 8 APPEARANCE
AND LAND USE

KEY ISSUE: Route 8 Appearance
and Land Use

Issue Overview
Hampton Township’s Route 8 commercial corridor combines elements of
two essentially incompatible types of routes: higher-speed, lower-access
roads that efficiently convey vehicles between places and lower-speed
streets that connect to complex built environments. Frequent curb cuts and
signals and visual clutter make the corridor frustrating for drivers passing
through, and the vehicle-oriented development pattern discourages
pedestrians and detracts from the area’s potential for prosperity as a highquality place where people want to spend time. Functionally, the result is
an ill-defined public realm. Visually, it is a jumble. Unsightly scenes along
the corridor, such as outdoor equipment storage and properties in need of
maintenance, also present a challenge.

Background and Context
Almost all Hampton Township residents have cause to frequent the Route 8
corridor, which is the commercial and transportation spine of the community.
This PennDOT-owned road with an average annual daily traffic count of 9,00011,000 vehicles is both an important and highly visible community feature.
Some aspects of the appearance of the Route 8 corridor have been discussed
among Hampton Township residents and officials for decades. These
include, to varying degrees:
y Some unattractive buildings and signs (although numerous locations
have recently enjoyed facelifts)
y A visual emphasis on parking lots
y Insufficient plantings and green space
y An inconsistent visual identity along its length
y The occasional presence of deteriorating buildings with problems like
weeds, blank signs and shuttered windows

Vision

The Route 8 corridor
through Hampton
Township is a thriving
commercial corridor
offering a mix of
businesses and services
that add both value
and convenience for
area residents and
that, through their
appearance, contribute
to Hampton community
pride.
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y Visible stored vehicles, heavy equipment, dumpsters and utilitarian 		
fencing
y Concentrations of business types that have a specific architecture,
such as auto-related businesses with front-facing garage doors, or
manufacturing or warehousing structures with unbroken expanses of
siding.
To be very clear, problems with maintenance or appearance do not apply
to many of the residences and businesses along the corridor. Further,
public input about the corridor also included appreciation for conveniently
available stores and services, and businesses’ contribution to tax revenue.
Nearly all residents and business owners participating in the development
of this comprehensive plan expressed support for balancing property and
development rights with a wish to create or foster a more pleasing overall
appearance.
Overall, though, the presence of unattractive places or elements in various
locations along Route 8 creates enough dissatisfaction with the general
impression of the corridor’s appearance that it is listed as a “Key Issue” in the
comprehensive plan.

The problems
y Time lag in visible change: Ordinances governing the standards for
building facades, sign design, buffers, landscaping and other aspects
of appearance are applied to a property when ownership changes or
redevelopment occurs. As such, some number of properties have not
come under force of existing ordinances because they have not changed
ownership or undergone redevelopment. This allows some properties to
remain non-conforming for a long time.
y Hardships that owners or redevelopers perceive: Design requirements
increase the costs of small redevelopment projects since the property
must be brought fully into compliance with all current ordinance
standards. The cost of requirements can deter some prospective
business owners from undertaking a project, and sometimes come
as a surprise to less-experienced entrepreneurs. For example, smallbusiness owners sometimes believe they simply need to obtain a permit
for any building code-related improvements at a property, and feel
blindsided by the extensive federal, parking, lighting, landscaping, and
ADA accessibility that also come into play. The requirements that apply
within the Route 8 Highway Commercial District may be considered so
expensive or complex that potential projects can at times be delayed or
discarded. An Overlay District was applied to the Highway Commercial
District between Wildwood Road and the Richland Township line to the
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north to add some flexibility and to speed redevelopment; however,
few if any projects have sought relief through the provisions
stipulated in the overlay. (An overlay district modifies the basic
underlying zoning designation in a specific way to deal with special
characteristics.)
y Difficulty or expense of meeting stormwater requirements:
Some owners or developers perceive stormwater management
requirements – applied county-wide by Allegheny County
Conservation District – to be a severe hardship. (Hampton
Township’s stormwater management requirements conform with
those of ACCD.) Stormwater management is widely understood to
be both important and valuable, but requirements can nonetheless
make some redevelopment projects difficult or very expensive.
Some properties do not undergo redevelopment because the costs
of requirements would not be recouped in a time frame that owners
or redevelopers find acceptable.

Desire to
balance
property and
development
rights with a
wish to create
or foster a more
pleasing overall
appearance.

y Small lot sizes: The small area of some lots in the Highway
Commercial Zoning District along Route 8 can create a challenge for
redevelopment because the lots may not allow enough space for
required improvements such as parking, stormwater management
facilities and buffers.
y Lack of a consistent visual identity: A corridor-wide economic
development plan from 2002, which advocated (among other
things) aesthetic improvements, went largely unimplemented. That
plan recommended creating a consistent visual identity involving
signs, lights, banners, façade standards and plantings in the
communities along the North Hills stretch of Route 8. The corridor still
lacks visual consistency, but Hampton could implement a “look” within
its boundaries.
y What is included in design standards: Residents may not fully recognize
the limitation of what the Township can regulate in terms of appearance.
And developers and owners may chafe at guidelines or standards that
they perceive as too restrictive. Further guidance on design standards
might be desirable.
y Public education: While valid, complaints about Route 8’s appearance
and the pace of redevelopment may also stem from a lack of
understanding of the complexity of the issues involved. Public/civic
education on the many contributing issues may not have been
sufficiently available to date.
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Community input
y “The planning
of commercial
development should
take into consideration
the aesthetics of the
development. The
approval process should
take into consideration
the character and
beautification of the
area.”

Issues regarding land uses and the appearance of Route 8 corridor can
best be addressed through a review of ordinance and land-development
requirements, and proactive collaborative discussions with owners
regarding conditions at specific individual properties. Efforts to address
Route 8 appearance and land-use matters should begin or continue to:

y “We do seem to have
businesses leave the
community and then the
property remains vacant.
It starts to get unsightly.”

y Update ordinances, standards, guidelines, processes and practices.

y “People feel
disrepresented or that
the [redevelopment]
process is draconian. It’s
like, ‘Oh my God we have
to deal with Hampton
Township.’ ”
y “We have longstanding
problems figuring out
what to do with Route 8.
There’s really not much
local government can
do about it. You can
hope you’ll get a lovely
restaurant instead of
another auto parts store,
but that’s not really
in the municipality’s
control. [Most people]
don’t understand that
government doesn’t
control uses of property.
Local government can’t
fix Route 8, and I wish
there was a way to
influence it.”
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y Strive to balance the community’s desire for improved appearance and
owners’ or developers’ desire to get projects under way.
y Apply current codes and ordinances while seeking to incorporate
appropriate new tools, such as those presented in the “Strategies”
section of this chapter.
y Strive to be proactive with pursuing the desired types of development
rather than awaiting a future sale or project that could be years away,
setting in place standards and guidelines consistent with a shared vision.
y Encourage sustainable site, building and landscape design.
y Include collaboration with other municipalities sharing the corridor.
y Encourage the land uses that the community desires.
y Be addressed through a combination of short- and longer-term
initiatives that have planning and implementation phases, and that
include some simple and small-scale steps.

Communications Opportunities
Public Education: Create public education about the complexities
involved in changing the Route 8 appearance, including why demonstrable
change takes so long.
Change Public Perception: Strive to change public perception that
“nothing is changing,” by highlighting visible improvements and new
businesses.
“Spotlight On”: Post a “Spotlight On” section (or something similar) to the
website to highlight local business that already exist and add a business
directory to the website to make it easier for residents to locate and shop at
local stores.
Explain Development Requirements: Help potential entrepreneurs
understand the land- or site-development requirements that will likely
apply to a property (preferably before a purchase), and that different
requirements may apply based on different plans or business types.
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STRATEGIES: Improving Route 8 Appearance
and Land Use

f High-priority strategy
1. Identify opportunities in Township ordinances to improve clarity and functionality of
regulations.
Updating ordinances is the most propitious way of improving the appearance of Route 8 without making new
development so difficult as to be unattainable. Ordinances for review and updating include those related to
buffers, storage screening, green strips, façade guidelines and sidewalks.
The following pages describe recommended changes in land use and zoning ordinances and provide visual
explanations of how the appearance of Route 8 would change as revised regulations are applied over time. This
will not be a quick fix, but the changes are within the Township’s control and therefore can be applied fairly
readily. Specific numbers suggested in the following table are for suggestion only and would need to be further
vetted and discussed locally if incorporated into a zoning amendment.
Implementation steps for this strategy appear on pages following the ordinance recommendations and
illustrations.

y Review ordinances pertaining to the appearance and utility of the commercial corridor in the categories
listed, as these were identified during the public process for this comprehensive plan. A preliminary
review resulted in the following recommendations.

Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations

Aspect

Land Use

Recommendation

Rationale

Increase flexibility in the Highway Commercial
district to allow redevelopment to respond
to market changes: accommodate emerging
uses, incentivize mixed use, allow for creative
configurations.

The changing retail landscape,
particularly following the
pandemic-accelerated rise of
online shopping, threatens the
viability of big-box stores. Trends
show rising interest in “lifestyle
centers” with pedestrian plazas,
restaurants and entertainment.
Building flexibility into the district
will enable adaptive reuse of vacant
space and encourage investment
and redevelopment (which would
trigger requirements with new
standards). Success will engender
pressure to improve, intensify,
expand existing uses and fill in gaps.
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Consider redrawing the boundary of the
highway commercial district and/or its overlay
to focus certain uses and design guidelines on a
targeted smaller stretch.

Given changes in the retail market,
the Township is likely to see more
dramatic change if it focuses
market pressure for select uses
and walkability improvements into
nodes. Commercial uses stretched
out along a corridor can exacerbate
traffic and dilute vibrancy.

Land Use

Encourage additional development of
outparcels along the Route 8 corridor frontage
(closer to the roadway), primarily through
adjusting bulk and area requirements.

This will add value to overbuilt
surface parking space and add
buildings that will define a more
uniform frontage along the road.
Frontage is important to creating a
sense of streetscape enclosure.

Land Use

Minimize the impact of auto-oriented uses
(service stations, repair garages, etc.) in areas
that are the highest priority for walkability
through design requirements, if not by further
limiting areas where they can be built.

Service stations, repair garages
and self-storage facilities are
already conditional in the Highway
Commercial district. Add bestpractice site layout standards.

Site Design

Require buildings to be oriented to the street
and to be located within a uniform setback
range. Currently, buildings in the Highway
Commercial district must be set back at least
40’ from the right-of-way, but many are set
much farther back. As an example, buildings
could be required to be placed between 10’ and
25’ from the right-of-way. (This is applicable to
buildings with parking oriented to the rear. A
setback up to 80’ could work for a building with
a single parking row located in front, though
front parking lots would ideally be prohibited or
discouraged.)

This establishes a more uniform
frontage.

For new construction, incentivize or require
siting of off-street parking to the side or rear of
buildings. Permit at most a maximum of one
bay of parking along the corridor frontage.

Siting parking to the side or rear
de-emphasizes car storage as the
key visual focus of the corridor.
Bringing buildings closer to the
corridor frontage creates spatial and
visual enclosure that has the effect
of calming traffic and increasing
vehicular and pedestrian safety.

Land Use

Site Design
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Access
Management

Limit driveways/curb cuts. Example: “Properties
with frontages of 600’ or less on any individual
street shall be permitted only one driveway
intersection per street. Properties with frontages
greater than 600’ may be permitted a maximum
of two driveways per street frontage, provided
that such driveways are at least 300’ apart.
Regardless of frontage, a development may be
restricted to a single driveway depending on
usage and traffic patterns.”

The HC PNRD Overlay currently
requires a minimum of two access
points for Route 8 sites exceeding
five acres, which enables excessive
curb cuts that add vehicle/
pedestrian conflict points and
drastically reduce walkability.

Access
Management

Require all parcels to be developed or
redeveloped in the Highway Commercial
district to share access with an adjacent
commercial property when available. If shared
access cannot be provided by an existing
driveway, the applicant shall provide access in
a way that maximizes the potential for shared
access in the future. This will require a shared
access and maintenance agreement.

Increasing access between parcels
will reduce the number of vehicles
pulling onto and off of Route 8.

Off-Street Parking

Review and recalibrate off-street parking
minimums. Make shared parking agreements
easy and attractive. Allow for “reserve parking,”
not required to be built initially, with space
saved in case local officials determine later
that more is needed. Set an off-street parking
maximum at 120% of the minimum required
parking for a given use.

Excessive off-street parking
requirements for individual
uses usually translates to an
aggregate oversupply, unnecessary
impervious surface coverage and
cost for the developer.

Off-Street Parking

Ensure that parking lot design standards are
consistent with best practices in sustainability:
For lots of a particular size and up, consider
best practices such as landscaped strips every
fourth row and islands at the end of every row,
in addition to:
•

Specific provisions for islands (such as least
10’ x 20’, underlain by soil, protected by
curbing

Adding requirements such as these
not only improves the visual quality
of parking lots, but also reduces
heat, improves air quality, mitigates
stormwater runoff and funnels
traffic.
(Continued)
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

Recommendation

•

Provisions for a paved walkway leading
toward the building entrance, with five feet
provided on both sides of the walkway for
planting.

•

Stormwater controls should be designed
according to best management practices –
naturalized, landscaped detention basins,
swales, surface lot islands, etc.

The design of larger surface parking lots
should incorporate pedestrian thoroughfares,
landscaped strips leading to clearly delineated
pedestrian crossings to building entrances. Lots
should incorporate traffic-calming features that
give pedestrians priority: speed tables, changes
in paving materials.

Off-Street Parking

64

Example: “Continuous internal pedestrian
walkways no less than 5 feet in width shall be
provided from the public sidewalk or right-ofway to the principal customer entrance of all
principal buildings on the site. At a minimum,
walkways shall connect focal points of
pedestrian activity such as, but not limited to,
transit stops, street crossings, building entry
points and shall feature adjoining landscaped
areas that include trees, shrubs, benches, flower
beds, ground covers, or other such materials for
no less than 50 percent of their length.”

Rationale

Channeling pedestrians into paths
where their right-of-way is clear
improves safety, and breaking a
large expanse of paved area into
more well-defined spaces improves
visual quality.
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

Off-Street Parking

Recommendation

Rationale

Evaluate whether dimensional requirements
related to parking (stall length and width, aisle
width) should be reduced.

Even a minor adjustment, such as
reducing minimum stall dimensions
from 10’ x 20’ to 9’ x 18’, can
dramatically reduce the land area
devoted to parking.

Minimize the visual impact of loading docks,
garbage storage and equipment (utility meters,
HVAC components and other equipment) with
more specific standards for screening and
setbacks that apply to all properties in the
Highway Commercial district. For example:
•

“Areas for outdoor storage, truck parking,
trash storage, loading or similar uses shall
not be visible from public rights of way.”

•

“Such areas shall not be located within
10 feet of any public right of way, public
sidewalk or internal pedestrian path.”

•

“These functions shall be incorporated
into the overall design of the building
and landscaping so that the visual and
acoustic impacts of these functions are fully
contained and out of view from adjacent
properties and public streets, and no
attention is attracted to the functions by the
use of screening materials that are different
from or inferior to the principal materials of
the building and landscape.”

Other Standards

Overlay

Revise the Highway Commercial Planned
Nonresidential Development District Overlay
(HC PNRD), encompassing the Highway
Commercial district from Wildwood Road to
the Township’s northern border, to make it a
more clearly targeted incentive for good design.
•

The HC PNRD Overlay should appear on the
Township Zoning Map.

•

It should be more clear which overlay
criteria apply to by-right use and which
apply to “incentive conditional use.”

The clear application and
enforcement of these standards will
improve the visual quality of the
district.

Developers prize predictability, which
can translate to less time, money and
risk invested in property investment.
The overlay option would be more
widely used if it were clear what
benefits it will reliably provide: Instead
of the potential for variation/waiver of
SALDO standards and “considered”
alternatives, the overlay should
specifically lay out its incentives in
the form of requirement waivers/
reductions, expedited review, etc.
(Continued)
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

66

Recommendation
•

Any time-saving advantage built into
the overlay approvals process should
be obvious; for example, the process
does not appear to necessarily offer an
overall timeline advantage compared to
conventional approval.

•

Some design standards currently presented
in the ordinance language pertaining to the
overlay district should instead be included
in the ordinance language pertaining to the
Highway Commercial district (such as those
mentioned previously regarding access
management, screening of storage and site
layout).

•

Design standards reserved for the overlay
should include “above and beyond”
provisions that the Township cannot and/or
should not impose on all properties, such
as architectural style or providing utilities
underground.

•

The overlay should strike a balance that
encourages developers to provide desired
design and amenities in exchange for welldefined incentives that are consistent with
the vision for the Highway Commercial
district.

Rationale
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Table 3.1 Land Use Ordinance Recommendations, Continued

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Require the creation of a pedestrian
environment, including a continuous safe
sidewalk with appropriate lighting and
landscaping.

Pedestrian
Amenities

Ideally, this would look like a zone of at least 12’
in width along both sides of Route 8 containing
an accessible sidewalk buffered from vehicle
traffic by trees and other landscaping. Adding
green infrastructure elements such as bioswales
and rain gardens would reduce pressure on
below-ground infrastructure.

Create value by creating an
attractive, safe, amenity-rich
streetscape to support investment
and make it more market-viable.
The goal should be to make it
appealing to walk within sites, to
and along the arterial, to transit
stops and to nearby neighborhoods.

Building a continuous sidewalk system will
be incremental, with improvements installed
according to requirements as properties
develop or redevelop, unless the Township is
able to assemble considerable funds for a larger
public project.
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y Propose façade design guidelines pertaining to finishes, roof lines, fenestration/transparency, articulation,
and orientation, which are selected to suggest consistency of design for the corridor. The following
recommendations could start the conversation. Planning Commission or an appointed advisory board
could review plans for consistency with such guidelines.

Table 3.2 Façade Guidelines

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Façade

Principal building entrances should be prominent
and well articulated, incorporating such features
as canopies, porticoes, arcades, peaked roof
forms, arches, outdoor patios, architectural details
and integral planters.

Defined and inviting building
entrances orient pedestrians and
contribute to the character of
space.

Façade

Ground-floor façades that face public streets
should have arcades, display windows, entry
areas, awnings or other such features along no
less than sixty (60) percent of their horizontal
length. To qualify for this requirement, display
windows shall begin between 12 to 24 inches
above ground level and shall end between 78
inches and 108 inches above ground level.

The share of building exterior
devoted to openings is key to
creating active, social public
places, offering a connection
between the activity inside
buildings and the public realm.

Enhance visual appeal of building appearance
with changes in massing, roof forms and
architectural elements such as awnings. Break
down building mass to express individual units.
•

Façade

•

Building façades should be interrupted at
least once within every one hundred (100)
horizontal linear feet with projections or
recesses of four (4) or more feet in depth
along any building facade facing a public
street or public parking. Offsets should be a
minimum of 20 contiguous feet within each
100 feet of façade length. Offsets should be
continuous from grade to the roof line.

Reducing the massive scale and
the generic appearance of large
retail buildings helps to create a
human-scaled environment.

Building façades of two hundred (200) feet
or more which face public streets or public
parking should, in addition to offsets, include
other design elements to break up the
façade, such as awnings, porches, canopies,
towers, balconies, bays, changes in building
materials, gables and planted trellises.
(Continued)
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Table 3.2 Façade Guidelines

Aspect

Recommendation
•

Rationale

All buildings, building ridgelines or roof
planes facing public streets and public
parking lots should be interrupted at least
once every one hundred (100) feet by a
vertical change of five (5) feet, the inclusion of
a new gable or the inclusion of a dormer.

Façade

Roof lines should be varied with a change in
height at least every 100 linear feet along the
building length. Parapets, mansard roofs, gable
roofs, hip roofs or dormers should be used to
conceal flat roofs and roof top equipment from
public view. Alternating lengths and designs may
be acceptable and can be addressed during the
preliminary/tentative development plan.

These rules are intended to help
reduce the massive scale and
generic appearance of large
retail buildings.

Façade

Predominant exterior building materials should
be high-quality, including, without limitation,
brick; wood; sandstone; other native stone;
and tinted, textured concrete masonry units.
Predominant exterior building materials should
not include smooth-faced concrete block, tilt-up
concrete panels or pre-fabricated steel panels.

Building material guidelines
are designed to reinforce the
character of a high-quality
public realm.

Façade

Consider prohibiting the use of high-intensity
primary façade colors, metallic colors or
fluorescent colors. Building trim and accent area
may feature brighter colors, such as primary
colors, but neon tubing shall not be an acceptable
feature for building trim or accent areas.

Exterior color guidelines are
designed to reinforce the
character of a high-quality
public realm.
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Table 3.2 Façade Guidelines

70

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Façade

Any property with more than one building on
the site should have a common and coherent
architectural theme throughout the development.

Architectural style guidelines
are designed to reinforce the
character of a high-quality
public realm.

Façade

Any parking lot fronting the Route 8 corridor
should be screened according to specific
requirements.

Landscaping screens along the
corridor frontage help to form a
uniform street wall and create a
sense of enclosure.
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y Review signage requirements and consider phasing out freestanding/pole signs in favor of monument
signs, and to allow some forms of painted wall signs. A preliminary review resulted in the following
recommendations.

Table 3.3 Signage Requirement Recommendations

Aspect

Recommendation

Rationale

Signs

Control the proliferation, location and size of
signs along the Route 8 corridor to mitigate visual
clutter. Current conditions could be a matter of
requirements in need of calibration, enforcement
issues or a combination of both.

Sign clutter reduces the
effectiveness of all signs and
negatively impacts traffic safety
and the corridor’s sense of
place.

Signs

Redefine “freestanding” to include both
monument and pole signs (for consistency with
the commonly accepted understanding of the
sign term). A monument sign is a freestanding
sign permanently affixed to the ground and
supported entirely by its base structure.
Remove pole signs as a type permitted in the
Highway Commercial district.

Signs

Billboards in the Highway Commercial district can
have a surface area of up to 200 feet, including
both sides if it the sign is two-sided. Consider
reducing the maximum surface area to 100 square
feet per side or 150 square feet for a one-sided
sign.
The minimum half-acre lot requirement for
billboards might have the effect of limiting
locations where it is possible to install a billboard,
but it could also result in sprawl. Examine how
this has played out in approvals.

Monument signs should appear
at eye level, limited in scale,
built with materials that match
principal buildings.
The phasing out of pole signs
will help to mitigate visual
clutter.

The size of billboards should
be scaled to the posted
speed of the roads they face.
These suggestions reflect the
Montgomery County (PA) Model
Sign Ordinance.
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Table 3.3 Signage Requirement Recommendations

Aspect

72

Recommendation

Rationale

Signs

Allow wall signs to be painted directly on building
surfaces . Allow wall signs to be painted on side
and rear building walls.

Vibrant, human-scale commercial
and mixed-use areas typically
involve more varied sign types
than districts where drivers are
expected to read signs while
passing at considerable speed.

Signs

Consider making the brightness measures at
Section 310-87 less subjective (“brighter than is
necessary”).

Setting quantitative standards
helps ensure that sign owners
and zoning officers speak the
same language.

Signs

Add a list of expressly prohibited sign types to
the relevant section of the zoning ordinance,
gathering those already listed elsewhere (flashing,
moving, snipe signs posted without permission)
as well as pennants, streamers, festooning,
feather flags and possibly inflatables.

Certain sign types have a
tendency to detract from visual
character and distract drivers.
Centralizing prohibited signs in
a single list will make the rules
more clear.
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STRATEGY 1: IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES IN TOWNSHIP ORDINANCES TO IMPROVE CLARITY AND
FUNCTIONALITY OF REGULATIONS

ILLUSTRATED CONDITIONS: EXISTING TO FUTURE
ROUTE 8 TODAY

Sherwin Wms

Hampton
Home Center

Wood
Floors &
More

Primanti’s

The following series of images illustrates how the recommendations on preceding pages — regarding land use
and site design, access management, parking, pedestrian amenities, facade guidelines and signs — would play
out incrementally as investment in individual sites triggers compliance.
The first image, above, shows existing conditions on Route 8 in a northward view just north of Talley Cavey
Road. Crucial issues include the lack of a consistently defined public realm, expanse of parking lots and an
unwelcoming pedestrian environment (fragmented sidewalk route, prevalence of pedestrian/vehicle conflict
points, lack of buffer, noise), all of which prevent this area from achieving its potential for prosperity as a
commercial hub and detract from its quality as a destination within Hampton Township.
A large-scale project, such as a redesign within the PennDOT-owned road cartway to change traffic
characteristics, would be one way to transform the corridor. However, the Township’s surest bet on change
absent considerable resources for public projects is adjusting the ground rules for development in ways that
improve design without necessarily increasing the costs of development. Such change will take years or possibly
decades to fully realize, but it is unlikely to happen at all without the right set of rules in place.
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INCREMENTAL STAGE 1

1
2

4
3
5

1

Development of outparcels adds value to
overbuilt surface parking space and helps
to define a more uniform frontage along the
road.

4

Requiring off-street parking to be located to
the rear or side of buildings de-emphasizes
vehicle storage as the primary visual feature
along the corridor.

2

The required building setback is changed
from a minimum of 40’ to a range: Buildings
must be placed within 10’ and 25’ of the
right-of-way. This reinforces a sense of street
enclosure that has the effect of calming
traffic, improving walkability and creating a
sense of place.

5

The sidewalk network is initially disconnected
as improvements are installed along with
property development or redevelopment.
Added with redevelopment, street-front
planting strips should be a minimum 4’ width
and commercial zone sidewalks should be a
minimum 6’ width.

3

Green roofs could be incentivized
and encouraged as a stormwater best
management practice.
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INCREMENTAL STAGE 2

6
4
2
1

3
5

1

As infill continues, enabled by adjusted
dimensional requirements, the sidewalk
network takes more cohesive shape. A buffer
of landscaping and street trees between the
sidewalk and Route 8 provides pedestrians a
greater comfort level, provides an opportunity
for stormwater infiltration and improves visual
quality along the corridor.

2

Parking lot landscaping requirements
apply to redevelopment, adding pedestrian
thoroughfares, landscaped strips leading to
clearly delineated pedestrian crossings to
building entrances.

3

Reduced/eliminated off-street parking
minimum requirements, shared-parking
agreements and reserve parking will help
reduce the extent to which lots are overbuilt,
adjusting the supply of spaces to more closely
meet demand.

4

Building signs can be painted directly onto
surfaces and may be installed on the sides of
buildings.

5

Monument signs are the only freestanding
sign type permitted in this district, reducing
visual clutter and making the corridor less
completely vehicle-oriented.

6

Multi-story buildings (currently permitted)
are encouraged along the frontage and made
more viable by permitting mixed-use by right
(retail/office, office/residential, live-work,
etc.).
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ROUTE 8 FUTURE CONDITIONS

5
4
6
1

2

1

Over time, the maturation of trees along
streets and in required landscaping will
enhance the local tree canopy and provide
significant environmental benefits.

2

The installation of crosswalks, varying
pavement materials and other pedestrian
amenities will increase the walkability of
the commercial district. The ability to walk
between destinations and connections
between parcels will reduce on/off Route 8
traffic.

3
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The creation of an active streetscape and
pleasant public realm is self-reinforcing, as it
further encourages design and activities that
make the corridor more vital, such as outdoor
dining.

3

4

Establishing the corridor as a walkable mixeduse area will make it more marketable for
residential investment, which in turn brings
foot traffic and increases the local customer
base for businesses.

5

Improving connectivity between the corridor
and nearby neighborhoods could improve
traffic patterns and enhance sense of place,
establishing this section of Route 8 as a
high-character community node rather than
an indistinguishable stretch of commercial
sprawl.

6

Sidewalks at bus stop locations should be
minimum 8’ width and connect directly to the
curb.
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NEXT STEPS
The Township Manager and Council will identify the best method of getting Zoning Ordinances updated.



The Planning Commission should review the potential changes to the Zoning Ordinance,
Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance and/or other rules and guidelines pertaining to
the appearance and function of the Route 8 corridor and proceed to one of these choices:
A. Have the Land Use Administrator prepare revisions to the Ordinances for review by the Planning
Commission and adoption by Council. This will require a significant time commitment from staff.
B. Have a subcommittee of the Planning Commission form a regulatory advisory working group to discuss
and draft updated ordinances, under the direction of the Land Use Administrator.
C. Hire the solicitor or planning consultant to prepare zoning updates in collaboration with the Land Use
Administrator; these will then be reviewed by the Planning Commission and adopted by Council. This
would require the least amount of time for staff but would incur consulting costs.
Updating ordinances is often the next step after adopting the comprehensive plan. It is important from
a regulatory perspective to make sure that there is consistency between the ordinances and the new
comprehensive plan.



Gather relevant details.

Staff, working group and/or consultant should gather and analyze additional information about how,
specifically, current rules are effective and where changes are needed. If the data is available, staff should
prepare a spreadsheet tracking two years of zoning variance applications and their outcomes. Survey or
interview property owners and developers to identify which requirements create tension. Learn from code
enforcement personnel which regulations are difficult to interpret or effectively enforce.



Recommend a set of ordinance changes to achieve desired conditions.

Evaluate which of the potential amendments presented in this chapter are desirable and appropriate for the
Route 8 corridor:
•

Consider which changes should be incorporated into an amended Highway Commercial (HC) base Zoning
District. If the more fine-grained, pedestrian-friendly development pattern espoused here would be
inappropriate for a part of the district that should remain auto-oriented, it may be worth splitting the district
in two.

•

Determine whether the Highway Commercial Planned Nonresidential Development Overlay District
(encompassing the HC district from Wildwood Road to the Township’s northern border) should be retooled
as recommended, focused on achieving “above and beyond” design and architectural guidelines in
exchange for specifically defined incentives.

•

Consider which of the recommendations from this chapter should amend other zoning language (offstreet parking, landscaping, signs) and regulations (sidewalks in the Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinance, for instance).

•

Consider how local goals for the corridor compare to what is happening on Route 8 in neighboring
communities.
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Prepare, review and approve amendments.

Staff and/or a consultant should use recommendations to prepare draft amendments to local land-use
regulations and guide them through a publicly transparent review and feedback process compliant with the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code.

f

High-priority strategy

2. Expand the toolbox for small lot consolidation to create a better environment for
redevelopment.
With much of the Route 8 corridor in Hampton Township fully built out, a focus on redevelopment could have
significant impact. One common problem along the corridor is that of parcels whose small size limits their
potential future redevelopment. To address the difficulty that prospective owners or developers encounter, the
Township can use the following ideas to make successful small-lot redevelopment more viable.
y Establishing or increasing minimum lot area, which would require someone to assemble parcels if they want
to redevelop. The counterpoint to balance is that smaller lots are appropriate for a walkable, vibrant retail
environment and can be more accessible and affordable to would-be small entrepreneurs. The Township
should consider acquiring single small lots within clusters of parcels, as this ownership can enable the
Township to maintain leverage on the type and quality of development that occurs along the corridor.
y The Township could publish information online about the requirements that potentially make small-lot
development challenging and share this information with real estate professionals.
y Create floor area, building height, reduced parking, or related incentives for assembling parcels.
y Streamline the approval process for plat vacations or lot assembly.
y Look into Split Rate Taxation as a mechanism for encouraging lot consolidation.
y Use the regulatory review process outlined above to identify and address local regulations that pose
challenges for developers of small lots and add flexibility where appropriate.
y Strive to develop collaborative mechanisms for meeting requirements for stormwater management or buffer
plantings. For example, the Township could (via ordinance) offer the possibility of off-site plantings where
on-site buffers are virtually impossible due to small lot size. Or perhaps the Township could assist owners of
contiguous small lots in seeking regulatory approval to undertake a joint stormwater mitigation solution.

f High-priority strategy
3. Create design standards and implement an amenities plan.
NOTE: Establishing design standards for community amenities is also considered a step in this comprehensive
plan for issues including Connectivity and Trails and Heart of the Community. To avoid repetition, additional
detail – including a gallery of examples – is provided only in the Connectivity and Trails chapter.
Selecting community standards creates visual consistency, such as colors, materials and models for site
amenities, signs and facilities. Design standards can be established for pedestrian-related amenities such as
signage, benches, water fountains, light fixtures, banners/decorative items and containers for plants.
The amenities pertinent to the Route 8 streetscape include benches, bike racks, trash receptacles, planters and
pedestrian lighting.
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NEXT STEPS



As recommended in more detail in the Connectivity and Trails chapter, the Township should
select its standard fixtures, colors, materials using these steps:
A. Convene a one-time half-day workshop to select the Township’s standards for site amenities based on
durability, cost, appearance and other factors.
B. The Township’s point person should then compile a list of selected items, and maintain that file of
product cut sheets as a resource for future projects.
C. As new development occurs along Route 8, developers and businesses should be urged to adhere to the
Township-selected standards for use in their projects on private property within the public realm, such
as benches outside of restaurants, or pedestrian lighting along interior walkways. For amenities within
public rights-of-way, it is likely the Township would be expected to pay for and supply the items.

f

High-priority strategy

4. Improve engagement opportunities about businesses and economic development, and
enhance information sharing to assist residents and the business community.
This chapter covers how land use affects both the appearance and utility of the Route 8 corridor. A key
component will be robust redevelopment of commercial parcels. Residents, developers and business owners
need and want to stay informed and have a voice.
There are opportunities to engage with all three groups via the next steps suggested here.

NEXT STEPS



Foster relationships and connections with businesses and institutions.

As also noted in the Township-Community Relationships chapter, fostering positive connections with businesses
and institutions can include any number of steps such as a.) holding a business owner-themed “town hall” as
part of a larger town hall series and b.) periodically attending a Hampton Rotary meeting to present “what’s new
in the Township” and facilitate discussion on ways the Township can better meet the needs of business owners.
The first Rotary presentation could be a summary of the Comprehensive Plan.
Some communities or groups of communities have created a paid staff position, a volunteer position or an
advisory group to foster business development and property redevelopment. Hampton’s Council could also ask
its planning commission to pursue some or all of the suggested actions below.
A. Test and gain support for the Vision for Route 8’s appearance as presented in this chapter. Post the
Vision on the Township’s website. Align with the Vision new efforts to attract desired development
to the corridor and to incorporate active transportation techniques that afford pedestrians safe and
convenient movement and access. Build broad support for the ideas suggested for improving the
corridor.
B. Maintain a close relationship with elected officials and staff, as Route 8 improvements impact many
layers of planning in the community. The support of elected officials is critical to the success of these
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initiatives to improve the Route 8 corridor.
C. Be proactive and working with PennDOT to obtain improvements that enhance the community. This will
likely mean that “upgrade” to PennDOT’s own plans will have to be funded by the Township.
D. Educate business owners and residents about the value of the proposed improvements, both public
and private, articulated in the Vision.
E. Help developers navigate the approval process. (Township zoning requirements that streamline the
approval process, without diluting standards, add value for developers.)
F.

Advocate for provisions in the existing overlay Zoning District (or to create a new overlay district for the
entire Route 8 corridor within Hampton Township) to identify visual elements of the Vision that the
Township wants to see implemented.

G. Advocate for zoning regulations that require high-quality signage, lighting and landscaping. Use
these elements to create a theme along the corridor to reinforce a Hampton identity. (These zoning
regulations are described in charts presented earlier in this chapter.)
H. Identify parcels or clusters of parcels where the Township wants to have development or redevelopment
take place. Assemble information on why this site would be good to redevelop and show images as to
how the corridor Vision can be addressed at the specific location.
I.

Invite developers to meet with the Township to share the Vision and generate enthusiasm.

J. Advocate for the Township to acquire smaller portions of a larger cluster of parcels that might be
developed or redeveloped. This ownership can leverage the type and quality of development the
community hopes to create along the corridor.



Create a section on the website about Rt. 8 business development and land redevelopment.

y These award-winning municipal websites have effective “Business pages:”
|

https://southfayettepa.com/35/Business

|

https://www.cranberryTownship.org/2841/Business-Hub

y This section can also include “hot topics” that routinely come up, such as improvements to the Route 8 /
Wildwood intersection, and the status of the former Howard Johnson property.

y Add a section of the website with “Before You Buy” resources, including simple explanations of regulations
that could impact site use and design (regarding such issues as stormwater management, federal
accessibility standards and applicable landscaping and buffering minimums). This section should
encourage would-be buyers to schedule a pre-application conference with Township staff. Sample
language appears in Chapter 5.

y This website section also can include informational elements to correct misconceptions and answer

frequent questions that arise in public discourse, such as “Why isn’t the Township doing anything about
the appearance problem?” or “Why does the Township keep adding auto-related businesses” or “Why
don’t you put in a Chick-fil-A?”
The following content is provided for use or adaptation in this portion of the website.
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES ABOUT BUSINESS/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED WEBSITE CONTENT
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why are things the way they are along Route 8 in Hampton Township?

Q
A

Why are there blighted vacant properties and older-looking industrial businesses along Route 8 and
why do they sit like that for years?
Development takes place when private property owners have the resources to develop and the market
creates demand. Current owners might not choose to develop or redevelop property because:

y The owner is holding the property in anticipation that it will sell for a higher future price
y Bringing the property up to a desired standard would require more investment than the owner could
recoup in a sale
y Current regulations prevent the developer from achieving their goal for the property
y Ownership is unclear or there is an absentee owner who does not have an incentive to develop
y The Township regulates how development takes place along the corridor but has limited influence on
owners’ decisions to develop or sit on an underutilized site.

Q
A

Why don’t we have more restaurants and destination retail along the Route 8 corridor? Why do we have
so many auto-related developments?

Market conditions and site suitability determine what is developed. For example, the relative lack of
offices in the corridor impacts the amount of lunchtime use in restaurants. National chain restaurants
use strategic criteria to identify their most advantageous locations for development.

Q
A

Why don’t smaller parcels of land develop or redevelop?

Some lots along Route 8 would be too small to individually develop in strict compliance with
requirements for parking, stormwater management, landscape buffers and setbacks. Multiple owners
with different financial needs could be a barrier to consolidating several smaller continuous lots for a larger
development.

Q

Why does the Township approve development that I don’t think is in the best interest of my
community?

A

By law, the Township is required to allow all types of land use within its borders, though it can
determine where uses are and are not permitted and it can control the intensity and layout of proposed
development. The Township must approve development that meets the zoning and subdivision regulations
in the Township’s ordinances. The Township could make development regulations more strict,
(Continued)
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES ABOUT BUSINESS/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED WEBSITE CONTENT
but there is a balancing act in protecting the public interest and private property rights, as well as in ensuring
that the ordinances are not so challenging as to make the Township less competitive for private investment
overall.

Q
A

Why does Route 8 feel unsafe to cross, is at times congested at intersections, has curb cuts in unsafe
locations and is unattractive within the road Right of Way?

Route 8 is a state-owned roadway, which means that PennDOT regulates everything within the road’s
right-of-way. The Township has little impact on road improvements. Development of new turning and
travel lanes requires state funding that is limited. Organizing curb cuts and crosswalks at intersections
requires new development to initiate a review by PennDOT.

How do Planning, Zoning and Site Development work?

Q
A

What is zoning and how can I find out what my property is zoned? How does zoning impact my desire
to develop a property?

Zoning regulates the use of the land within the Township. By state law, municipalities must
accommodate all types of land use within their borders. Zoning should be consistent with the
Community Development Objectives (CDO) often is developed as part of a comprehensive planning process.
The Township is divided into 15 land use districts (including overlay districts). The Zoning Districts for the
Route 8 corridor are:
y Highway Commercial District (most of the corridor)
y Highway Commercial Planned Nonresidential Development District Overlay (HD PNDR)
y Light and Heavy Industry
y Office Research and Development (PPG)
y Residential with a minimum lot size of ½ acre
In addition to defining Land Use districts, Zoning regulations cover:
y The bulk, massing and placement of buildings
y Performance standards
y Supplemental regulations for specific uses
y Landscaping, buffers and open space
y Signs
y Parking
Additional requirements for development can be found in the Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinance (SALDO)
(Continued)
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES ABOUT BUSINESS/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED WEBSITE CONTENT

Q
A

At what point do I need to begin the land development process? What is needed for that process? How
long does it take? What does it cost?
For land development of a parcel in the Highway Commercial District (most of Route 8) the Owner/
developer must submit a plan for a parcel that:

y Proposes a use that is permitted by Zoning Ordinance
y Meets the bulk, area, density, setback and building height requirements (Zoning)
y Conforms to performance, landscaping, parking and sign requirements (Zoning)
y Addresses the requirements of Stormwater Management Chapter 266)
The land development plan must also meet the requirements of the Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinance (SALDO) including the following process:
y Pre-application conference
y Preliminary application submission
y Responses to Township comments
y Final application submission
y Responses to Township comments
y Approval of other agencies
y Approval of the Township
This process can take more than three months, depending on the approvals of other agencies and the
response by the developer to review comments. More complex development and requests for variances
may take longer.
The owner/developer will be required to pay application fees and Township consulting review fees. The
submission requirements require a land survey. Depending on complexity of the proposed development,
civil engineers and land use attorneys may need to be involved on the part of the owner/developer.

Q
A

If I buy an existing commercial development, do I have to meet current Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) and Township land development requirements?

Not if the existing use is maintained and no improvements are made to the structure or site. If an
addition is added, parking lot improved, signs changed or use changed, then the current site and
building is required to be brought into compliance with current regulations.

(Continued)
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES ABOUT BUSINESS/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PROPOSED WEBSITE CONTENT

Q
A

What requirements are there for stormwater and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permitting?

The Stormwater Management ordinances and NPDES permit are regulations to minimize the
disruption of waterways. If the project disturbs one acre or more, an Erosion and Sedimentation
Control Plan must be submitted to the Allegheny County Conservation District for approval. For
demolition or construction activities that impact less than 400 square feet, no stormwater plan is required.
For projects involving disturbances of 400-2500 square feet, a small project stormwater management
plan is required. For projects greater than 2500 square feet, the Township’s stormwater management
regulations apply. (See Chapter 266, Article II)

Q
A

What is a code violation?

In this case, a code violation refers to any infringement on the property-related rules in effect in the
Township’s Code of Ordinances, which includes chapters on brush, grass and weeds; the Uniform
Construction Code; grading and excavation; land development; zoning; and sewage disposal, among
others. Upon determining that a violation has occurred, the Township will notify the property owner and
request a response within a given time frame. Common violations involve junk vehicles, debris, weeds,
dilapidated vacant structures, deteriorated fences or walls and unpermitted paving.
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f Other strategies
5. Include proposed improvements on an Official Map.
Hampton Township should prepare an Official Map and include on it the proposed multimodal infrastructure
elements, such as sidewalks, included in this chapter.

6. Property-by-Property Analysis
Consider conducting a property-by-property analysis along the Route 8 corridor to identify what improvements
might be realistic given the site’s existing conditions and topographic challenges. For example, access
management and shared off-street parking can be considered across several properties. Township staff could
conduct the study, or a consultant could be hired. Depending on the level of detail, a study like this would cost
$15,000 to 25,000. There should be support for this work at the County; Hampton Township could request
funding for up to 50% of these costs.

7. Explore feasibility of burying utilities along sections of Route 8.
The targeted section of Route 8 is between the Turnpike and Duncan Avenue, to be completed in phases
(Turnpike – McNeal – Wildwood – Mt. Royal – Duncan). Consider putting this initiative in a voter referendum
(after Community Center debt is retired) to determine if there is voter appetite for such a tax, since Route 8
appearance has been a negative issue for the community for so many years.

8. To address unsightly vacant properties on Route 8, propose a budget line item for future
property acquisition.
The Township should purchase green space, vacant, hard-to-develop parcels as they become available on
Route 8, and simultaneously address the Route 8 appearance problem and mitigate runoff and flooding by
adding green infrastructure. This recommendation is included in this section as a means of addressing unsightly
vacant properties, but also is a step within the Conservation and Natural Resources Key Issue, for its value to the
Township’s efforts to build resilience and help protect properties from flood damage. Note that some grants can
be used for property acquisition for green space, but they require matching funds.

9. Establish mechanisms for Route 8 cleanups.
This could include Township mowing/cleanups of vacant properties and assigning liens.
It also can include enlisting volunteer groups, such as businesses, families or service organizations able to form
an “Adopt a Highway” team for via the PennDOT program. Teams could cover the 2-mile stretches between
East Hardies Road and Mt. Royal Boulevard, and between Mt. Royal and Naylor Avenue. Information is available
at this website: https://adoptahighway.penndot.gov/About.aspx (See also Strategy No. 4 in the TownshipCommunity Relationships chapter).
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“ ”
Conserving natural
resources is one
means of improving
quality of life,
community health
and community
resilience.
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4

CHAPTER FOUR

CONSERVATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES

KEY ISSUES: Conservation of Natural
Resources

Issue Overview
As development continues within the Township, pressure increases on the
availability of open space, and on the quality of natural resources such as
woodlands, streams, wetlands, tree canopy and air quality. This chapter
suggests ways to ensure Township residents continue to benefit from
healthy ecosystems through conservation.

Background and Context
Hampton Township is fortunate to have substantial areas of park land and
preserved green space, including Hampton Community Park, Allegheny
County’s North Park and Hartwood Acres, and the Crouse Run and Irma Kost
natural areas. In addition, the Township’s land area contains portions of
the regional Rachel Carson Trail and parts of the Pine Creek and Deer Creek
Watersheds.
Citizen volunteers participate in the community’s Environmental Advisory
Council, and Hampton operates a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System to help prevent pollution in its streams. The community boasts
wooded hillsides and a mature tree canopy, and the Allegheny County
Natural Heritage Inventory lists several locations of note: Crouse Run Valley
Biodiversity Area (BDA) (Exceptional Significance), Hemlock Grove BDA (High
Significance), Willow Run Slopes BDA (High Significance), and the Cold Valley
geologic features/fossil site.

Vision

Hampton Township
conserves its natural
resources for future
generations while
ensuring that residents
today have access to
natural areas with
healthy ecosystems. This
promotes community
quality of life and
supports community and
individual health.

Though the community is largely “built out,” meaning that nearly all available
and developable land has been developed, it retains important natural
assets.
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Those who participated in the public input phase of this Implementable
Comprehensive Plan voiced a strong commitment to the natural landscape
and ecological systems that knit the community together: the streams,
valleys, wetlands, steep slopes, tree canopy, air quality and native species of
plants and animals.
Residents expressed understanding of the value of these resources to the
community’s quality of life and resilience, and to individual and community
health. They also acknowledged their role and responsibility in conserving
these natural assets for future generations, while expressing concern that the
many pressures on these systems will cause irreparable harm.

Stream beds can be improved
and maintained to mitigate
downstream flooding.

Citizens also said they hope the Township would maintain a leadership role
in conserving natural resources as one means of improving quality of life,
community health and community resilience. They also said they hope that
the Township will take additional steps to educate and engage residents and
businesses to help meet goals. Any conservation efforts must recognize the
challenges presented by the fact that many natural resources lie on private
property, not Township-owed land.

y Trees: Hampton Township recognizes the value of trees to the

community in terms of property value as well as in their ability to
perform ecosystem services such as preventing erosion, purifying the
air and capturing water.

y Water: Hampton Township recognizes the value of best management
practices in green infrastructure as its preferred means of managing
stormwater runoff.

y Air: Hampton Township recognizes that clean air is a human need.

This plan supports improvement in air quality and suggests actions
that are within the Township’s ability to affect the situation.

Vacant lots can be improved to
manage stormwater.

For all the reasons stated above, Conservation of Natural Resources is a “Key
Issue” in this comprehensive plan.

The problems
y Green spaces are finite: Because Hampton Township is nearly built out,
green spaces that remain, besides the County or Township parks, are
primarily stream valleys, steep slopes, small stands of woodlands, and
wetlands that need to be protected. A few large parcels remain in private
ownership.

Surface lots generate stormwater
runoff.
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y Ecologically important features are fragile and under pressure:
Remaining features of Hampton Township’s natural landscape and
ecological systems – steep slopes (prone to landslides or erosion),
wetlands, streams (including ephemeral, intermittent, and small
waterways), tree canopy and woodlands stands, and native species – are
all under threat from increasingly intense and frequent weather events,
fragmentation, human use, incursion by non-native species, changes
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in predation (deer typically browse unchecked in the absence of
predators), air-quality deterioration, development and increased runoff.
y Challenges in balancing competing priorities: Conservation and
development are often in competition, and different stakeholders with
different points of view might rank one above the other in priority.
Though it may not be easy at times, the Township has the responsibility
and ability to take the long view and balance competing goals that the
Township determines to be in the public interest. It should assess all
ordinances to determine if they meet the community’s expectations for
future resiliency and community health, safety and welfare as related to
natural systems and resources.
y Adequately managing stormwater: As the operator of a Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4), the community is required by
federal and state mandates to comply with increasingly stringent
requirements for managing stormwater runoff. Runoff generated by the
more severe storms brought by climate change results in costly damage.
Higher rates and volumes of runoff also reduce or destroy stream bank
stability, which results in expansion of the floodplain as well as siltation
of streams.
Complying with mandates governing stormwater is costly, but the
improvements are important, not only to Hampton residents but to all
who live “downstream.” In addition to dealing with the sheer amount
of runoff, the Township is required to take steps to actively reduce the
amount of pollutants in its waterways, through a Pollution Reduction
Plan. This plan helps address poor water quality, which jeopardizes
aquatic life and can cause health hazards. Stormwater management
mitigations include improvements like stream bank restoration,
community stormwater features, and existing stormwater pond retrofits
or improvements.
y Community engagement: Public education, outreach and involvement
can help the Township prevent pollution in all forms and conserve
natural resources. Participants in the public input phase of this
comprehensive plan sought additional efforts to educate and involve
the public, particularly children, on the value of conserving natural
resources for their future and for subsequent generations.
y Non-sustainable Township operations: Reduced use of energy, fuel and
water can have a large impact when implemented by local governments
for the municipal operations. Citizens expressed a hope that the
Township can lead the way in terms of energy and water conservation,
waste reduction, and air quality improvements.

Community input
y “We blow out trees and
smack up houses. If
we keep doing this, we
lose what makes the
community unique.”
y “We need to adopt
regulations requiring
use of green stormwater
management practices
wherever possible.”
y “I’m extremely
disappointed at the
condition of the Irma
Kost Nature Preserve.
What happened?!?!?!?!
I know that the storms
were bad last year, but
don’t we care about it
enough to rally a task
force? I propose that we
do!”
y “I’d like to see municipal
level conservation funds.
Put away a little money
to purchase greenways,
conservation areas,
environmentally sensitive
lands, matching funds for
grants.”
y “Rt 8 to Dorseyville Road
will flood. A great goal
would be: If we get 2”
of rainfall, no roads will
flood. We should be
riding McCandless, Pine
and Richland to cut down
on their flooding.”

y A lack of baseline measurements: To track performance, air and
water quality and community health, the Township needs baseline
information.
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Looking Ahead
Efforts to improve conservation of natural resources and resilience can best be addressed through establishing
baseline information about existing conditions described above and tracking/quantifying progress (such as
trees removed and trees planted).
Efforts to protect natural resources should:
y Improve quality of life and community and individual health of Hampton residents and people throughout
the region through access to healthy air, streams and green spaces.
y Preserve open space, woodlands, habitats, clean streams, tree canopy and clean air for future generations,
including:
|

Augment the existing tree canopy by planting on Township properties, and by establishing
community/organization partnerships to help residents acquire and plant trees.

|

Plant native species in Township-owned spaces

|

Install green infrastructure on Township properties

|

Acquire sensitive properties for resource preservation, passive recreation and stormwater
mitigation.

y Act in a balanced way regarding future commercial and residential development and a wish to support and
conserve natural systems, native landscapes and fragile ecological assets.
y Demonstrate leadership by striving to exceed standards set by regulatory agencies, and serve as an example
for other Allegheny County communities.
y Educate and involve residents and businesses in conservation efforts.

Communications Opportunities
Explain Regulations: Continue to explain regulations and policies that apply to conservation of natural
resources.
Explain Benefits of Conservation: This can especially include engagement about stormwater management,
since the issue is so critical in the Township and Allegheny County. Furthermore, engagement is among the
requirements of operating an MS4.
Explain Jurisdictional Responsibilities: Various agencies or authorities grant permits and monitor efforts
that the Township undertakes. Many environmental improvements are subject to regulations governing which
actions are obligatory or permissible, where the actions take place and in what time frame work is done.
Communicate Opportunities: Communicate opportunities for volunteer engagement, such as air- and waterquality data collection.
Communicate Legal Obligations/Limitations: Continue to explain why some proposals for development may
not legally be rejected.
Provide Helpful Information to Residents: The Township website and mailings could provide downloadable
materials or links to resources such as information to help homeowners on issues such as eradicating invasive
species, dealing with plant diseases and pests, and managing runoff on their own properties.
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STRATEGIES: Improving Conservation of Natural
Resources

f High-priority strategy
1. Employ green infrastructure to slow runoff, mitigate flooding and improve water quality.
Statement of support: This comprehensive plan supports and seeks to advance the Hampton Township
Pollutant Reduction Plan and the Township’s compliance with the requirements of its MS4 permit, including the
six Minimum Control Measures outlined in the federal Clean Water Act. The following next steps reflect actions
Hampton Township will consider as it strives to continue operating its Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) at high levels of excellence. (The Township implemented a Stormwater Utility Fee in 2020 to help defray
the costs of mandates associated with operating a MS4 permit.)

NEXT STEPS



Assess waterways, outfalls, vernal ponds, intermittent streams and wetlands to determine
where mitigation efforts might make the most significant improvements.

y Mitigations could include steps such as repairing or enhancing riparian buffers, stream or streambank

restoration, erosion-control devices or plantings, installation of weirs, bioswales or other means of
slowing flow, daylighting of streams and many other stormwater best management practices. As these
can be expensive and complex projects, it should be anticipated that the community will incrementally
address these issues as funding becomes available.

y A map on Page 93 identifies some potential locations where Hampton Township could consider
implementing stormwater mitigation techniques.



Continue to undertake stormwater mitigation projects.

y Hampton should create a capital budget line items in the capital budget to help it begin funding projects.
Funding for this can be identified annually and carried over for specific use. This can be earmarked as
matching funds if the township decides to apply for a grant to help fund a project.

y Seek consultants with green infrastructure expertise for stormwater projects.
y A demonstration project is proposed on the following pages.



Embark on tree plantings on Township land.

y Plant trees wherever possible to regenerate the tree canopy. Start at the Community Park, expanding

forest edges, creating groves and re-vegetating the areas that are stripped of trees. The community can
work with Plant Five for Life and TreeVitalize for tree donations, with planting managed by Township staff
or volunteers. Some ideas for locations are provided in the “Heart of the Community” section later in this
report.

y Amend ordinances to allow for or require off-site mitigations of tree removals.



Assemble a toolkit of funding sources and potential partners, which are summarized on
subsequent pages.
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STRATEGY 1: EMPLOY GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

POTENTIAL STORMWATER PROJECTS
The Conservation Map on the facing page depicts conservation and green space designations, highlighting
locations for potential investment in stormwater projects Hampton Township could undertake as part of
its MS4 efforts. (The map also indicates locations of other potential projects, as noted later in this chapter.)
The municipality could identify locations for stormwater mitigation on property it owns already, or land
it acquires. Because tax delinquency can be one indicator of parcel availability for acquisition, the map
at right shows parcels delinquent with Allegheny County taxes (as of November 2020). The Township
could use other bases for identifying property for acquisition and stormwater infrastructure construction,
including its appearance, its visibility, its potential for making a measurable difference, and other factors as Hampton Township did when it developed the large stormwater facility at the Route 8-Duncan Avenue
intersection. Hampton should consider conducting a cost-benefit analysis of each of the potential projects
to determine and prioritize those that will produce the most benefit for the least cost.
Ideas for stormwater projects are presented as best management practices (BMPs) in the MS4
requirements, but here are a few likely options:
y Low-impact improvements in hard-to-reach areas could include invasives removals and riparian
plantings. This helps prevent siltation of streams, prevent erosion and cool the water.
y Hillsides that suffered tree loss due to pests or disease, such as emerald ash borer, pine bark beetle, oak
wilt, beech blight or others, could be reforested with a variety of native tree species. This helps to keep
invasives from gaining a foothold and helps to prevent runoff and erosion.
y Disturbed areas (sites that were previously developed with buildings, parking lots, etc., or were
historically used as borrow pits or materials storage) can be remediated with the addition of trees and
shrubs as well as construction of facilities that mitigate runoff and encourage infiltration.
y Repairing streams and streambeds to slow down the flow, manage flooding, and reduce erosion. (For
example, Hampton Township plans to implement stormwater- and flood-management improvements
on a parcel that lies on both sides of Pine Creek along the north side of Sample Road. See location
photo below.)
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STRATEGY 1: EMPLOY GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

STORMWATER DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
The demonstration project presented on subsequent pages should be viewed as a model that can be
applied in other locations in Hampton Township. The ultimate goal is to demonstrate how a vacant
parcel can be outfitted with green infrastructure even as it can achieve other goals as well.
This comprehensive plan therefore proposes a green infrastructure project for a parcel on the west side
of Route 8 just north of the Harts Run Road Intersection. The parcel, which formerly held a business, has
been vacant and for sale for a number of years. (The parcel is not highlighted on the map on the next
page because tax delinquency is not reported by Allegheny County.)
The parcel was selected as a demonstration project – with input from some members of Council –
because of its visibility along Route 8, because it has not been readily redeveloped, and because it
currently has an unattractive appearance (unmowed, rusty and broken-down sign). Completing this
project could have the benefit of improving the appearance of this portion of Route 8, which is the
subject of the previous chapter in this report, and because its highly visible location will help residents
see and imagine possibilities. Mainly it is an example that could be implemented at this parcel and
elsewhere.
On the facing page is a concept drawing that shows one way to implement green infrastructure on the
one-third acre portion of a 4-acre parcel along Route 8. The portion of the site previously developed as a
business occupies land at the foot of a steep hillside.

Southbound view

Northbound view

The viability of a stormwater project at this location would be contingent on results of a geotechnical
study of the site’s soils, percolation rate and infiltration capacity. In the event that the site is not suitable
for the concept shown at right, the Township could nonetheless proceed with a lower-impact stormwater
solution – adding soil and planting attractive trees and shrubs. This solution would at least soak up some
rain and vastly improve the appearance.
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STRATEGY 1: EMPLOY GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
For stormwater detention and infiltration, detailed calculations will be needed to determine how
much water accumulates on the site and whether the basins shown in the concept drawing are sized
appropriately.
Table 4.1 Basin volume estimates

Basin

Length

Width
Bottom

Width
Top

Depth

Volume (CF)

1

100

5

40

3

6,750

2

55

5

45

3

4,125

3

135

5

45

3

10,125

Total

21,000 CF
(777.78 CY or 157,100 gallons)

An opinion of probable construction costs appears on Page 97, with a potential funding strategy based
on those costs provided below.

STRATEGY 1: EMPLOY GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT POTENTIAL FUNDING STRATEGY
FUNDING STRATEGY: Stormwater project
SOURCE
Grantor
Township direct funding
Township in-kind contributions (DPW)

TOTAL PROJECT COST
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AMOUNT
75,000
60,000
15,000

$150,000
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STORMWATER DEMONSTRATION PROJECT COST
Prepared by Pashek + MTR
January 2021

Stormwater demonstration project
Item Description
Removals and Site Preparation
Pavement removal
Misc removals (sign)
Foundation removal

Quantity

Unit
1
1
1

Unit Cost

LS
LS
LS

Total Item Cost

$7,500 $
$1,500 $
$7,500 $

Subtotal Removals and Site Preparation
Site Improvements
Earthwork
Special soils
Miscellaneous stormwater controls

778
1
1

CY
LS
LS

$10 $
$18,000 $
$10,000 $

Subtotal Site Improvements
Planting & Landscape Features
Shade Trees
Understory Trees
Shrubs
Seeding - Meadow

10
8
80
14,500

EA
EA
EA
SF

$450
$350
$85
$0.50

7,780
18,000
10,000
$35,780

$
$
$
$

4,500
2,800
6,800
7,250
$21,350

$
$
$
$

Subtotal Site Studies and Misc Utilities

7,000
1,000
6,000
25,000
$31,000

SUBTOTAL
Contingency @ 20%
Design @ 15%
Permitting @ 8%

$20,926
$15,695
$8,370

TOTAL

$149,621

Subtotal Planting and Landscape Features
Site Studies and Misc Utilities
Site survey
Geotech report
Erosion and sedimentation control
Utility work (pipe to main, including road repair)

7,500
1,500
7,500
$16,500

1
1
1
1

LS
LS
LS
LS

$7,000
$1,000
$6,000
$25,000

$104,630

Note No. 1: The cost of property acquisition is undetermined at this time and not included.
Note No. 2: Opinion of Probable C+A1:E32onstruction Costs is made based on the experience and qualifications of
Pashek + MTR, Ltd and represents reasonable judgment based on familiarity with the industry. Pashek + MTR, Ltd. has
no control over the cost, or availability of labor, materials or equipment, or over market conditions or the provider’s
method of pricing. Pashek + MTR, Ltd cannot and does not guarantee that the opinion of probable cost provided the
Owner will not vary from the actual cost experienced by the Owner.
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
DCNR Community Conservation Partnerships Program (C2P2)
Purpose: The “C2P2” program offers several different areas of funding. The best course of action is to
discuss goals and objectives with the DCNR regional officials to determine which would be the best option.
Some possibilities:
y Acquisition of land to protect a sensitive water resource
y River conservation planning
y River rehabilitation or development
y Riparian forest buffers
Deadline: January- mid-April application period.
Local Match Requirement: Generally, a 50-50 local match is required. Some projects have minimum
grant requirements.
Website: https://www.brcgrants.dcnr.pa.gov/

DCED Baseline Water Quality Data Program (BWQDP)
Purpose: Projects that involve practices for water sample collection and analysis to document existing
groundwater quality conditions on private water supplies.
Eligibility:

y Municipalities
y Councils of Governments (COGs)
y Authorized Organization

y Institution of Higher Education
y Watershed Organization
y For-Profit Businesses

Local Match Requirement: Grants shall be awarded to eligible applicants for projects that do not exceed
$250,000. The grant requires at least 15% match of the total project cost.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/baseline-water-quality-data-program/

DCED Flood Mitigation Program (FMP)
Purpose: Projects authorized by a flood protection authority, the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) or the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) or identified by a local government for flood mitigation are eligible for the
program.
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Eligibility:

y Municipalities
y Councils of Governments
y Authorized Organization

y Institution of Higher Education
y Watershed Organization
y For-Profit Businesses

Local Match Requirement: Grants shall not exceed $500,000 for any project. A 15% match of the total
project cost is required.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/flood-mitigation-program-fmp/

DCED Greenways, Trails and Recreation Program (GTRP)
Purpose: Projects which involve development, rehabilitation and improvements to public parks,
recreation areas, greenways, trails and river conservation.
Eligibility:

y For-Profit Businesses
y Municipalities
y Councils of Governments (COGs)

y Authorized Organization
y Institution of Higher Education
y Watershed Organization

Local Match Requirement: Grants shall not exceed $250,000 for any project. A 15% match of the total
project cost is required.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/greenways-trails-and-recreation-program-gtrp/

DCED Municipal Assistance Program (MAP)
Purpose: Grants are available for three purposes: shared service activities, community planning and
floodplain management.
a.

Shared service activities: consolidating or regionalizing services among multiple counties and
municipalities, boundary change studies, and shared personnel. New or expanded intergovernmental initiatives that promote local government efficiencies and effectiveness.

b.

Community planning: comprehensive plans and parts thereof, land use ordinances, Transit Revitalization Investment District planning studies and entrepreneurial/innovative plans that support
community and economic development improvements. Emphasis on multi-municipal plans.

c.

Floodplain management: reimbursement for costs of preparation, enactment, administration
and enforcement of floodplain management regulations pursuant to the Flood Plain Management Act.
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Eligibility: Counties and municipalities may apply. Shared service activities require two or more
participating municipalities. Some projects are open to COGs and other intergovernmental organizations
where duly authorized by participating municipalities.
Local Match Requirement: Grants of up to 50 percent of eligible costs.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/municipal-assistance-program-map/

DCED PA Small Water and Sewer
Purpose: Grants for small water, sewer, storm sewer, and flood control infrastructure projects. Pursuant
to Article XVII-A, § 1774.1-A, of the Act of April 9, 1929, P.L. 343, as amended (The Fiscal Code) the sum of
$40,000,000 was made available to the Commonwealth Financing Authority (the “Authority”) for eligible
projects.
Activities to assist with the construction, improvement, expansion, or rehabilitation or repair of a water
supply system, sanitary sewer system, storm sewer system, or flood control projects.
Eligibility:

y Municipalities
y Municipal Authorities
Local Match Requirement: Eligible projects are those which have a total project cost of not less than
$30,000 and not more than $500,000.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/pa-small-water-sewer/

DCED Watershed Restoration and Protection Program (WRPP)
Purpose: Act 13 of 2012 establishes the Marcellus Legacy Fund and allocates funds to the Commonwealth
Financing Authority for watershed restoration and protection projects. The overall goal of the Watershed
Restoration and Protection Program (WRPP) is to restore, and maintain restored stream reaches impaired
by the uncontrolled discharge of nonpoint source polluted runoff, and ultimately to remove these streams
from the Department of Environmental Protection’s Impaired Waters list.
Projects which involve the construction, improvement, expansion, repair, maintenance or rehabilitation of
new or existing watershed protection Best Management Practices (BMPs).
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Eligibility:

y Municipalities
y Councils of Governments (COGs)
y Authorized Organization

y Institution of Higher Education
y Watershed Organization
y For-Profit Businesses

Local Match Requirement: There is a maximum of $300,000 for any project. A 15% match of the total
project cost is required.
Website: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/watershed-restoration-protection-program-wrpp/

RAAC Gaming Economic Development and Tourism Fund (GEDTF)
Purpose: The Allegheny County, Gaming Economic Development and Tourism Fund (GEDTF),
administered by the Redevelopment Authority of Allegheny County (RAAC), is intended to provide
financial assistance to entities to facilitate economic development projects in Allegheny County.
Certain funds appropriated from gaming revenues are deposited with the Commonwealth Financing
Authority (CFA) for community and economic development projects in Allegheny County. Annually,
RAAC solicits and reviews project proposals from eligible applicants for the CFA’s consideration. Eligible
uses include:

y Economic Development Projects that promote local economic activity and create and/or retain jobs.
y Infrastructure Development Projects that improve or create infrastructure.
y Job Training: Workforce development projects.
y Community Improvement Projects that improve or create civic, cultural, or recreational activities or
facilities.

y Public Safety Projects that promote the safety of affected communities.
Eligibility:

y Municipalities
y Authorities

y Councils of Government (COGs)
y Non-Profit Organizations and Trusts

Local Match Requirement: All projects must have at minimum of a $200,000 project budget. Applicants
seeking funds for smaller projects should consider other funding sources.
Website: https://www.alleghenycounty.us/economic-development/authorities/gedtf-fund.aspx
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS
Township representatives, such as the Environmental Advisory Council and Land Use Administrator,
should advance collaborative relationships with non-profit and volunteer partners.
The Township should convene an introductory meeting that includes organizations currently working
on conservation efforts in Hampton Township or with an interest in doing so. Identify mutual goals or
priorities and create next steps that involve collaborative action.
Together the groups could put more weight and ambition behind any Hampton-based conservation
initiative than any group could on its own. For example:

y The organizations listed below could assemble a rather large group of volunteers for stream
cleanup days or invasives removal projects.

y Some grantors assign points toward grant awards to applications with numerous partners
providing involvement and letters of support.

Some potential partners are:
H am p t on T ow ns h ip C ons e r vat ion P ar t ne r s
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Last

First

Affiliation

Title

Email

Ames-Meneilly

Barbara

Rep. Lori Mizgorski's Office

District Office Manager

bames-meneilly@pahousegop.com

Cravotta

Darla

Allegheny County Executive's Office

Dir. Community Relations

Darla.Cravotta@AlleghenyCounty.US

Cunningham

Rebecca

Hampton Township School District

Asst Superintendent

cunningham@ht-sd.org

Erb

Matt

Tree Pittsburgh

Director of Urban Forestry

matt@treepittsburgh.org

Fabian

Loralyn

Allegheny Green Web

Project Coordinator

loralyn@alleghenygreenweb.org

Frankel

Kathy

DCNR SW region

Recreation & Conservation Mgr.

kfrankel@pa.gov

Goltfelty

Caren

Allegheny County Parks Foundation

Executive Director

cgoltfelty@acparksfoundation.org

Graziano

Christine

Plant Five for Life

President

christine@plantfiveforlife.org

Mackereth

Nick

DCED

Local Government Policy Spec.

nmackereth@pa.gov

Mattis

Adam

DCNR SW region

Regional Adviser

amattis@pa.gov

Moul

Bill

North Area Environmental Council

Board Member

bill@naecwpa.org

Porter

Brady

Duquesne University

Biologist / Hampton resident

porterb@duq.edu

Pro

Johnna

DCED SW region

Regional Office Director

jopro@pa.gov

Spence

Liz

Pine Creek Land Conservation Trust

Officer

espence7@msn.com

Stephen

John

Rachel Carson/Harmony Trail

Trail Devel. Coordinator

jwsdi@yahoo.com

Winters

Megan

Sen. Lindsay Williams's Office

Chief of Staff

megan.winters@pasenate.com
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f High Priority Strategy
2. Periodically update ordinances to ensure the Township remains proactive with regulations
that protect the community’s trees, water, air and greenspace.
The community shows it values the tree canopy, clean water and clean air by including best practices in its
Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances, while also maintaining a desire for appropriate
residential and commercial growth.

NEXT STEPS



Review ordinances and compare to best practices.

Organizations and agencies that stay abreast of effective contemporary use of Zoning and Subdivision and Land
Development Ordinances are: Sustainable Pittsburgh, Congress of Neighboring Communities, Pennsylvania
State Association of Township Supervisors, Allegheny County Planning Division, the American Planning
Association and other reliable sources.



The following list provides considerations for updating Hampton’s current ordinances and/
or as negotiation points for future land development approvals.

Tree cover
Hampton Township recognizes the value of trees to the community in terms of property value and visual
quality as well as in their ability to perform ecosystem services such as preventing erosion, purifying the air
and capturing water. Tree-planting, tree retention and tree maintenance regulations are already in place. They
should be reviewed regularly for their potential to protect natural systems and resources, and to maintain
standards that exceed typical minimum requirements.

y Protect existing tree canopy through project design requirements, such as augmenting the existing

requirements with additional language supporting preservation of trees larger than 6 inches in diameter at
breast height (DBH, 4 feet 6 inches above ground) with a 1:1-inch replacement requirement.

y Require tree planting offsets under defined circumstances (development of a site above a certain area

threshold, for example). Require applicants to identify the location, number and size of trees being
removed for construction and replace any removed trees inch-by-inch (diameter) with a diverse selection
of native trees. Replacement trees should be located to the extent possible on site, or alternately on
approved Township land to enhance landscaped areas, to rehabilitate and reforest degraded forest areas
or to afforest public land that lacks trees.

y Build language into the Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance to govern tree removal and severe
tree pruning on steep slopes where trees create a fall danger, requiring replacement with new trees and
appropriate plantings for soil retention.

This might include provisions such as: “On any existing, previously developed slopes steeper than 15%,
restore the slope area with native plants or non-invasive adapted plans, according to the following table.
In addition, on any existing undeveloped slopes steeper than 15%, limit the development area according
to the following table. For undeveloped slopes steeper than 40%, do not disturb portions of the project
site within 50 feet (15 meters) horizontally of the top of the slope and 75 feet (23 meters) horizontally from
the top of the slope.”
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Slope
> 40%
26% to 40%
15% to 25%

Previously developed slopes: %
of area to be restored
100%
60%
40%

Undeveloped slopes: % of area
permitted for development
No development permitted
40%
60%

y In-lieu fees represent an additional option to allow applicants to replace trees removed during

construction. This would involve depositing funds into a dedicated account which the Township uses for
tree planting and maintenance or the acquisition of land or easements for forest preservation.

y Formally adopt a native plant ordinance/list, perhaps a variation of the recommended list developed by
the Environmental Advisory Council. Pennsylvania models exist at www.panativeplantsociety.org.

y Earn qualification as a Tree City USA by meeting the four standards at www.arborday.org: A tree board or

department, a tree care ordinance, a community forestry program with an annual budget of at least $2 per
capita and an Arbor Day observance and proclamation.

y Increase tree planting in the Community Park, especially along the proposed perimeter trail, along forest
edges, and in other locations suggested on the “Heart of the Community” concept drawing on Page 125.

y Adopt and incorporate best practices for planting and maintenance of trees on Township property to

encourage tree health and longevity. The Tree Care Industry Association publishes generally accepted
industry standards for tree care practices (ASC A300).

Water efficiency and quality
Climate change is expected to make storm events more persistent and severe. A 2017 U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers report on the Ohio River Basin warned that stream flow in Southwestern Pennsylvania will increase by
about 15 percent within the next 30 years as a result. For this reason, stormwater management controls should
continue to be an important focus area for the Township. (A single devastating storm in 2019 required repairs
that cost the Township nearly $750,000.)
Hampton Township recognizes the value of best management practices in green infrastructure as its preferred
means of managing stormwater. The Township’s stormwater ordinance exceeds today’s requirements set forth
by the Allegheny County Conservation District, but the Township should periodically review its ordinance to
ensure that it maintain that margin over time if ACCD tightens requirements. (These suggestions align with
Strategy 1: “Employ green infrastructure to slow runoff, mitigate flooding and improve water quality,” and could
supplement or strengthen existing code.)
The ordinance should cover stormwater management requirements for redevelopment, new construction or
property transactions, as well as supporting and enhancing the effectiveness of all natural and constructed
hydrology systems.

y Require developers to show that landscaping on the projects for which they apply does not require a

permanent irrigation system beyond a maximum two-year establishment period. Alternately, reduce
the project’s landscape water requirement by at least 30% from the calculated baseline for the site’s
peak watering month. Reductions should first be achieved through plant species selection and irrigation
system efficiency, which can be calculated using the Environmental Protection Agency’s WaterSense
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Water Budget Tool. Additional reductions can be achieved using any combination of efficiency, alternative
water sources and smart scheduling technologies.

y Ensure that local ordinances stimulate the construction and preservation of adequate riparian buffers.

EPA publishes related model ordinances at https://www.epa.gov/nps/urban-runoff-model-ordinancesprevent-and-control-nonpoint-source-pollution#table.

y In instances of subdivision of former agricultural lands, developers should be required to ensure that

agricultural residual waste is appropriately disposed to prevent groundwater contamination. Any riparian
buffers should be enhanced as part of redevelopment plans, to mitigate nutrient runoff into streams. The
Allegheny County Conservation District’s Agriculture Program’s Whole Farm Approach can assist with farm
assessments as a voluntary partnership with current farmers, or suggest requirements for the Subdivision
and Land Development process.

y Add to suburban agriculture ordinances provisions preventing runoff into streets and stormwater catch
basins, to prevent nutrients from entering streams.

y Strive to ensure multiple uses for green space parcel acquisitions to maximize the value of public

investment, such as stormwater management plus sustainable trails and fishing access and dual-use
parking.

Air quality
Hampton Township recognizes the significant contribution of transportation to energy-related greenhouse gas
emissions and the benefits that reducing vehicle miles traveled represents for local air quality. Additionally,
the Township seeks to reduce fossil fuel consumption and air pollution by enabling and promoting renewable
energy sources. The following ordinance revisions would supplement or strengthen provisions currently in
Township codes.

y Active transportation connectivity: Ordinances should step up requirements for redevelopment or new

development regarding bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as walking and biking contributes to community
health via cleaner air and human wellbeing. This could include a requirement in the Subdivision and Land
Development Ordinance for the installation of sidewalks meeting minimum standards in specified areas
and situations.

y Consider adding incentives such as limited tax breaks or less restrictive height or density requirements if
construction includes proven “net-zero” or other measurable conservation features.

y Encourage significant development applicants to achieve LEED certification. This could be achieved

via established incentive (for instance, in the Planned Nonresidential Overlay District) or negotiated by
Council during land development review.

y Ensure that the Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance enable on-site

nonpolluting renewable energy generation such as solar, wind, geothermal, small-scale or microhydroelectric and biomass at a scale and intensity that would be appropriate for each Zoning District.

y Consider adopting an Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure and Parking Ordinance (model available at
https://widenerenvironment.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/charging-infrastructure.pdf).
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f High Priority Strategy
3. Add sustainability measures and track performance to improve the functionality of Township
infrastructure and operations while also incorporating new cost savings.
The Township will participate in programs that help the community improve the sustainability of Township
buildings, landscapes, functions and operations. Lowering consumption of limited resources such as fossil
fuels, electricity and water can cost money up-front for the purchase and installation of new fixtures, vehicles or
equipment, but these steps can pay for themselves and save the municipality money over time.

NEXT STEPS



Pursue certification through the Sustainable Pennsylvania Communities program.

y Undertake improvements in policies, practices and operations for categories like materials/waste; air

quality; equity; energy; water conservation and more. The process will allow Hampton to benchmark
itself against its peers and also to select the steps that will create the most meaningful change, have the
shortest payback period or the greatest overall cost-benefit value.

y To participate in the Sustainable Pennsylvania Communities program, Hampton Township should contact
Sustainable Pittsburgh, which operates the program locally. A first step is often to proceed through a selfassessment of current strengths and opportunities.



After identifying project costs, add line items in the Capital Improvement and General Operations Budgets, for example to purchase solar panels or install geothermal heating wells.

y Work with the North Hills Area COG or neighboring communities for purchases that could bring economies
of scale.
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Other strategies
4. Preserve green space.
Hampton Township recognizes the value of preserving green space for passive recreation use as well as
for ecosystems services such as the cleansing of air and water, stormwater management, the mitigation of
heat-island effects and habitat preservation, among other important uses. (Heat island effects are the higher
temperatures in urbanized areas that occur when extensive hardscapes, such as parking lots, roads and
rooftops, absorb and re-emit the heat from sunlight. A heat island can have temperatures 5 degrees higher than
a nearby natural landscape.)

NEXT STEPS



Propose a budget line item for future property acquisition.

The green space, vacant or hard-to-develop land that is acquired through this budget line item shall be used for
stormwater management to help mitigate runoff and flooding and for passive recreation such as trails and other
sustainable development. This is also a step in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use Key Issue as a means of
addressing unsightly vacant properties.
Potential funding sources include some listed as part of Strategy No. 1 on previous pages in this chapter.



Prioritize parcels whose acquisition would contribute to conservation, passive recreation or
stormwater management goals, or, preferably, all three.
Acquisition of some properties could present several connected opportunities. For example, targeting those
along Bryant Road, Pine Creek and the railroad tracks (see map on Page 93) could enable development of
sustainable trails, fishing access points, and improved stormwater management in a floodplain. Multiple uses for
a location can maximize public investment into a site.



Make private owners of larger parcels aware of the option to participate in land trust programs.
Through land trusts, landowners may sell their land to a trust or choose to employ conservation easements to
protect their land for its special qualities such as productive farm soils, scenic beauty or valuable wildlife habitat.
Landowners who choose land trusts may also take advantage of tax incentives and any other funding available
for conservation for the purposes of financial planning or estate planning.
To qualify for tax advantages, conservation easements must provide significant public benefit, such as wildlife
habitat, outdoor recreation or other forms of preservation.
Landowners can work with their land trust to sell the property or to set easement terms that accommodate the
owner’s plans, as long as the easement protects important resources on the land. Many resources, including a
list of land trusts preserving land in Allegheny County, are available at conservationtools.org
Here is an owner’s guide to land conservation programs: https://conservationtools.org/guides/category/17landowner-guides
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5. The Township should prepare an Official Map and include on it the parcels intended as sites
for greenspace acquisition or preservation, stormwater management locations, future
reforestation, or other forms of ecological protection.
6. Create new mechanisms for sharing information and engaging residents.
The Environmental Advisory Council and Land Use Administration can advance community education about
conservation initiatives. This could include collaborations with the School District volunteer programs and clubs,
Hampton Library or groups listed in the Conservation Partners list on an earlier page in this chapter. Some
opportunities:

y Develop educational programs for all ages, including at Community Day.
y Improvements on the Township website can include calendar listings for events and volunteer
opportunities.

y The website can provide downloadable tip-sheets to complement existing items such as the “2019 EAC
Recommended Planting List” (which should be updated per any new ordinance requirements).

y The website can also highlight a tip of the month or some other nature appreciation feature. These can be
shared via social media and in displays at the Community Center.

y Volunteer efforts can be promoted via displays at the Community Center.
7. Create air quality benchmarking. ✓ Recommendation was achieved.
Some concern was raised during the public input process about the potential impact of the petrochemical
industry in the region regarding air quality. A brief consultation with Carnegie Mellon University’s RAMP program
conveyed the information that Hampton is unlikely to experience a pronounced negative impact from the new
cracker plant in Beaver County. However, the program is nonetheless willing to work with the Township to install
a sensor on public or private land. This monitor could provide air quality benchmarking.
Contact: Albert Presto, Associate Research Professor, Mechanical Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University,
apresto@andrew.cmu.edu
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8. Join CONNECT, the Congress of Neighboring Communities.
CONNECT is a Pittsburgh regional group striving to bridge policy divides among communities to help them
move forward with greater consistency and mutual support. One CONNECT priority is to develop actions in
which economic development and environmental sustainability mutually reinforce each other rather than work
in competition.
Member municipalities designate one to three elected and appointed officials to be representatives of the
municipality to CONNECT. To be a member of CONNECT, your municipality must share a border with a current
member. (Shaler Township is a member.) Contact: Lydia Morin, Executive Director, lydiamorin@pitt.edu,
412-624-7530.

9. Endorse creation of a Pine Creek Watershed Association or Coalition.
Watershed organizations are typically non-profits or loose coalitions of volunteers. A Pine Creek group would
likely be started by those in the community who take an interest, with support from the Allegheny County
Conservation District and Penn State Extension. The Township can encourage the effort by helping to publicize
efforts to start a group, endorse and encourage such a group via a letter of support to other communities in the
watershed, and by helping to publicize and/or help to sponsor events.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TOWNSHIP-COMMUNITY
RELATIONSHIPS

KEY ISSUES: Improve Township-

Community Relationships

Issue Overview
Since the purpose of municipal organizations is to supply residents with
services, it is always useful to invest in community relationships. Hampton
Township should strive to become more communicative, open and
customer-oriented.

Background and Context
It is a platitude but also truth that officials and employees of a Township
“work for the public.” Residents, as citizens and taxpayers, pay for Township
services and communicate their expectations through elections or by
speaking up. In turn, a Township is expected to conduct the public’s business
with the highest degree of responsiveness and openness that is possible.

Vision

Hampton Township
interacts with residents,
businesses, developers
and other constituent
groups in a timely, firm,
fair and friendly way.

The practicalities of being responsive and open to the public can vary from
situation to situation. The ways that Hampton Township demonstrates and
enacts responsiveness and openness is the subject of this Key Issue.
In the context of this chapter, “the public” is different constituent groups
such as residents, businesses and developers. Each group interacts with the
Township in different ways and in arenas as varied as an expectation that
parents can learn of an activity for toddlers or that they can report a pothole
or that development plans will be reviewed in a timely way.
Community input into this comprehensive plan revealed or confirmed a
perception that the Township may be able to become more open, responsive,
or simply a bit nicer saying “no” when it is unable to respond the way a person
or group wishes. There are several points of community interaction where
the Township could embrace a customer-oriented approach. Conversely,
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citizens, for their part, can sometimes take more responsibility for becoming
informed or educated, but may need assistance to move in that direction.
Different approaches may be needed to improve the “customer experience”
in Hampton, depending on which constituent group and which Township
department are involved. For example, changing a perception that staffers
at one facility are abrupt toward youth would require different steps than
improving the Township’s relationship with business owners, land owners
and developers.
Areas for consideration include:

y Communications
y Customer orientation
y Citizen engagement
What changes can or should be made will be a balancing act that may require
adjustments in requirements, standards, guidelines, practices and policies
over time.

One baseline assessment of “where we are and where we want to be” can
be viewed through the visualization tool shown above. The graphic shows
a continuum of public engagement levels, with associated community
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involvement techniques across the bottom.
In January 2020, Hampton Township leaders participated in a
Comprehensive Planning workshop with activities seeking their input.
The graphic shows that many community leaders believe the Township
currently “Consults” and “Engages” with citizens. Generally speaking,
the leaders thought the Township’s involvement levels should be closer
to “Partner” on the continuum. (Residents at a public engagement
event completed the same exercise, with very similar results.)

The problems
y Communications / Lack of awareness of available information:
Some say it is difficult to gather community news and information,
including learning important decisions before they are made. Some
residents report not knowing about information sources that are
currently available. As local newspapers eliminate print editions,
staying informed is becoming particularly difficult for some printdependent residents.
y Communications / Ease of access: Residents said it was difficult
to find information on the Township website, hampton-pa.org.
However, a completed redesign of the website will likely alleviate
this issue.

What changes
can or should
be made will
be a balancing
act that
may require
adjustments in
requirements,
standards,
guidelines,
practices and
policies over
time.

y Communications / Providing information that residents want
when they want it (or sooner): Helping all constituents stay
informed can be challenging not only because news happens and
situations change, but also because people want information at
different times and in different ways. For example, a new resident
may seek to build a knowledge base from scratch; someone may
become interested in a topic abruptly and be unaware of what has
come before; another person may avidly follow every development.
In another constituent arena, a resident may seek a service for the
first time – like a building permit – with little understanding about what
is involved.
y Customer orientation / Township reputation in the business and
development sectors: Whether based in fact or rather in perception,
the Township is considered by some businesses, developers, property
owners, real estate agents and others as being difficult to work with.
Such a reputation is not uncommon, since local governments frequently
experience a push-pull when working with business sectors, developers
and property owners: The Township is obligated to provide responses
according to its own requirements, while applicants typically press for
the permits or approvals they need and want at the lowest cost to their
project in terms of time and money. Still, constituent groups expressed a
desire for more polite, courteous and patient interaction. The Township
has taken steps to alleviate this situation, but it could take time to shift
perceptions.
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Community input
y “We should be a
community that
values businesses and
relationships. If we tell
you no, we need to
explain why and make it
not difficult to deal with.”
y “Need a better website
with easier access to
council meetings, permit
requests, etc. There is
a lot of legacy data and
nothing is easy to search
for.”
y “I have been impressed
with the processes the
Council has initiated
over the last 1-2 years,
to engage residents in
municipal governance.”
y “I would imagine that
lots of people have
complaints, but many do
not vote, and most never
attend a meeting. That’s
on us.”
y “This is great. Doing
more surveys and
reports about how the
township is serving the
needs/interests of the
community can make a
huge difference.”
y “I always feel unknowing
of where our tax money
is being used. I would
like to know and have
an input in our financial
decisions. Please
announce this in a
publication.”
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y Customer orientation / Identifying pain points: The Township may not
have a full picture of which existing processes, procedures or practices
contribute to the reputation of being difficult to work with. Are checklists
incomplete or confusing? Is a permitting or approval process unclear?
y Citizen engagement / Identifying and publicizing volunteer
opportunities: The Township has had success recruiting volunteers –
private citizens, local business sponsorships, groups and organizations.
However, there is no centralized listing of ongoing or emerging needs
for sponsorships or volunteers, and a likelihood that opportunities and
involvement could be expanded.

Looking Ahead
Issues regarding improving the Township’s relationships with constituent
groups such as residents, businesses and developers can best be addressed
by analyzing the Township’s current standards, policies and practices, and
systematically testing changes and weighing results. Efforts to address this
issue should:
y Recognize that most people today expect the information they need and
want to be easily found and available when they want it.
y Conduct business in a way that is understood to be reasonable but true
to Hampton’s standards, aiming for “firm, fair, friendly.”
y Be based on deeper and more thorough understanding of the sources
of any perception of difficulty, and open discussion about what changes
can or should be tested.
y Hold more town-hall and Q&A style meetings, not only by Council
but also by Township department heads, such as ones centered on
emergency services and on “what’s up with the sewer plant?”

Communications Opportunities
Information Availability: Find more ways to tell constituent groups what
information is available, and where.
Communicate Regularly: Communicate regularly with real estate agents
and business groups with the goal of improving relationships. Consider
periodically attending meetings of groups like Rotary or Chamber of
Commerce to discuss regulations and procedures, and to seek feedback.
Maintain Lists of Opportunities: Maintain easily-found lists of volunteer or
sponsorship opportunities.

HAMPTON TOWNSHIP IMPLEMENTABLE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

STRATEGIES: Improving Township-Community
Relationships

f High-priority strategies
1. Move citizen involvement opportunities toward “more engagement.”

NEXT STEPS



Each year, reassess how Hampton Township involves residents.

This reassessment should occur annually at the Township leaders’ spring strategic planning session because
expectations and needs may change as residents move in or out, and as demographics and technology change.
Forms of engagement can include those that are centered on communication, participation and opinionsharing. “Communication” is covered in Strategy No. 2 of this chapter.

y To increase the fullness of community involvement opportunities, the Township should continue to

“Inform” and “Consult,” but should strive to employ more of the involvement techniques associated with
“Engage,” “Partner” or “Empower.” A list of potential engagement activities is provided in the appendix
along with the Public Involvement continuum graphic.



Identify ways the Township can create richer, more meaningful opportunities for citizen
involvement.
Making the kind of cultural change Hampton Township is looking for – high levels of community engagement
and a customer-focus orientation – will require investment of time and effort. Even recognizing the limited hours
available from very busy Township staff, it still must be assumed that changes of this scale require commitment
of time and commitment of intention by staff at all levels. Any new committee or group will require, at minimum,
the staff time for facilitation and coordination in order for the group to be useful, valued and engaged.
Here are suggested opportunities:

y Consider additional task-specific ad-hoc working groups, focus groups, deliberative workshops, and
digital or in-person town hall meetings.

y Consider holding straw polls or voter referenda.
y Conduct a full review of volunteer boards that serve at the pleasure of the Council, to assess their charters,
size, focus and review process, to determine answers to the following questions: Does the Township have
the right boards for current needs? Does it need one or two more boards to meet specific community
purposes, such as those discussed in this comprehensive plan? Should the mechanics of board
participation be revised – such as adding term limits – to enable more citizens to engage and participate
at this deeper level? (Term limits can be phased in to prevent a precipitous loss of expertise.)

y What we have heard from Council members and the public through this comprehensive planning

process is the desire to do more in terms of public engagement. The single most effective way to move
the Township forward on community engagement is to create a Community Relations Advisory Board.
This board would advise on matters relating to improving Township two-way communications, volunteer
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mobilization and recognition, relationships with stakeholder groups such as the business community, and
other priorities related to this Key Issue.
If, at the Township leadership’s annual strategic planning session, elected officials and the manager prefer
not to form a Community Relations Advisory Board, then specific staff need to be given the resources to
make progress on the following strategies and be held accountable for progress.

y Add a website-based form through which residents may apply for positions on volunteer boards. Here

is an example: https://www.cranberryTownship.org/DocumentCenter/View/247/Board-or-CommitteeVolunteer-Application?bidId

y Consider adding a Hampton Residents Academy or University of Hampton Township (Example: https://
www.mtlebanon.org/2383/Residents-Academy), which expands the idea of the Police Academy to
introduce Citizens to all facets of Township operations.

f High Priority Strategy
2. Improve general communications continually.
The Township should assess its current communications tools and operations now and every few years.
This includes evaluating the effectiveness of existing means of communicating, and adding new means of
communicating. A blank grid for gathering opinions is provided in the appendix.

NEXT STEPS



Stay current with new forms of communication as technological options emerge and as
demographics change.
For example, users currently expect on-demand mobile-friendly options, but that wouldn’t have been “required”
a few years ago. Similarly, we cannot fully describe now what citizens will expect in another five years, but
the Township should plan a review every two years to be sure it is staying in step with technological and
demographic changes.



Use the benchmarks listed at the January 2020 Township leadership meeting as a guide for
improving all means of communications.
Elected officials, senior staff and volunteer board members contributed their opinions for goals the Township
could achieve as it strives to improve the quality and effectiveness of communications with the public. The chart
on the facing page lists the community leaders’ ideas.
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Ha m pt o n To w n s hi p C o m m un i ca t i o n s a n d C us t o m e r S e rvi ce Be n chm a rks
W h a t d o we h o p e to h e a r r e s i d e n ts te l l u s
o r s ay abo u t u s ?

F e a s i bi l i ty ( 1 - 1 0
W h a t wo u l d i t ta k e to a ch i e v e th i s ?

s ca l e , wi th 1 0
be i n g fe as i ble )

"The staff person explained her/his
answer/reason for a decision, provided the

The staff person has to have the information and be

information supporting it, and did so

able to share it clearly.

10

professionally."
a.) This is a workplace culture matter that should be
"The staff is always approachable."

addressed. Also, b.) Try to answer the phone. Far too

10

many calls go to voicemail.
"I think the Township is run very 'clean' and We need to continue to push for residents to
is very fair."

understand our operations and processes.

9

"The staff has always been responsive. In
certain public hearing matters, the public
has a way to know what plans are available

Post a mention of information that is available.

5

to review prior to hearings and meetings."
"The community utilizes all forms of

This should be a group effort of all players who have

communication for the best possible

access to the community, including local government

response by citizens."

school district business groups, houses of worship, etc.

"The Township operates to the codes and
ordinances developed and in place, and not
through granting variances or
modifications."

Add criteria for granting variances and modifications
to website, post ZHB applications online with
information about how to submit testimony. Also,
discern any patterns.
Support the police chief doing "coffee" at places like

interface."

Panera Bread

a timely fashion."

More direct communication with property owners

"The information I wanted was easy to find." Use all communications channels
"I understand why Council voted for/against
an issue."

5

review the granted variances and modifications to

"There is a good forum for police-resident
"My addition (building, etc.) was inspected in

9

Use all communications channels

5
5
9
9
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Implement specific communications improvements.

The following recommended improvements are rooted in the input from residents participating in this
comprehensive plan, and from community leaders who participated in a January 2020 workshop at which they
provided their suggestions:
y WEBSITE: Some improvements are already under way, such as changes to make Hampton-pa.org more
useful and easier to navigate. Website improvements should include:
|

A more robust one-stop community calendar that integrates with community organizations such as
the Hampton Community Association, service clubs, the School District

|

More web-based forms and payment options

|

Fewer “lists within lists”

|

|

More business engagement/promotion information similar to Cranberry Township’s Business Hub.
https://www.cranberryTownship.org/2841/Business-Hub
More mapping and GIS content

y MOBILE: More on-demand mobile-app based content would be appreciated. All website content, including
forms and calendar, should be compatible with mobile interfaces.
y FORUMS ON SPECIFIC TOPICS: The Coffee Conversations with the Manager are popular but have limited
attendance, so additional publicity will be useful. The Township should also consider adding occasional
topical meetings that could be called town forums or town halls, during which panelists would field questions
representing various aspects of Township operations, such as emergency services, economic development,
site planning and land development, communications. Some of these could be conducted via virtual
platforms, since populations who find it difficult to attend in person may be able to participate remotely.
y STRENGTHS TO BUILD ON: Residents were generally pleased with some of the Township’s existing means of
communications, and these could potentially be made more successful.
|

|

|

Counter service is generally applauded by customers/residents; after each encounter, the Township
departments could follow up with a two-question, two-minute satisfaction survey about what
customers liked/didn’t like and how to improve.
Hampton Magazine is a valuable content source, according to residents who provided input into this
comprehensive plan. Although the magazine is not an official Township publication, investing in the
mutual relationship appears to be beneficial.
The Hampton Library website is popular; could the Township adopt Library site best practices for its
own website, whose own ratings are not as high?



Expand awareness of Township communications channels to help more people become
familiar with their options for staying informed.
There is relatively low awareness of the Coffee Conversations with the Manager program and the Notify Me
function of the website. These and some other community engagement efforts appear to be popular with
people who do know about them.
It can be a circular problem to try inform residents of ways to become informed. The Township can try nontraditional mechanisms, such as yard signs or large format posters at the Community Center. The Township also
could collaborate with the school district to disseminate information via school mailings.
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f High Priority Strategy
3. Improve communications with the business and institutional sectors, particularly around
development and redevelopment issues.
This should include business owners, developers, builders and contractors, non-profits, health care providers
and faith groups, and also with residents regarding matters of economic development, redevelopment, site
planning, site design and construction.

NEXT STEPS



Select from this menu of options, some of which are also noted on previous pages.

y Hold a town-hall forum on the topic of site development, site planning, and related issues.
y Provide more “how it works,” “why it works this way,” and other FAQ information on the website and via
town-hall meetings.

y Continue to emphasize staff performance that demonstrates personal respect, patience and honest
explanations, particularly when requests or applications are denied

y Increase efforts to proactively inform applicants about potential pitfalls of redevelopment if those exist.
y Add richer content on the website about new business openings, new development, and projects under

discussion, as this could mitigate the mistrust some residents have expressed that deals are cut or
decisions made in secret back rooms. It also could divert some inquiries to the website instead of phone
calls.

y Develop and post online checklists on the requirements for submittals or applications to assist residents

or developers who are pursuing projects. (Suggested “Before You Buy” language for the Township website
is presented on the next page.)



Gather data to know where the most common problems crop up.

y Staff members working in inspections, land planning and development and related positions should

track public interactions to document which existing processes, procedures or practices contribute to a
perception by some business owners, builders or developers that the Township is difficult to work with.
This can be done via a brief online questionnaire or a simple tally sheet. The effort will tease out whether
the problem is one of communications or one related to process, procedures or practices. The Township
will then be poised to make decisions about how best to improve communications or procedural
interactions, based on real data rather than an impression that may have been created by vocal but nonrepresentative customers.
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STRATEGY 3: IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AROUND REDEVELOPMENT ISSUES

PROPOSED WEBSITE CONTENT
What do potential buyers need to know?
Before you buy property in Hampton, be aware that:
y If you erect, modify, remove or repair any structure, you will need a building permit. Approval can take
up to 15 business days for residential applications and 30 business days for commercial applications.
y If you install more than 400 square feet of impervious surface (including concrete, asphalt or packed
gravel) you will need to obtain a Township permit and install approved on-site stormwater management
controls.
y You need to check to see if the land use you propose for the property is consistent with the Zoning
Ordinance. If you purchase property with a non-conforming land use, you may or may not be able to
continue that use into the future. Review the zoning regulations for the zoning district of the property
you are thinking of buying.
y If you propose to demolish any structure or portion of a structure, you need a demolition permit.
y Depending on the complexity of the proposed improvements, there can be significant costs associated
with the preparation of a land survey and hiring an engineer or land use attorney to obtain approvals.
You should plan adequate time for Township, County and State approvals as they are required.
y If the proposed land use of the property is not consistent with current zoning or requires conditional
use, there may be a significant cost associated with obtaining approvals for a zoning change, a zoning
variance, or meeting the requirements of conditional use. You should plan adequate time for Township
approval.
y Improvements to land often require the implementation of stormwater controls. These measures are
regulated by the federal government (NPDES), state Department of Environmental Protection, County
Conservation District and Township stormwater management regulations.
y If the property abuts a state road, PennDOT will regulate access to the site, which may require an
engineer to prepare a traffic study.
A brief meeting with staff at the Community Development department of the Township will provide you an
opportunity to review your goals for the property before you invest in acquisition. Staff can easily define
what approvals and regulations would apply to the proposed use and any improvements that might be
considered.
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4. Further develop a volunteer management process.

y Expand and maintain a list of volunteer opportunities and a means for identifying and mobilizing

volunteers. This process should interact smoothly with the stakeholder groups mentioned elsewhere in
this comprehensive plan, such as those involving environmental conservation or trail construction and
stewardship.

y This volunteer management process should provide a way to communicate with different lists of

volunteers to match volunteers with opportunities, recruit new and existing volunteers for different
initiatives, and publicize opportunities.

y Send thank you messages or demonstrate appreciation through other recognition.
y Expand the volunteer and community service information on the Township website to include a calendar
of work-day events, including time, date, location, description and how to sign up.

5. Consider benchmarking Township performance on communications and other categories of
government services.
To assess community needs regularly and benchmark overall performance, the Township could participate
in the National Community Survey, a statistically valid product of the National Research Center and the
International City/County Management Association. Results allow the Township to compare its performance
against similar communities. Participation costs about $25,000, and this could be done biannually to identify
trends. https://www.n-r-c.com/surveys-consulting/national-community-survey/#nrc-basic-service-collections
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“”
Some
community
topics are not
Key Issues but
still should be
considered in a
comprehensive
plan.
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Other important
topics
Fridley
F

ield
Implementable comprehensive
plans focus their content heavily on “Key
Issues” that the public process identified as the most important and most
Fridley Fin
feasible to address
ieldthe coming years. Those topics typically warrant
whole chapters for each.

The public process also identified additional topics that were not the highest
priorities, were considered less feasible to address, or were simply raised by
fewer people. Though these community topics are not Key Issues, they still
should be part of the community’s long-term planning and implementation.
This chapter also covers topics that the Pennsylvania Municipalities
Planning Code (MPC) anticipates should be addressed in a municipal
comprehensive plan, including land use planning and Community
Development Objectives.
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ISSUE: Developing the Heart
of the Community
Community input
y “Being in green space
and parks is good for
mental health. That’s
where we see people too.
... People of all ages are
out, and this creates a
sense of community. It’s
a way to feel connected,
which is hard to do in the
suburbs.”

Issue Overview
The recommendations in this section of the comprehensive plan help
to address residents’ stated desire for a “downtown,” not by creating a
commercial center at the Community Park complex, but by suggesting ways
the park-and-school district campus can grow into a place where more
people will congregate more frequently for more reasons.
Additional connectivity, facilities, amenities and programming are some
ways Hampton Township can foster a sense of community and also further
establish the Community Park complex as residents’ go-to venue for
individual and group activities.

Background and Context
The Hampton Community Park and Hampton School District campus
serves as a central core asset of the Township and could be further
developed as the community’s heart and soul. The school district buildings,
fields and courts attract many Township families year-round. The park,
Community Center and library afford residents many possibilities for
recreation, programs and activities, events and communal gathering space.
The idea of creating a “heart” of the community at the park and school
campus springs partly from an absence noted by residents participating in
the public input portion of this plan. These residents voiced regret about
the absence of a community “downtown” in Hampton, partly because
downtowns give communities a place to congregate and socialize. The
strategies in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use chapter should help
create that commercial center over time – a place residents can go for
entertainment, shopping, dining, recreation and services they need.
To complement that private sector-based vision, this section of
the comprehensive plan offers ideas for ways to make the Hampton
Community Park-School District complex a more desirable location for
activities, relaxation, recreation and socializing. Regarding Townshipowned property, the Community Center is now 15 years old, and some
users say the time has come to review the center’s use of space, programs
and amenities. Updates have been made to the Community Park, including
renovation of the play areas, greater accessibility, and new lighting at
the courts. However, a review of the park today could suggest additional
improvements in connectivity, facilities and amenities that would offer
better or more opportunities for all residents.
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Aside from improvements at the park or the physical spaces at the
Community Center, some residents participating in the public input phase
of this comprehensive plan said they’d like to see the Township review its
programmatic offerings. Could there be more or other programs, events
and activities that draw people together and foster a sense of community?
they asked. Community Day and the Farmers Market are excellent examples
of bringing the community together.

The problem
y When there’s no downtown, how can Hampton create a “center?” With
a walkable commercial area along Route 8 likely to be a longer-term
prospect, the Township has the challenge of figuring out where else to
foster a sense of community or community spirit.

Looking Ahead
A desire to foster community cohesion could best be addressed through
efforts that:

y Respond to needs in the community. New programs, events or

activities should be added to address problems or fill gaps. Are
elderly homeowners feeling isolated? Are young parents feeling
overwhelmed? Are special-needs teenagers in need of social
interaction? Find out who needs what before creating programs. This
should be an ongoing effort with input from residents via an online
suggestion box or other simple methods.

y Include review of the matter raised during public input phase about
the changed location/timing of before- and after-school programs
that are offered.

y Periodically review fees and facilities charges.
y Make the best use of space and assets in and round the community
center and library.

y Consider recommendations made in the 2014 Park Master Plan.

Most improvements have been made or are planned, but remaining
parking lot improvements, patio protection, green infrastructure,
accessibility and other listed additions would still be useful.

y Review relationship with and use of community facilities by external
sports associations or other groups.
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STRATEGIES: Developing the Heart of the Community

f High-priority strategy
1. Improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation in the Community Park and make connections
with School District amenities and to external locations.

y Create a pedestrian pathway between the center of the Community Park, the High School and Fridley Field
(See in-progress photos below).

y Create a walking route from Fridley Field to the Route 8-Wildwood Road intersections (proposed as a

pilot project in the Connectivity and Trails chapter). This will be the first and crucial step in connecting
the Community Park and School District complex with the envisioned redeveloped commercial center
described in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use chapter.

y Create walking loops within the Community Park and links to the Rachel Carson Trail (some proposed
routes shown on the map on Page 125 are in the planning phase).

y Add wayfinding signs and/or other signs in the park to direct users to special amenities such as the Irma
Kost nature area, the pond, the orchard and other features.
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2. Create the following features to “build community” and
address unmet needs, as shown on the concept drawing on
Page 125, and illustrated with character images on this page.
a.

Add a meandering, ADA-compliant sidewalk around the Community Center building and develop outdoor courtyards for indoor-outdoor events and attractive spaces with views. A dedicated-use courtyard immediately outside the library could create an
outdoor classroom-type location or library events space. Similarly, courtyards outside the Great Rooms would encourage rentals.
(Rough cost estimate: $350,000-$500,000; can be phased.)

b.

Create an events lawn suitable for large public events and private
celebrations. (Rough cost estimate: $250,000)

c.

Create a hillside amphitheater suitable for public performances
or private celebrations. (Rough cost estimate: $500,000-$1 million; can be phased.)

d.

Create ADA-compliant parking and pathway access to the fishing
platform at the pond. (Rough cost estimate: $150,000-$200,000)

e.

Create a community food forest or orchard, planted with native
fruit and nut trees, expanding the area where a few fruit trees currently grow. (Rough cost estimate: $25,000)

f.

Create a trellis walk and add plantings to mask the service entrance to the community center. (Rough cost estimate: $200,000$250,000)

g.

Create a distinctive pavilion or shelter – either an open-air shelter
with stone fireplace or a three- or four-season shelter with a capacity of 150. (Rough cost estimate: $350,000-$500,000)

a. A meandering accessible pathway at the top of the Community Center ridge would provide a short, safe walking route for residents. The meanders could create courtyard spaces with
distinct sizes, shapes and features and characters for different uses.

b. An events lawn (suggested for the area above the Community Center in photo above left) can provide a venue for private celebrations and community activities.

c. An amphitheater (suggested for the hillside above the pool, shown in photo above left) can serve as a venue for

d. This view of the Community Park pond includes the location

e. Community food forests are naturalized plantings of fruit- and

g. Distinctive picnic pavilions can provide welcoming spaces.

community or private events or performances.

nut-bearing trees and shrubs.

f. Trellises can provide shade for seating.

of part of a potential accessible walkway.
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3. Improve the appearance, sustainability, desirability and functionality of the park area through
extensive tree plantings.
As noted in the Conservation of Natural Resources chapter and shown on the concept drawing on Page 125,
trees should be added to shade walkways and parking lots, define spaces, screen different recreation uses, and
regenerate the forest edges.

4. Give names to the features and roads in the park to foster more sense of place and assist with
wayfinding.
For example, what is the name of the pond? What is the name of the park road connecting the Community
Center and the municipal building? Use these names on maps, materials, website and signs.

5. Renovate or update portions of the Community Center building (underway, with specific
projects listed in the Township’s capital plan).
6. Proceed with some programmatic, maintenance or operational improvements requested by
the community:

y Recruit people from the community who might be passionate about a topic and might want to lead an
event. Potentially offer an honorarium and provide room space for free.

y Create simple community-building events, such as:
|

|

|

After a big snowfall, encourage people via Facebook to come to the park to sled. Offer hot chocolate
inside and host a snowman-building competition.
Encourage people to view the night sky or celestial events at the park. Invite telescope owners to
bring their instruments for others to peer through.
On windy days, encourage people to fly kites in the park.

y Further explore a partnership between the Township, School District and others to create options for early
childhood education and childcare.

y Clarify what sports fields are available for public use, and at which times through signs and a phone
number for questions or more information

y Create a “report-it-here” mechanism in which park users can report safety issues or broken equipment.
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ISSUE: Route 8 Transportation
Corridor Improvements

Issue Overview
Route 8 has been the source of discussion and study for years, as noted in
the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use chapter in this comprehensive plan.
Beyond the roadway’s appearance, residents voice concerns about safety,
convenience and traffic.
This comprehensive plan supports improvements along the corridor. These
can be pursued over time in conjunction with pedestrian, trail and cycling
facilities outlined in the Connectivity and Trails chapter, and in conjunction
with recommended actions listed in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use
chapter.

Background and Context
Route 8 as a transportation corridor is a longstanding source of frustration
among Township residents who cite high speed, congestion, “short stops”
for turns into driveways, and limits on sight distances in some locations as
creating hazardous conditions.
The Township has very little control over what changes can be made with
the roadway, as Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) is
the road owner. PennDOT performs maintenance, such as snow plowing,
on the route.
PennDOT has installed an adaptive traffic signal system on Route 8 in
Hampton from the Wildwood Road intersection to the Richland Township
boundary. This system employs cameras to improve traffic flow, and
specifically to accommodate left turns across traffic. Cameras identify
when traffic is stacking up in turn lanes to a degree that the signals need to
change. This adaptive system replaced a timed-light system, which simply
changed the signals based on a count of elapsed seconds.
PennDOT began a milling and resurfacing project for Route 8 from
Wildwood Road to SR910 (Gibsonia Road) in 2020.
In 2020-21, the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC), the regional
metropolitan planning organization, conducted an operations planning
study, including assessing multi-modal access, for Route 8 between
Wildwood Road in Hampton and Bakerstown Road in Richland Township.
The study is available here: https://www.spcregion.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/04/SR-8-CPS-Report-for-distribution.pdf
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The problems
y Traffic speeds and congestion make driving difficult: The road is not on a
list for improvements for PennDOT other than those actions listed above.
y Residents get angry with the Township: The Township bears the
brunt of irritation even though it has very limited control over when
improvements are made. It should be noted that communities can raise
their issues via a project selection process provided by Southwestern
Pennsylvania Commission (SPC), the Metropolitan Planning
Organization.

Looking Ahead
a. The Township should post information about road ownership and
future projects on its website or do more to publicize this information.
b. The Township should be a squeaky wheel during public input opportunities with SPC to get attention for its high-priority proposed projects.
c.
Hampton Township seeks improvements to Route 8. These emphasize
changes at the Wildwood Road intersection, a long-standing trouble-spot
in the community, and improvements elsewhere in the Township along
the corridor. The goals and strategies listed here are consistent with and
support the “Route 8 Appearance” and “Connectivity” chapters in this
comprehensive plan.
Regarding the Wildwood intersection specifically, Hampton Township seeks
improvements that:
y Enable safe pedestrian crossing in four directions;
y Safely conduct the Rachel Carson Trail across Route 8;
y Enhance safe bicycle traffic crossing;
y Enhance motorist safety, particularly left turns onto Route 8 from
Wildwood Road and Wildwood Extension through better sight lines;
y Improve reliability of traffic flow, particularly at school arrival and
dismissal times, through signalization timing and other steps.
y Employ the Route 8 right-of-way and easements as feasible to add
plantings, sidewalks and stormwater green infrastructure.
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STRATEGIES: Improving Route 8 Transportation
Corridor
Statement of Support
This comprehensive plan recognizes and supports Township goals to enhance safety, appearance and functionality
of the corridor. Specific issues include but are not limited to intersection improvements at Wildwood Road, a
long-standing problem spot, and the importance of providing multimodal access to, along and across Route 8.

Strategies
1. Pursue improvements along Route 8 in collaboration with Southwestern Pennsylvania
Commission and PennDOT District 11 via these recent and future studies and projects, including

y A 2020 Route 8 corridor study by SPC
y A Route 8 refurbishment North of Wildwood Road by PennDOT (with Richland Township)
y Seeking to place Route 8/Wildwood intersection improvements on the PennDOT Transportation
Improvement Program list

2. Pursue improvements specifically at the Route 8/Wildwood Road intersection as listed above.
The Township should meet with Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission, PennDOT, and elected officials in
Harrisburg and Washington to raise the profile of a Wildwood Road intersection improvement project and
determine other next steps. (The Township’s project calendar lists this for 2027.) It should continue to be in
regular communication with these entities.

3. Mobilize citizens with strong opinions about Route 8 (such as the Wildwood intersection) to
attend and speak up at Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission input meetings.
4. Revise the ordinances applying to selected commercial segments of Route 8 to require adding
sidewalks when parcels are redeveloped, as recommended in Chapter 3.
5. Press for desired future transit service on Route 8, as noted in the “Port Authority Transit”
section in this chapter.
6. Create a downloadable FAQ fact sheet on road ownership and how improvements are planned
and funded.
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OTHER TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Statement of Support
This comprehensive plan encourages completion of Hampton Township projects on the PennDOT TIP, on the
County’s transportation planning list, or Township projects planned for its own local roads.
Further, residents raised these issues and requested improvements during the public process for the
comprehensive plan, and these projects should receive consideration:
y A new four-way stop on McCully Road at Rosanna/Birchwood
y Signage or sight-line clearing to mitigate visibility on Middle Road between McNeal Road and Wildwood
Extension
y Modify parts of Township roads to force traffic to enter Route 8 in safer locations
y Improvements for bicycle traffic at the McNeal intersection with Route 8 to support the Connectivity and
Trails chapter of this plan.
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TRANSIT SERVICE
Statement of Support
This comprehensive plan encourages transit use and supports additional transit service throughout the
community by Port Authority of Allegheny County and Butler Transit Authority.

Background and Context
Both transit agencies serve portions of the community. Butler Transit serves commuters traveling to Pittsburgh,
stopping at the park and ride lot on Route 8 at Duncan Avenue and at flag stops along the corridor. The Port
Authority currently has three routes serving western portions of the Township.
Individual residents may state their opinions about service levels to the transit authorities, or the Township
could coordinate input to provide a more unified statement of priorities. “Service levels” includes the frequency
of buses on a route and the location of routes and stops.
Each year, the Port Authority revises its levels of services, routes and other aspects of service within the transit
system. It has a process for collecting service requests, evaluating them, defining the transit system’s budget,
ranking the requests within that budget, finalizing and approving the prioritized changes, and releasing the
annual service report explaining the changes.
The Port Authority evaluates service requests based on how changes would improve three characteristics
(evaluated equally): equity, efficiency and effectiveness. Requests for service changes in Hampton should
make a strong case for improvements in all three categories, though a scenario in one or two areas could be so
compelling it could outweigh a weakness in the third area.
Butler Transit also accepts public input by individuals or via a coordinated approach from one or more
communities. Input can be provided via info@butlertransit.org or by attending authority board meetings.

Strategies
1. Hampton should identify the stakeholders who seek improved public transit, including
neighboring communities, local agencies, employers and institutions, and area residents.
2. This group should identify a top priority, such as:
y Extending the Mt. Royal Flyer route in a loop that includes the length of Mt. Royal Blvd. to its intersection
with Route 8 and incorporates stops at UPMC’s Outpatient Center and the Duncan Avenue park and ride lot.
y Extending the Thompson Run Flyer route to Route 8 to incorporate a stop at the PPG research facility at
Harts Run Road or other large employers.
y Creating a transit center/park and ride facility somewhere along Route 8 (perhaps near the Richland
Township line) that could be used to allow Hampton residents or residents of neighboring communities to
connect to service.

3. Each year Hampton should lead a formal request process for its top priority service improvement.
For Port Authority service requests, Hampton’s efforts should follow the annual calendar and submittal process
set out at https://www.portauthority.org/services/service-requests/ Service requests may be made to Butler
Transit at any time for future consideration.
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CONSISTENCY WITH THE PENNSYLVANIA
MUNICIPALITIES PLANNING CODE
In order for Hampton Township Council to approve this comprehensive plan, the proposed plan must be
reviewed by Allegheny County for consistency with the county’s own comprehensive plan (Allegheny Places),
and the plan must meet the requirements of the state Municipalities Planning Code (MPC) Article III, Section 301.
The following is a summary of those MPC requirements and a comparison of where that information is included
in this comprehensive plan. Where the Key Issues did not include an element listed in the MPC, we address that
following the chart.

CONSISTENCY TABLE
MPC Requirement
Statement of Community Development
Objectives
Plan for land use
Plan to meet housing needs
Plan for movement of people and goods
Plan for community facilities
Statement of Interrelationship among
various plan components
Short- and long-term implementation
strategies
Statement that existing and proposed
development is compatible with existing
and proposed development in adjacent
communities and consistent with “Allegheny Places,” the Allegheny County
comprehensive plan.

Where it can be found in the Hampton Township
Comprehensive Plan
Refer to the Additional Topics chapter.
Refer to the Route 8 Appearance, Conservation of Natural
Resources and Additional Topics chapters.
Refer to the Community Development Objectives.
Refer to the Trails and Connectivity, Route 8 Appearance and
Additional Topics chapters.
Community facilities are addressed in the Trails and Connectivity,
Conservation of Natural Resources and Other Topic chapters.
The nature of the Implementable Comprehensive Plan is to focus
on major issues in the Community. Each issue tends to address
multiple planning elements in an integrated manner.
Found in each chapter for each issue.

The Community Development Objectives address consistency
with adjacent municipality development. The recommendations
in this plan are consistent with the Allegheny County Plan.
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MPC Requirement

Where it can be found in the Hampton Township
Comprehensive Plan

Plan for protection of natural and
historic resources

See Conservation of Natural Resources chapter and Community
Development Objectives.

Plan for reliable supply of water

The Allegheny County comprehensive plan indicates that the
water supply for Shaler, Hampton and Etna is adequately
served via Hampton Shaler Water Authority.

Plan to be reviewed in 10 years

This plan recommends in the Introduction that this process be
updated in 10 years.

Careful analysis of all of the elements

We believe that the Key Issues identified by the communities
were developed in a careful manner that incorporated most of
the planning elements of the MPC.

Adoption process

To take place in 2021.

Steering future community development
Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development (SALDO) ordinances should be revised in tandem with
comprehensive planning because these ordinances can support and propel the kinds of changes that are
sought in an implementable plan. Revised SALDO and Zoning ordinances are tools the Township can employ
to make sure it is steering future growth and development in the directions they have chosen. For example,
Zoning ordinances and maps build on goals for community development by adding specificity about what kinds
of development should occur, where, and in what manner. And the design and other standards for public and
private improvements in a SALDO affect the quality of proposed development.
New Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances could help Hampton Township achieve its
goals related to Route 8 Appearance, Conservation of Natural Resources, and Trails and Connectivity.
This section of the comprehensive plan sets out Community Development Objectives, which are a primary
building block of Zoning and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinances. The objectives, which appear on
the next page, align with the intention of the comprehensive plan and provide necessary context to enable the
Township to undertake updates or revisions of its ordinances.
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Statement of Community Development Objectives
for Hampton Township, PA
y Continue to respect the traditional suburban housing development schema throughout the Township while
encouraging walkable neighborhoods serving housing and commercial needs.
y Guide the design of the public realm to ensure quality, visually attractive development that becomes a
significant asset to the community.
y Steward and conserve natural resources by incorporating policies and measures that enhance environmental
sustainability. These will include steps such as best practices for reducing stormwater runoff; improving
groundwater and stream quality; creating buffer areas; protecting tree canopy; protecting steep slopes and
green space; providing for non-motorized transportation; minimizing impervious surfaces such as parking
lots; reducing night-sky light pollution and urban heat island effect; mitigating flood hazards; and improving
air quality.
y Respect pedestrians and the design of public space in accommodating vehicles, incorporating best practices
for access management and the creation of “complete streets.” Ensure that parking is not overbuilt.
y Ensure safe and efficient bicycle and pedestrian movement, promoting the development of non-motorized
mobility facilities and networks.
y Protect and enhance historic and cultural resources.
y Protect and enhance green space through existing public ownership of land, property acquisition or other
forms of land preservation. When feasible, encourage multiple purposes for green space, such as tree canopy
enhancement, stormwater management and passive recreation.
y Encourage a broad range of housing types, densities and price levels within neighborhoods to bring
people of diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds, income levels, ages and abilities into daily interaction,
strengthening community life. Include in among the housing types single-story, zero lot line or carriage
homes.
y Require appropriate buffers and transitions between uses of greatly different intensity.
y Encourage future development in the Route 8 corridor to create a denser commercial and mixed-use district.
y Incentivize mixed uses, including residential living on the upper floors of commercial uses.
y Build flexibility into local regulations to accommodate innovative uses and activity such as “pop-up”
businesses, sidewalk cafes, food trucks and micro-breweries.
y Use dimensional standards to reinforce a cohesive built environment for each district while ensuring that
infill and redevelopment are viable options for vacant and underutilized property.
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Future Land Use Planning
The focus of this plan regarding future land uses has been on targeted areas of redevelopment and
reinvestment, as explained in the Route 8 Appearance and Land Use chapter, and on preserving and enhancing
green space/open space as explained in the Conservation of Natural Resources chapter. Otherwise, the plan has
focused on enhancing existing development and improving quality of life in other ways.
A major influence on any future revisions of Zoning regulations is the future land use component of this
implementable comprehensive plan. Hampton Township’s Zoning ordinance should be consistent with the
land use vision of the plan. Consequently, the future land use priorities presented herein depict the Township’s
vision for upholding quality neighborhoods and businesses while specifically supporting redevelopment and
reinvestment along Route 8 and on privately owned industrial or commercial development sites, on farmland
preservation, and on residential developments that meeting high standards for conservation.

Future land use priorities
Overall, the general land use patterns that currently exist will be maintained. Residential neighborhoods will
remain intact, existing commercial areas will be strengthened, and industrial areas will continue in place.
Redevelopment and reinvestment strategies presented in previous portions of the comprehensive plan highlight
the major proposed changes:
y The future vision includes emphasis on a transition to denser, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly development
in the Highway Commercial Planned Nonresidential Development District Overlay (HC PNRD) on Route 8
and general upgrade in the visual standards for development along the Route 8 corridor. Some specific use
definitions should change to consider new and innovative uses or mixed uses.
y The vision includes emphasizing a “Conservancy” use that is intended to protect existing residential areas,
green space, steep slopes and buffers. This land use is consistent with elements of the plan focusing on
planning for trails, active transportation connectivity, the appearance of the Route 8 corridor, preservation
of natural resources and relations between the Township and stakeholders in the community, including
developers, builders and business owners.
y Encourage new uses for vacant lots, including for alternative uses such as stormwater management green
space.
y The Township should remain alert for areas in the community with potential for appropriate commercial
development.
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